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Preface 
 
This volume contains extended abstracts from talks and posters presented at the sixth 
TRACE (Tree Rings in Archaeology, Climatology and Ecology) conference, held in Riga 
(Latvia) May 3rd – 6th, 2007. The annual TRACE conference seeks to strengthen the network 
and scientific exchange between scientists and students involved in the study of tree rings. 
This annual conference is an initiative of the 'Association for Tree-Ring Research' (ATR). A 
high scientific level was maintained at the conference as at previous TRACE conferences, 
but simultaneously an informal forum was provided for young scientists and students to 
discuss concepts and ongoing or completed projects. 
 
The conference was organized by the Latvian Dendroecologist Society and Faculty of 
Biology, University of Latvia. There were more than 80 participants at the conference from 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Chile, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United 
Kingdom. Outstanding oral and poster presentations were given by participants. In total, 36 
talks were presented, covering the fields of Archaeology (5), Climatology (9), Ecology (7), 
Geomorphology (3), Isotopes (6), Methods (1), and Wood anatomy (5). In addition, 39 
posters were displayed to the audience. 
 
Two talks were given by invited speakers. Dr. Alar Läänelaid (University of Tartu, Estonia) 
presented an overview of dendrochronological studies in the three Baltic countries (Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania) to introduce the audience to the region, including ongoing and finished 
work as well as future perspectives for dendrochronological studies in the area. Dr. Hans 
Linderholm (Göteborg University, Sweden) presented a Summer North Atlantic Oscillation 
variability reconstruction over the last five centuries.  
 
The editors of TRACE proceedings 2007 are delighted to present 25 short papers of tree-ring 
studies that were presented during the conference. We would like to thank the reviewers for 
their valuable comments on the first versions of these manuscripts. The organisers of the 
conference would like to thank sponsors (Administration of Latvian Environmental Protection 
Fund, State Stock Company „Latvia's State Forests”, Regent Instruments Inc.), whose 
contribution helped support the conference. Appreciation is also given to all participants for 
their valuable work, discussions, and exchange of ideas. 
 
 
Didzis Elferts 
Guntis Brumelis 
Holger Gärtner 
Gerhard Schleser 
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Reconstructing Summer North Atlantic Oscillation (SNAO) 
variability over the last five centuries 

 
H.W. Linderholm1, C.K. Folland2& J.W. Hurrell3 

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University, Göteborg, Sweden 
2 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research, Met Office, Exeter, UK 

3 National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, USA 
 
 
Introduction 
The North Atlantic Oscillation 
The climate over the North Atlantic region exhibits considerable variability on a wide range of 
timescales, manifested as coherent fluctuations in ocean and land temperature, rainfall and 
surface pressure (Hurrell et al. 2002). Without doubt, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is 
the most widely known example of such variability. The NAO is a major source of interannual 
variability in the atmospheric circulation, and is associated with changes in the westerlies 
across the North Atlantic Sector (Hurrell 1995). The NAO can be described as an oscillation 
of atmospheric mass between the Arctic and the subtropical parts of the Atlantic, usually 
defined through changes in surface pressure. These oscillations produce changes in wind 
speed (and direction) over the North Atlantic, which affects heat and moisture transport over 
land adjacent to the ocean, as well as frequency and intensity of storms (Hurrell et al. 2003). 
Furthermore, the NAO strongly affects the heat and freshwater exchange at the ocean 
surface of the Atlantic Ocean itself by inducing changes in surface wind patterns (Hurrell et 
al. 2001). Such changes affect the strength and character of the overturning in the North 
Atlantic and could thus have influence on the thermohaline circulation (Delworth & Dixon 
2000). Perhaps the main reason for the recent focus on the NAO is the strong positive trend 
in the index of the winter NAO from the 1980s and onwards. Hurrell & van Loon (1997) noted 
that the recent cooling over the northwest Atlantic and the warming across Europe since the 
early 1980s was related to the decadal variability of the NAO. Furthermore, they showed that 
since the early 1980s, circulation changes over the Atlantic was linked to coherent large-
scale anomalies in precipitation (e.g. dry conditions over southern Europe and the 
Mediterranean and wetter-than-normal conditions over northern Europe and parts of 
Scandinavia). Also, Hurrell et al. (2001) suggested a link between the Northern Hemisphere 
warming and the positive trend in the NAO. In addition to the direct effects of the NAO on, 
mainly winter-time, climate, a vast number of papers have shown a correspondence between 
the NAO and a number of ecological features, such as phenology, terrestrial and marine 
ecosystems, agriculture etc. (see Drinkwater et al. 2003, Mysterud et al. 2003).  
 
Defining the NAO 
NAO indices can be derived in different fashions; either from the simple difference in surface 
pressure anomalies between various northern and southern locations (e.g. Iceland and 
Azores/Portugal/Gibraltar), or from the principal component (PC) time series of the leading 
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empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of sea level pressure (SLP). In the past, the former 
approach has been most widely used (e.g. Hurrell 1995, Jones et al. 1997, Visbeck et al. 
2001). However, a disadvantage of station-based indices is that they are fixed in space. As 
shown by e.g. Barnston & Livezey (1987), the NAO centers of action shifts throughout the 
year, and consequently, such indices can only adequately capture the NAO variability for 
parts of the year (Hurrell et al. 2003, Allan & Ansell 2006). The advantage of using PC 
analysis on SLP is that such indices provide more optimal representations of the NAO spatial 
pattern, but since they are based on gridded SLP data, they usually provide shorter time 
series than those based on station data (Hurrell et al. 2003). However, recently Allan & 
Ansell (2006) provided an upgraded version of the Hadley Centre’s monthly historical 
hemispheric mean SLP (MSLP) data set and Ansell et al. (2006) a daily MSLP reconstruction 
for the European-North Atlantic region, both going back to 1850.  
 
The summer NAO (SNAO) 
Because the winter months are dynamically the most active, the largest amplitude anomalies 
in SLP occur during the cold season. Consequently, most focus has been on winter-time 
NAO. However, Barnston & Livezey (1987) noted that the NAO pattern was found throughout 
the year, but that it showed pronounced seasonal variation in location. In winter, they found a 
Greenland center near 70°N and an Atlantic center at 30°-35°N. In summer, the action 
centers had moved further to the north: a Greenland center near 70°-75° N and an Atlantic 
center at 40°-50°N. Although the NAO is most pronounced in the cold season, strong climate 
anomalies can be detected outside winter. This is especially true for summer, when 
variability is particularly important from the perspective of droughts and heat waves (Hurrell 
et al. 2002). Taking the leading eigenvector of SLP during July-August, over a large domain 
centered over the North Atlantic, Hurrell & Folland (2002) found a dipole pattern much like 
that of Barnston & Livezey, where the southern center extending over the northeast Atlantic 
across western Europe into Scandinavia. Their SNAO time series revealed strong variations 
on interannual to multi-decadal time scales (see Fig. 1 in Hurrell & Folland 2002). The most 
significant characteristic of this time series is the transition from an extended period of below 
average SLP anomalies since about 1967 to above average SLP anomalies, indicating a 
change toward persistent anticyclonic flow during high summer in recent decades. The 
SNAO index increase corresponded to an increase in mean central England temperatures 
(CET), and Greatbatch & Rong (2006) found that a strong correlation between SNAO and 
CET holds for much of the twentieth century. Also, this increase in SNAO corresponds to a 
lowering of precipitation over much of Northern Europe. In fact, some of the driest summers 
over the UK in recorded history have occurred during this most recent period (Hurrell et al., 
2002). Strong associations between SNAO and temperature/precipitation are found over 
large parts of Europe, but also elsewhere in the northern hemisphere, e.g. over the Sahel in 
Africa (Hurrell & Folland 2002, Folland et al. submitted). 
  
NAO and tree rings 
Previous reconstructions of the NAO, using different kinds of proxies including tree rings, 
have focused on the winter NAO (e.g. Appenzeller et al. 1998, Cook et al. 1998, Cullen at al. 
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2001, Glueck & Stockton, 2001, Cook et al. 2002). From a tree-ring point of view, it means 
that trees respond to conditions of the winter prior to the year of growth. This is certainly true 
for trees sensitive to precipitation variability, e.g. in arid/semi-arid regions. But also tree 
growth at higher latitudes seems to be influenced by the winter NAO (see e.g. D’Arrigo et al. 
1993, Linderholm et al. 2003). Trees growing in regions surrounding the North Atlantic 
Ocean could be useful for SNAO reconstruction, considering the links between SNAO and 
climate in these regions and the strength of tree growth/climate relationships in the growing 
season. In a first attempt, tree-ring data (tree-ring widths (TRW) as well as maximum 
latewood density (MXD)) from Great Britain and western Scandinavia were used to 
reconstruct the SNAO back to 1706, showing promising results (Folland et al. submitted). 
Here an extension of that reconstruction, based on tree-ring data from a wider geographical 
area is presented. 
 
Material and Methods 
Reconstructing the SNAO 
The definition of the SNAO used here is a covariance eigenvector analysis of July-August 
MSLP anomalies for 25°N-70°N, 70°W-50°E, for 1850-2003. The data derive from the new 
daily MSLP analysis by Ansell et al. (2006) where EOF1 is defined as the summer NAO (Fig. 
1). 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The definition of the SNAO used here is first area weighted covariance EOF of daily 
pressure at mean sea level over the region 70W-50 °E, 25N-70°N for July-August, 1850-2003, based 
on the new daily EMSLP data set by Ansell et al. (2006). Shown in this figure is the pattern of the 
SNAO, with its southern action centre located over the British Isles and southern Scandinavia. White 
triangles indicate locations of the tree-ring chronologies used in the reconstruction (Note: some sites 
provided both TRW and MXD). 
 
Folland et al. (submitted), show that SNAO is positively correlated to temperatures over north 
western Europe and eastern North America, and negative over the eastern 
Mediterranean/Middle East. Strong negative correlations between SNAO and precipitation 
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are found over north western Europe and moderate positive correlations over the 
Mediterranean. Consequently, although it is likely that the strongest SNAO signal is found in 
trees close to the southern node, tree-ring data from all around the North Atlantic sector may 
be suitable as SNAO predictors. In order to extend the reconstruction as far back in time as 
possible, we concentrated on chronologies approaching (or exceeding) 500 years, but 
shorter records from areas with strong SNAO/climate relationships (mainly north-western 
Europe) were also chosen. Most tree-ring data were obtained from the International Tree-
Ring Data Bank (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html), while the remaining data 
(mainly for Sweden) was provided by Keith Briffa and the first author. All available long tree-
ring chronologies (TRW and MXD) from different species from the area within the 25ºN-70ºN; 
70ºW-50ºE boundary were extracted, as well as some long chronologies further east and 
west in the higher latitudes (western North America and eastern Siberia). The chronologies 
were standardized, using negative exponential or lines of zero or negative slope on individual 
tree-ring series to remove the age effect and to strengthen the common climate signel. This 
process results in loss of century scale variability in the data, but since we were mainly 
interested in the interannual to interdecadal variability, the standardization method was 
sufficient. Initially, 168 tree-ring chronologies were screened. To select chronologies suitable 
for reconstructing SNAO, we chose those showing significant (p<0.05, two-tailed test) 
moderate to strong correlations (r >0.2 or <-0.2) over the 1850-2000 period (with the end 
date of the correlations depending on the length of the individual chronology lengths) with 
observed SNAO index. Thirty seven chronologies passed that criterion. Since start years 
varied among the accepted chronologies, the number of available chronologies decreases 
back in time. In addition, a large number of the chronologies end in the late 1970s or early 
1980s. Using only the common overlapping period would give a very time-restricted 
reconstruction, so instead we used the method previously used to reconstruct 
Fennoscandian summer temperatures (Gouriand et al. 2007). The thirty seven chronologies 
were divided into five subsets, where each subset consisted of those chronologies going 
back to (at least) some specific year. The first subset contained all thirty seven chronologies 
(1850-1976), the second subset included those chronologies covering the period 1706-1976 
(17 chronologies), etc. (Tab. 1).  
 

Table 1: Correlations (annual/decadal) between the subgroup SNAO reconstructions and observed 
SNAO in the period 1850-1976 (1978-1995 for subgroup 5). In the final reconstruction, each subgroup 
represents the time given in the first column, but all reconstructions were calibrated over the same 
period (except subgroup 5). Number of PCs indicates the number of predictors used in the regression 
models to reconstruct SNAO. 
 

Subgroups Corr recon vs obs 
(1850-1995) 

Number of 
PCs 

Number of tree-ring 
chronologies 

1: 1441-1499 0.46/0.73 1 8 

2: 1500-1705 0.50/0.68 3 10 

3: 1706-1849 0.69/0.90 4 17 

4: 1850-1976 0.72/0.93 6 37 

5: 1977-1995 0.42/0.66 3 9 
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Subsequently, SNAO was reconstructed for each subset. EOF/PC decomposition was 
performed on the tree-ring chronologies in each of the five subsets and the PCs with 
eigenvalues >1 were regressed against observed SNAO and significant (0.05 level) PCs 
retained for further analysis. To make the five separate reconstructions, the significant PCs 
were set as predictors into a multiple linear regression analysis, where the SNAO was the 
predictand. The models were initially calibrated using half of the data (e.g. 1915-1978), and 
then verified over the other half (e.g. 1850-1914). The procedure was then reversed to 
assess the stability in time of the relationship between observed SNAO and tree-ring PCs. 
The final model for each subset was calibrated using the full common period. The full 
reconstruction of SNAO was obtained by combining the six individual reconstructions into 
one single reconstruction. This combined reconstruction is constructed by using the 
reconstruction based on subgroup one for the period AD 1441-1499, subgroup two for AD 
1500-1705, etc., and subgroup five for the period 1978-1995 (Tab. 1). 
 

Results 
SNAO evolution over the last 550 years 
The reconstruction is quite skilful in reproducing the interannual variability in observed SNAO 
and very skilful on decadal timescales. However, it fails to provide the full high-frequency 
variability evident in the observed data (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: Reconstruction of the SNAO. Upper figure shows reconstructed vs. observed SNAO 1850-
1995. Lower figure shows the full reconstruction, with 1 and 2 standard errors (SE). Note that SE is 
based on the decadal values. Thick black lines represents smoothed (Gaussian filtered, σ=3 ) values, 
highlighting variability on timescales longer than 10 years. 
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The lack of correlation between observed and reconstructed SNAO in the early twentieth 
century corresponds to a period of zero correlation between SNAO and CET noted by 
Greatbatch & Rong (2006), a feature that has yet to be explained. The highest correlations 
between observed and reconstructed SNAO were found in the subgroup four reconstruction 
(1850-1978), which includes the maximum number of tree-ring chronologies, although the 
subgroup three reconstruction (1706-1849) is similar in strength of correlation. Quite 
naturally, the correlation weakens with lower number of chronologies (PCs) in the other 
subgroups (especially subgroup five, see table 1). This is due to the lack of long tree-ring 
chronologies in the immediate area of the southern action centre of the SNAO. 
Consequently, there is a large increase in the uncertainty of the reconstructions back in time. 
On decadal timescales, there is better agreement, suggesting that tree-rings are useful in 
capturing the SNAO variability on those timescales. Throughout the last 550 years the SNAO 
has been, in general, in a negative phase, with occasional short term excursions into positive 
phases (Fig. 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The new SNAO reconstruction compared to average July-August NAO reconstructed by 
Luterbacher et al. (2002b). Note that before 1659, the Luterbacher reconstruction gives seasonal 
values (June-August). 
 
Only a handful of positive phases are found beyond 1850, but no coherent positive phases 
exceed 20 years (decadally smoothed data, see Fig. 3). On the contrary, the longest 
coherent period of negative SNAO lasts for a century between ca 1650 and 1750, a period 
which is also characterized by low interannual and decadal variability. The strongest negative 
phase was found in the late eighteenth century, while the high positive values in the late 
1960s to early 1980s seems anomalous within the 550 years. Overall, there is a slight 
positive trend in the SNAO over the reconstructed period. 
 
Discussion 
Since previous studies have mostly focused on reconstructing past winter NAO variability, 
only few SNAO records are available for comparison with our reconstruction. However, 
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Luterbacher et al. (2002a) reconstructed the NAO back to AD 1500, with monthly resolution 
from 1659 and seasonal estimates 1500–1658. This reconstruction was developed using 
principal component regression analysis based on the combination of early instrumental 
station series (pressure, temperature and precipitation) and documentary proxy data from 
Eurasian sites, but no tree-ring data (Luterbacher et al., 2002a, 2002b). The NAO index was 
defined as the standardized (1901–1980) difference between SLP average of four grid points 
on a 5×5 longitude-latitude grid over the Azores and over Iceland. In the comparison (Fig. 3), 
the Luterbacher SNAO is based on July-August averages from 1659 and June-August 
averages prior to that. In general there is quite good agreement between the two 
reconstructions, although disagreements are found in the last halves of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. The low SNAO values just before 1800 are found in both records, as well 
as low values in the period between 1650 and 1750. The lack of correspondence prior to 
1650 is mainly caused by the significant drop in proxies used to reconstruct the Luterbacher 
SNAO. Despite the obvious differences (which in part are due to the Luterbacher record 
being “station based”), the similarities of the two records between approximately 1650 and 
1850, suggests that our new reconstruction captures some of the “true” variability in SNAO 
back in time. 
 
Since the relationship between NAO and climate using the traditional definition (see above) 
is much weaker in summer than in winter, previous attempts to reconstruct NAO with tree-
ring data have focused on the winter season (Cook et al. 1998, Cullen at al. 2001, Glueck & 
Stockton, 2001, Cook et al. 2002). Additionally, the relationship between tree growth and 
station-based NAO during summer in Scandinavia was previously found to be quite weak 
(e.g. Linderholm et al. 2003). However, here we show that tree-ring data are indeed useful 
for inferring past SNAO variability, especially on decadal timescales. Furthermore, the spatial 
distribution of the tree-ring chronologies we used in our reconstruction suggests that SNAO 
is more than a feature influencing the immediate surroundings of the North Atlantic Ocean. 
The tree-ring data indicate that it also affects climate down to the Mediterranean as well as 
further west and east over North America and Eurasia.  
 
Conclusion 
We have shown that using tree-ring data from a large geographical region, the SNAO can be 
reconstructed with some skill on interannual to interdecadal timescales. Extending the SNAO 
record back in time will be of importance for increasing the understanding of the influence of 
summer atmospheric circulation on climate, ocean-atmosphere coupling, as well as global 
teleconnections and their role in climate variability and change. 
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Dendroclimatology investigates the relation between tree-ring growth and climate on a 
regional and supraregional scale. Especially temperature and precipitation are two of the 
dominant factors influencing tree-ring growth (Schweingruber 1996, Fritts 1976). Tree-rings 
are widely used proxy to reconstruct past climate elements like precipitation or temperature 
(Treydte et al. 2006, Esper et al. 2002). Despite the strong influence of precipitation and 
temperature, they do not represent the whole climate impact on tree-ring growth. Many 
studies have been carried out during the last decade to reconstruct large scale circulation 
conditions, particularly in the North Atlantic sector (Pauling et al. 2006, D'Arrigo et al. 2003, 
Cook et al. 2002). For instance, the typical circulation pattern over the North Atlantic sector 
expressed by the position and the air-pressure differences between the Islandic Low and 
Azores High is quite important for the weather conditions in Central Europe. These 
circulation modes are described as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Various indices 
(NAOI) have been developed to describe such variations in the air pressure fields over the 
North Atlantic sector (overview see Hurrell et al. 2003). For a better understanding of the 
influences of NAO on tree-ring growth, this study investigates growth responses to NAO 
along a Central European west-east transect from the Eifel (Germany) to the Ore Mountains 
(Czech Republic).  
 
Data 
Tree-ring data 
The 430 km long transect from the Eifel (W-Germany) to the Ore Mountains (NW-Czech 
Republic) (area between 6-14°E and 50-51°N) consists of 37 dendrochronological sites (Fig. 
1) with the following tree species: Fagus sylvatica, Larix decidua, Picea abies, Pinus 
sylvestris, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Quercus petraea, and Quercus robur. 
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution of the dendrochronological sites (   ).
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A dendrochronological site consists of at least 10 dominant trees for each tree species. 
Therefore, two or more dendrochronological sites can be found at the same spatial location. 
The elevations of the sites in the transect vary from 150 m a.s.l. in the Sieg valley near Bonn 
to 1030 m a.s.l. in the Ore Mountains (Tab.1). The sites represent a varying ecological 
spectrum regarding exposition, altitude, inclination, and forest community. All selected trees 
are dominant trees and at least older than AD 1890. 
 
Table 1: Characteristics of dendrochronological sites. Abbreviations of the tree species see figure 2.  

code number species latitude / longitude altitude exposition region 
dre11 1 QUPE 50,5708 / 6,3603 500 150 
dre12 2 FASY 50,5717 / 6,3611 480 150 
dre09 3 QUPE 50,6244 / 6,3992 400 300 
dre03 4 FASY 50,6086 / 6,4569 530 315 
dre04 5 PSME 50,6097 / 6,4639 525 135 
dre05 6 FASY 50,6061 / 6,4900 470 60 

Rureifel 

dre13 7 PCAB 50,6056 / 6,4917 470 60 Eifel 
drb13 8 QURO 50,6700 / 7,0472 185 15 Kottenforst-Ville 
drb05 9 FASY 50,6689 / 7,2489 360 320 
drb06 10 QUPE 50,6694 / 7,2492 370 320 Siebengebirge 

drs02 11 FASY 50,8039 / 7,5906 150 250 
drs03 12 QURO 50,8036 / 7,5908 165 245 Siegtal 

drl02 13 QUPE 50,9825 / 7,7169 385 270 Oberbergisches Land 
dro01 14 51,1022 / 8,0222 455 130 Olpe 
dhk05 15 51,1672 / 8,9583 420 345 
dhk02 16 

FASY 
51,1703 / 8,9669 310 150 

dhk03 17 QUPE 51,1708 / 8,9681 290 135 
dhk04 18 FASY 51,1936 / 9,0117 280 180 
dhk11 19 51,1561 / 9,0761 400 215 
dhk12 20 QUPE 51,1556 / 9,0769 390 150 
dhk07 21 LADE 51,1567 / 9,0836 360 180 
dhk08 22 51,1564 / 9,0842 350 180 
dhk10 23 QUPE 51,1581 / 9,0842 380 180 
dhk06 24 PISY 51,1569 / 9,0844 360 180 

Kellerwald 

dhb01 25 51,3167 / 9,1833 300 270 Hessisches  Bergland 
dtt01 26 FASY 51,5361 / 10,5556 440 180 
dtt02 27 QURO 51,5361 / 10,5556 440 180 

Mitteldeutsches Trias 
Bergland 

dtk02 28 51,4125 / 11,0611 480 315 
dtk03 29 51,4083 / 11,0861 460 180 
dtk01 30 

FASY 
51,4194 / 11,1083 425 - 

dtk04 31 QUPE 51,4194 / 11,1083 425 - 

Kyffhäuser 

dtj02 32 51,0017 / 11,6442 320 - 
dtj01 33 FASY 51,0014 / 11,6444 320 - 
dtj03 34 QUPE 51,0014 / 11,6444 320 - 

Jena 

tkp01 35 50,4000 / 12,7500 870 330 
tkk01 36 PCAB 50,4086 / 12,9669 1030 30 
tul01 37 PISY 50,8681 / 14,3672 300 120 

Ore Mountains 

 
There are 16 beech and 14 oak sites concentrated in the west and in the middle of the 
transect, respectively. Two spruce sites are found in the eastern part of the transect, 
whereas one site is located in the western area, the Eifel. The easternmost site of the 
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transect is represented by pine. Further a pine site is located in the Kellerwald region near 
Kassel. There are only one larch site, which is located in the Kellerwald (site No. 21), and 
one site of douglas fir, which is located in the Eifel (site No. 5). 
Table 1 and figure 2 illustrate that the 7 different tree species are not represented by the 
same number of sites. With 16 beech and 14 oak sites more than 80% of the investigated 
sites represent deciduous forests. This distribution does not reflect the natural distribution of 
tree species in the research area. In fact, there exist clearly more spruce sites, but especially 
in the western part of the transect most of them are cultural forest and not old enough, to use 
them in this study.  
Corresponding to the natural situation, the spatial distribution of the tree species is 
inhomogenuous; coniferous forests are concentrated to the eastern parts and deciduous 
forests to the middle and western parts of the transect (Tab. 1, Fig. 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Number of tree species and sites.  
 
NAO data 
The NAOI is the normalised surface pressure difference between the Islandic Low and the 
Azores High. There are two basic ways to compute the NAOI. The first is to calculate the air 
pressure difference between two stationary points. The second is a zonal index, which takes 
into consideration that the atmospheric control centres can change their position (Glowienka-
Hense 1990). In this study three different NAOI for the time period from 1901 to 1990 are 
used. They are derived from the climatic stations Akureyri on Iceland (65,7°N/18.1°W) and 
Ponta Delgada on the Azores (37.7°N/25.7°W) (Rogers 1990, van Loon and Rogers 1978) 
and from Stykkisholmur on Iceland (65.0°N/22.8°W) and Gibraltar (36.1°N/25.7°W) in 
Southern Spain (Jones et al. 1997). We abbreviate these two indices as PON and GIB, 
respectively. The third index is named ZON, because it is a more zonal index describing the 
zonal air pressure mean minima and maxima values between 20° to 70°N over the North 
Atlantic (Paeth 2000, Glowienka-Hense 1990). 
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The strongest impact of the NAO on the weather conditions in Europe and North America is 
observable in winter. The NAO alternates between a positive and a negative phase. A 
negative NAOI is associated with a weak Azores High and a weak Islandic Low. The reduced 
pressure differences cause fewer and weaker winter storms on a west-eastern pathway 
corresponding with cold and dry conditions in the North of Europe and wet conditions in the 
Mediterranean region. A positive NAO phase is characterised by a strong Azores High and a 
deep Islandic Low and yields to wet and warm winter conditions in Northern Europe (Hurrell 
et al. 2003). 
  
Methods 
Two increment cores from opposite directions of each tree were sampled. Using Lintab V 
measurement tables (resolution 1/100 mm) in combination with the software package 
TSAPWIN-Scientific 0.53 (Rinn 2005) the tree-ring widths were measured. Synchronization 
and cross-dating were carried out with TSAPWin (Rinn 2005) and Cofecha (Holmes 1983). 
All tree ring width (TRW) series were detrended calculating ratios from a 13-year moving 
average. Afterwards for each site the tree series were averaged to site chronologies and 
shortened to the research period from AD 1901 to AD 1990.  
Using Pearson’s correlation coefficients r (Bahrenberg et al. 1999) and their confidence 
intervals expressed as 1.6-time standard deviation (white bars in Fig. 3) around the mean 
values, the connection between the 37 chronologies and the various NOAI series were 
computed. Therefore, the NAOI data were separated into 18 monthly series, from April of the 
previous year to September of the growth year. Further 9 averaged series for the year, two 
growing seasons (April to September and May to August), for the seasons winter, spring, 
summer, autumn and for the seasons of the prior year summer and autumn, were separated. 
To aggregate all histograms species specific chronologies and a mean chronology for all 
sites were calculated. Correlations will be classified to significant if the r-values exceed the 
thresholds for the 90% level. For the 90 year long investigation period (89 degrees of 
freedom), the critical value is r = ±0.18 (Bahrenberg et al. 2000). Significant correlations will 
be devided into weak and strong signals if the significance level is lower or higher than 95%, 
respectively. Therefore the threshold is r = ±0.22. 
 
Results and Discussion 
In total 222 charts were analysed. Figure 3 illustrates the correlations and corresponding 
confidence intervals between the mean chronology derived from all sites and the three NAO 
indices. No bar rises up above the thresholds for the levels of significance. Thus, neither on a 
monthly nor on a seasonal scale a significant NAO effect to the mean growth over the whole 
dataset exists, regardless which NAO index is chosen. However, concerning the statistical 
spread of the correlations (white bars in Fig. 3) around the mean values, the values reach the 
level of significance and document the existence of significant correlations.  
Figure 3 shows two foci of significant reactions: first a negative correlation to the beginning of 
the growing season, especially to March and consequently to spring, and second a positive 
correlation to the end of the growing season in August and/or September. 
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Comparing the histograms of the three NAOI some differences are obvious. While for 
autumn ZON and PON show positive correlations, the GIB index has a negative correlation. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Monthly and seasonal correlations between the three NAO indices ZON, PON, and GIB and 
the chronology averaged over all sites (grey bars) and the corresponding scatter over the single sites 
expressed as 1.6-time standard deviation (white bars) around the mean values. Additionally the total 
number of significant positive and negative correlations of all 37 sites in the 27 time windows is noted 
below the NAOI name. The threshold for the 90% significant level is ± 0,18 and for the 95% significant 
level ± 0,22. Short cuts: p =previous, Sp = Spring, Su = Summer, Au = Autumn, Wi = Winter, V1 = 
April-September, V2 = May-August. 
 
In most cases however, especially regarding the strongest signals in spring/March/May and 
in August/September, the directions of the reaction are the same, only the values are 
different. Calculating the total number of all significant positive or negative correlations 
between the single sites and the three NAO indices, the GIB NAOI shows most significant 
correlations (numbers in Fig. 3). This might serve as an indicator for the fact, that for each of 
the three NAOI various combinations of sites and/or time periods significant correlations can 
be observed. This is especially amazing because of the fact, that all three indices intend to 
describe the same phenomena – the air pressure difference between the Azores High and 
the Islandic Low. Hence, the differences of the correlation values are caused by the different 
calculation techniques of the three NAO indices. 
Therefore, in the following specifications for each case the index with the most significant 
correlating sites will be shown. Regarding the investigated aspects the March/spring signal 
will be discussed by using the GIB index and the summer/autumn signal will be discussed by 
using the PON index. 

ZON 

GIB 

PON 

            previous year                           current year                                season 

(115) 

(117) 

(119) 
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Specification of the spring signal 
The examination of the site specific correlations from the GIB NAOI in March (Fig. 4) involves 
the finding, that only the beech sites (circles) show significant correlations.  
All the other species have correlations near by zero. Therefore, according to the westerly 
distribution of the beech sites, the apparent gradient with a decreasing March signal from 
West to East is explainable by the species specific reactions. Because of the fact, that the 4 
non-significant beech sites are located in the western part as well as in the middle and 
eastern part of the beech distribution, decreasing correlations within the beech sites cannot 
be detected. 

 
Figure 4: Spatial distribution of beech (circles) and non beech sites (triangles) with significant negative 
correlations (black) and without significant correlations (white) in March against the GIB index (level of 
significance: 90%).  
 
Specification of the summer/autumn signal 
In total, for 11 sites of the transect a positive significant correlation exists in months or 
seasons of the second half of the growing season, including the species oak, beech, spruce 
and pine (Fig. 5). The strong signals are located in the Eifel (r = 0.29 for the beech site 6 and 
0.25 for the oak site 3) and in the Ore Mountains (r = 0.24 for the oak site 31). In the middle 
of the transect only weak correlations can be observed. Thus, from the signal strength a 
gradient from West to East cannot be deduced. 

 
 
Figure 5: Spatial distribution of sites with significant positive correlations (90% significance level) to the 
PON NAOI at the end of the growing season. The sites are differentiated as follows: positive 
significant correlations a) in June, July or summer     ; b) in August and additionally in summer    , and 
c) in August, September or autumn   .  
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Focusing the view on the correlations for the investigated time periods (Fig. 3), a clear 
gradient from West to East is apparent. In the western part of the transect all correlations 
appear in the months August or September or for the autumn season (white circles in Fig 4). 
In contrast, in the eastern part the correlations are dated in June or July or in the summer 
season (black circles). In the middle of the transect two sites show significant correlations in 
both the summer season and additionally in august. These sites represent a transition and 
show the strongest reaction in late summer. In consequence, the specification of the 
summer/autumn signal results in a movement of the positive NAO - TRW correlation from 
autumn in the West to early summer in the East.  
An additional investigation of the effect of the exposition of the tree sites on the NAO-signals 
in the TRW series did not lead to a clear result (not shown). There are no systematic 
differences in the results by dividing the dataset into two groups - a so called Luv-group with 
southern to eastern expositions and a Lee-group with western to northern expositions.  
 
Conclusion and Perspectives 
The first results of this study concerning the effects of the NAO on tree-ring growth in a West-
East transect from the Eifel (W-Germany) to the Ore Mountains (Czech Republic) can be 
summarized as follows: 
On an interannual scale the NAO has only a small effect on tree-ring growth with highest 
correlations around r = 0.3. The strongest correlations appear as a negative relation at the 
beginning of the growing season and a positive relation at the end of the growing season. 
The spring signal is only caused by the beech sites and does not underline any variations 
within the transect. In contrast, the weaker summer/autums signal is caused by many 
species and describes a movement from West to East according to a decreasing length of 
the growing season.  
Both findings yield to the conclusion that especially for NAO-TRW investigations a species 
specific and a meridional separation of the dataset is advisable. 
The next step, is to investigate the NAO signals in tree-ring chronologies on a decadal and 
multi-decadal scale – the scale of the strongest NAO modifications (Hurrell et al. 2003). 
Additionally, according to the findings of Friedrichs et al. (submitted) we have to examine the 
timely stability of these signals.  
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Introduction 
Global change provides an extraordinary research opportunity and challenges for 
dendroclimatologists and other scientists who investigate the natural variability in the Earth’s 
system (Hughes 2002). Climate has been used as a source of explanation for changes in the 
size and state of the tree-ring and it should be used to predict future tree-ring growth 
(Hughes 2002). The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is traditionally defined as the 
normalized pressure difference between the Azores and Iceland. The NAO pattern is most 
pronounced both, in intensity and area coverage, during the winter. This phenomena is 
considered to be the most important source of climate variability in Europe, northern Africa 
and eastern North America; affecting temperature, precipitation and atmospheric circulation 
(Hurrell 1995, Hurrel & van Loon 1997). The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) refers to the 
pressure variation between Darwin (Australia) and Tahiti. This pressure variation defines the 
cyclic warming and cooling of the equatorial Pacific Ocean, commonly known as El Niño 
phenomena (Bjerknes 1966). The impact of the SOI is felt mainly in the Pacific, however, its 
effect seems to influence climatic variability on a global scale (Trenberth et al. 1998).  
The NAO and SOI should be considered as the major sources of the inter-annual variability 
of weather and climate around the world (Hurrell 1995, Hurrell & van Loon 1997). Over the 
last five centuries the connection between the mean winter precipitation over the 
Mediterranean and the NAO has turned out to be stable, with highly negative correlations 
throughout the period (Cook et al. 2001). Pinus pinaster Ait. occurs naturally in the western 
Mediterranean Basin, in the northern rim (France, Italy, Portugal and Spain) and in the 
southern rim (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia). It is a characteristic species of the 
Mediterranean forests and its main distribution area is across the Iberian Peninsula where it 
covers about 2.4 million hectares (Blanco et al. 1997). It is adapted to different environments 
and, consequently, shows a wide ecological variety of adaptations: it survives under high or 
low temperatures, under regular or variable rainfall as well as under sever droughts; it is also 
adapted to the extremely cold winter in the centre of the peninsula and to the mild 
temperature next to the Atlantic ocean coast (Blanco et al. 1997). 
There are no previous studies made on the impact of the SOI and NAO indexes on conifers 
growing in the Iberian Peninsula. Because of many scientists arguing about both indexes 
global impact on the earth’s surface, it could be an excellent opportunity to analyse the 
relationship between these indexes and the growth of woody species. The aim of this study 
was to analyze the relation between the Pinus pinaster ‘s tree-ring width and the NAO and 
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SOI atmospheric indexes in Eastern Spain. This objective was addressed analyzing sixty 
trees cored at four different sites. Correlation analysis, bootstrapped response function and 
Kalman filter analysis were applied to study both, time-independent and time-independent 
growth responses to atmospheric indexes.  
 
Material and Methods 
Study sites and laboratory methods 
Four sampling sites were selected In Central Spain. The sites were located between 920 and 
1,437 m a.s.l. (Fig.1, Tab. 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Geographical location of P. pinaster sampling sites in the Iberian Peninsula. The round 
points indicate the sampling sites. Sites codes: Te: Teruel; Cu: Cuenca; Va: Valencia; Al: Albacete. 
 
The climate of the area is Mediterranean with sever droughts during the summer and 
precipitation from autumn to spring. Mediterranean Maritime pine grows on permeable soils, 
generally rich in organic matter, which have developed on calcareous or siliceous substrates. 
At each sampling site, in the summer of 2006, from fifteen dominant and co-dominant trees, 
two cores were extracted at a hight of 1.30 meter. Cores were polished and subsequently 
dated under a binocular microscope following standard dendrochronological techniques 
(Stokes & Smiley 1968). Sections were scanned at high resolution (2,000 dpi) with an Epson 
Expression 1640 XL scanner with a 0.01 mm accuracy. Tree-rings were measured using 
WinDENDRO© (Regent Instruments).  
 
Statistical analysis 
The NAO and SOI values were obtained from www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/nao.htm and 
www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/soi.htm (Jones et al. 1997). The COFECHA program 6.06P 
version (Grissino-Mayer 2001 available at: www.ltrr.arizona.edu) was applied to assess the 
data accuracy. This program calculates the correlation indices between the ring width series 
and also identifies errors such as missing or false rings. To eliminate the growth biological 
tendency and to minimise growth variation which was not present in all trees (Fritts 1976), 
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the ARSTAN program, 2.07 version (Cook & Holmes 1984 available at: www.ltrr.arizona.edu) 
was used. To obtain a master chronology at each study site, the standardised series were 
averaged. These temporal series or master chronologies expressed the annual variations in 
radial growth of P. pinaster at each sampling place. The quality of the chronologies was 
evaluated using the mean sensitivity (MS) (Schweingruber 1996), the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) (Fritts & Swetnam 1989) and the expressed population signal (EPS) (Wigley et al. 
1984). A chronology is considered to be confident with a higher than 0.85 EPS value. The 
common growth signal between residual chronologies was analysed using the Pearson 
correlation coefficient (Sokal & Rohlf 1995). 
To determine the climatic variables that control the growth of Pinus pinaster, atmospheric 
indexes were compared with residual chronologies from June previous to the growing 
season to September of the current growth year during the period 1950-2005. The PRECON 
program version 5.17 (Fritts 1999 available at: www.ltrr.arizona.edu) was used. This is a 
statistical model for analysing the tree-ring response to variations in climate using a stepwise 
multiple regression analysis. The coefficients are considered significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. The program also includes a bootstrapped response function to improve the 
statistical significance of the regression coefficient (p <0.05). In this analysis 999 interactions 
were made. To analyse the time dependent relationship between these atmospheric indexes 
and radial growth, Kalman filter analysis was applied (Visser & Molenar 1988). 
 
Results 
An evaluation of climate atmospheric indexes impact on radial growth of Mediterranean 
Maritime pines has been carried out. This evaluation was based on a dendrochronological 
analysis of dominant and co-dominant trees in four stands in Eastern Spain. 
The descriptive statistic of all the chronologies showed that the mean sensitivity varied from 
0.2571 to 0.3779, and the standard deviation varied from 0.2555 to 0.3179, according to the 
sampling site. The SNR fluctuated from 29.087 to 68.444, and the EPS values varied from 
0.967 to 0.986. The total period covered by the chronologies varied from 120 in the shortest 
chronologies, to 162 years in the longest ones (Tab. 1). 

Table 1: Coordinates, altitude, basal area (BA) and descriptive statistic of the four Pinus pinaster 
chronologies in Eastern Spain. SD: standard deviation; MS: mean sensibility; SNR: Signal to noise 
ratio; EPS: Expressed population signal. Te: Teruel; Cu: Cuenca; Va: Valencia; Al: Albacete. 
 

  Te Cu Va Al 
UTM_X 639753 638858 648053 645583 
UTM_Y 4464496 4467569 4411314 4411593 
Altitud (m) 1437 1364 970 1090 
BA(m2.ha-1) 40.17 45.73 36.66 34.74 
Time span 1844-2005 1847-2005 1879-2005 1886-2005 
Core number 26 29 26 30 
Ring number 3757 4128 2723 3043 
Age range 124-162 124-158 72-127 72-120 
SD 0.2589 0.3179 0.2555 0.2764 
MS 0.2992 0.3708 0.2571 0.2978 
SNR 29.087 68.444 38.528 36.254 
EPS 0.967 0.986 0.975 0.973 
Variance in first eigenvector 54.85 71.41 62.78 59.62 
Mean correlation among trees 0.528 0.702 0.606 0.573 
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The four chronologies showed high SNR (over 29.087) and EPS (over 0.967), and the 
percentage of the variance accounted for the first eigenvector (over 54.85) reflected a strong 
common signal related to climatic-environmental factors. The Pearson correlation coefficient 
between all residual chronologies varied from 0.37 to 0.76 in the 1887-2005 common growth 
period (DF = 111 and p*< 0.05). The association between radial growth and monthly climatic 
atmospheric indexes is shown in figure 2. The total variance explained by atmospheric 
indexes varied from 8.95 to 37.46%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Regression coefficients (bars) and bootstrapped response function (lines) which relate the 
effect of climatic atmospheric indexes and growth of Pinus pinaster during the 1950-2005 period. The 
analysed period is from June to the previous growing season to September of the current growing 
season. Bars higher than the dashed lines show significant coefficient at the 0.05 level. Asterisks point 
the months where the bootstrapped response function coefficients are significant at the 0.05 level. R2 

values show the total variance explained by both indexes. Sites codes: Te: Teruel; Cu: Cuenca; Va: 
Valencia; Al: Albacete 
 
The total variance explained by the NAO and SOI indexes is higher in the sites at higher 
positions (chronologies Te and Cu). In these places there is a significant negative 
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association between the NAO index and growth during January and March (site Te) and 
December and March (site Cu), but only March is significant in the bootstrapped analysis. 
Only one place showed a positive association with NAO values during September prior to the 
growing season (Site Al), but this association was not significant in the bootstrapped 
analysis. The association with the SOI was positive in all the analysed sites, but it was only 
significant, in the correlation coefficient and the in the bootstrapped response function, in 
place Cu. Only site Al showed a negative association with the SOI, shown by the bootstrap 
coefficient during March previous to the growing season. 
The Kalman filter showed that no place showed a changing association through time with 
NAO index. Only place Te showed a changing association with SOI, statistically significant in 
February, from 1982 to 1987. This significant association was coincident with the strongest 
El Niño phenomena recorded during the last century.  
 
Discussion  
It is difficult to find a simple linear correlation between radial growth and atmospheric indexes 
because their global effects and their impact on regional climatic variables are not yet 
completely understood. 
In these results, the total variance explained by NAO and SOI indexes suggested that the 
signal is weak if it is compared with regional climatic variables. However, the negative 
correlation with NAO during winter in two sites, and the changing effect of SOI index through 
time in one site, offer new information about the association between atmospheric indexes 
and coniferous species growing in the Iberian Peninsula.  
Although atmospheric indexes explain less variability than other regional climatic variables, 
these results emphasis that these indexes effects could be recorded on tree-ring and they 
could have a sensible effect in growth of woody species, even if their action centres are 
located too far away from the analysed sites. 
Previous studies have determined an opposite relation between winter NAO index and 
precipitation on the Iberian Peninsula (Esteban Parra et al.1998) and in this study two sites 
showed a negative winter correlation with the NAO index, consequently, these results 
suggest that these negative relation between NAO and growth could be associated with a 
moisture availability that could affect growth. Also, NAO effect is related to altitudinal 
position: the highest sites showed a significant relation with NAO during winter but there was 
no association with NAO values at the lowest analysed sites. 
The association between growth and the NAO index was different from Pinus sylvestris 
across Northern Fennoscandia where this species had a positive correlation between early 
winter NAO indexes previous to the growing season and late spring NAO (Macias et al. 
2004). In our study, only one place showed a positive association with the NAO during the 
autumn previous to the growing season. The positive correlation these authors found in 
Fennoscandia between the NAO winter index and growth does not exist in Spanish 
Mediterranean Maritime pine forests at any sampling site. This difference could be explained 
by the fact that the effect of the NAO index on Northern Europe is opposite to the effect in 
Southern (Hurrel 1995). 
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In Spain, the relation between the SOI and plant growth has only been previously analysed 
on annual crops (Gimeno et al. 2002). As far as we know, there is no study focused on forest 
growth related to the SOI in our region. According to Trenberth et al. (1998) the SOI index 
mainly affects the Pacific area, but they consider that its effect might also influence climatic 
variability on a global scale. In this study a positive association was found between the index 
named above  and growth in August in one of the highest sites, and negative in March in one 
of the lowest altitudinal position sites. Unfortunately, previous studies on the SOI effect in 
Spain are contradictory, as a consequence of that, future studies have to be made in order to 
understand better the opposite effect, according to the site and the changing impact through 
time. Modelling the impact of climate change on the distribution of species on a European 
scale under future climatic scenarios, Spain’s environment will become unsuitable for Pinus 
pinaster by 2080 (Harrison et al. 2006). This would be coherent if growth were associated 
with precipitation, but the comprehensive general circulation models used for future climate 
projections leave us with an indeterminate picture of ENSO's future. Some observers predict 
more ENSO activity, others less, with the highly uncertain forecast consensus indicating little 
change (Cane 2005). Considering that this index shows a peculiar association with growth, 
which changes through time, future studies will have to be carried out. 
Results can serve both, to understand climate/forest growth associations, and to determine 
which climatic variables can be useful for improving empirical models in order to help forest 
managers to adopt decisions in the future within the context of an extremely unpredictable 
climatic scenario.  
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Introduction 
Tree ring series are a well established data source to derive urgently needed long-term 
palaeoclimate information. In contrast to formerly widely accepted assumptions, even in the 
humid tropics trees do not grow continuously. Irrespective of the formation of clearly 
distinguishable ring boundaries, many tropical tree species show pronounced growth 
variations triggered by fluctuations in temperature, water availability and phenology (Bauch et 
al. 2006; Bräuning & Burchardt 2006; Détienne 1989; Devall et al. 1995; Dünisch et al. 2002; 
Sass et al. 1995; Verheyden et al. 2004). An understanding of the linkage between growth 
dynamics and seasonal climatology is fundamental to derive climate reconstructions from 
tree-ring analysis. Stem diameters can vary on diurnal (day-night cycle), short-term (water 
shortage) and long-term (stem growth by cambial activity) time scales. Long-term variations 
are the result of radial growth, whereas short-term stem diameter variations reflect changes 
of the internal water status. This study sheds light on seasonal and short-term growth 
variations of tropical trees and relates them to climate and local site conditions. 
 
Material and Methods 
The study area is located at ca. 4°S at the northern rim of Podocarpus National Park in 
Southern Ecuador. The three sites A, B and C are located on a slope with northern exposure 
at an altitude of 2030 m, 1970 m and 1980 m a.s.l., respectively. Sites A  and B are located 
in straight slope positions, whereas site C is located in a small valley. Electronic 
dendrometers were attached to a total number of 11 trees in the three sites. Among the 
many species present, trees from the species Prumnopitys montana (Podocarpaceae), 
Cedrela cf. montana (Meliaceae), Inga acreana (Mimosaceae) and Nectandra laevis 
(Lauraceae) were selected because of their wood anatomy that allows the detection of more 
or less distinct growth boundaries (Fig. 1). The studied species belong to different life forms: 
While Inga and Nectandra are evergreen broadleaved species, Cedrela is deciduous 
broadleaved and Prunmopitys is an evergreen conifer. 
The use of dendrometers is a standard approach to register growth rates of trees inside and 
outside tropical climate zones (e.g. Biondi et al. 2005; Hauser 2003). Band dendrometers 
that measure changes in the circumference of a tree stem are not able to detect short-term 
variations in the stem size as a result of fluctuations in the water status of the tree. Therefore, 
they integrate the long-term water status of a stem and long-term growth rates, but they are 
not suited to study the process of real xylem growth and short-term growth rhythms of trees 
(Homeier 2004; Kuroda & Kiyuno 1997). In March 2006, we installed point dendrometers in a 
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height of ca. 1.5 m of the stems at a position parallel to the slope to avoid a possible 
influence of reaction wood. Measurements of stem radius changes were taken in 30 min. 
intervals and stored in a data logger.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: Macroscopic images of Cedrela montana (A), Inga acreana (B), Nectandra laevis (C) and 
Prumnopitys montana (D). Growth boundaries are marked with arrows. 
 
Climate data were collected from a climate station in ca. 1 km horizontal distance of the 
study plots in an altitude of 1950 m a.s.l. Mean annual temperature is around 16°C and 
shows only marginal seasonal variations (Bendix et al. 2006). Annual mean rainfall amounts 
to 2176 mm, in addition ca. 120 mm of available water from cloud and horizontal rain water 
deposition have to be considered. Maximum rainfall amounts are registered during March to 
July. Between August to February, average monthly rainfall amounts between ca. 110-160 
mm. However, even in the relatively drier months, monthly sums of rainfall exceed 
evaporation, so that climate conditions are humid in all months of the year (Bendix et al. 
2006). However, it becomes clear that rainless periods of more than two consecutive weeks 
may occur (Fig. 2). 
 
Results 
Figure 2 shows the dendrometer curves for 2006. Unfortunately, some missing values 
occurred after several weeks of measurement. Nevertheless, the growth curves reveal 
several interesting facts: 
- Different tree individuals of the same species but from different study plots show widely 
varying absolute growth increment rates during the studied period. 
- Despite differences in absolute growth rates, short-term stem diameter fluctuations are 
astonishingly synchronous among all trees. This applies not only for individuals of the same 
species, but for all trees of all studied species and live forms.  
- Periods of stem shrinkage can be attributed to time periods without rainfall. After only 
several days without precipitation, growth increments stop or stem diameters even start to 
shrink. The degree of stem diameter shrinkage is different between individual trees and 
probably depends on the water storage capacity of the local soils. 
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Figure 2: Dendrometer growth curves for Cedrela montana (A), Inga acreana (B), Nectandra laevis (C) 
and Prumnopitys montana (D).Capital letters A, B and C in the legend point to the trees’ location in the 
respective study plot. 
 
Discussion 
We found that even in an environment with very humid average climatic conditions, tree 
growth is limited by water availability. Cambial activity reacts very sensitively to moisture 
supply and after only several days without rain, increment rates drop and stem diameters 
start to shrink since transpiration rates probably exceed water uptake. Absolute growth rates 
are strongly influenced by the local soil conditions and probably also by crown competition 
and social tree status (Bräuning et al. 2007). Further investigations shall combine growth 
increment measurements with wood anatomical studies to study the interrelation between 
water shortage, growth increment and the formation of visible growth boundaries (Bräuning & 
Burchardt 2006). This will be the basis for an interpretation of tree-ring series derived from 
increment cores and for the climatological interpretation of ring width chronologies. 
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Introduction 
It is well known that ambient climate conditions, modulated by site ecology, place limitations 
on tree growth (Fritts 1976). Year-to-year variations in local climate result in more or less 
severe growth constraints that typically are reflected as narrower or wider annual rings. 
Accordingly, dendroclimatic investigations target sampling locations where the limitation from 
one climatic element -- the reconstruction target -- is dominant. Thus skillful temperature 
reconstructions from tree-ring width (TRW) require data from trees growing near the 
theoretical thermal limit sufficient for survival, i.e., the elevational or latitudinal treeline. For 
these reasons, local, regional, and hemispheric temperature reconstructions are weighted 
towards the high latitudes or mountainous areas. These biogeographic and plant 
physiological constraints may hinder efforts to develop spatial reconstructions seeking to 
utilize data well distributed over the earth’s land surface. 
Within the European region, significant progress has been made in understanding longer-
term, spatially-resolved, climate variations via multi-proxy studies (Luterbacher et al. 2004). 
Such efforts rely heavily upon long-instrumental series (Auer et al. 2007) and documentary 
evidence (Brazdil et al. 2005; Pfister 1999), which are either non-existent or increasingly 
scarce prior to about 1500 AD. Over longer time scales, the relevance of natural proxies 
increases for understanding climate variations across Europe. In this regard, and in line with 
the previously stated limitations, successful long-term efforts utilizing TRW data include 
temperature reconstructions for Scandinavia (Grudd et al. 2002), the European Alps 
(Büntgen et al. 2005), and the Carpatian Arc (Büntgen et al. 2007).  In contrast, long 
precipitation or drought reconstructions have been developed for southern Germany (Wilson 
et al. 2005) and Morocco (Esper et al. 2007) and in the Mediterranean basin (Griggs et al. 
2007). 
It would obviously be desirable to fill the large spatial gaps that exist between current local 
reconstructions, so that more meaningful assessments of spatial climate variability can be 
derived. This could either be achieved by determining suitable locations, which have not yet 
been targeted for sampling, and/or finding proxy-types or parameters, such as isotopic data 
(Treydte et al. 2006) or quantifiable wood anatomical features (Fonti et al. 2007) that most 
skillfully serve in all regions.  
Herein we compile a network of TRW data and analyze the climatic response as a function of 
the climate itself. We attempt to characterize the importance of forcing factors on growth for 
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the European region in terms of geographic position and climatic state-space. Broad 
concepts analyzed herein are well known from dendrochronological principles, large network 
analysis (Neuwirth et al. 2007), and modeling studies (Nemani et al. 2003), however, 
implications for spatially-resolved climate reconstructions, especially in consideration of 
recent and rapid warming, may make such a compilation relevant. 
  
Data and Methods 
The compiled network consists of nearly all sites available from the International Tree Ring 
Databank within the European Region (10°W- 20°E, 30°N-70°N). Tree-ring data were 
detrended on a site-by-site basis in ARSTAN (Cook 1985) using both 32-year splines to 
emphasize decadal to interannual scale variation and Regional Curve Standardization (RCS; 
Esper et al. 2003) to preserve inter-annual to centennial-scale variability. It should be noted 
that the predominant nature of the network (low sample replication and sites with only living 
trees) adds uncertainties particularly to the RCS results.  
A biweight robust mean (Cook 1985) was used to average the detrended series together for 
each site, and the variance was subsequently stabilized to prevent artifacts related to 
changes in sample replication (MEANr correction as in Frank et al. 2007). Initial screening 
and quality control resulted in the identification of 403 sites with data in the 20th century. 
Chronologies were truncated at a sample replication of >4 series and were additionally 
required to have at least 60 years of data (after truncation) within the 1901-2002 period. This 
second step resulted in 376 sites for the final analysis.  
All detrended data were correlated with various monthly and seasonal gridded temperature 
and precipitation data from the nearest gridpoint of the CRUT2.1 0.5° x 0.5° dataset (Mitchell 
& Jones 2005). In addition to computations with the raw data, correlations were also 
calculated for high and low-pass filtered (30-year spline) TRW and instrumental series.  
For analyses related to absolute climatic conditions, we calculated the elevational difference 
between tree-ring sites and the elevation corresponding to the CRUT2.1 grid-cell. A lapse 
rate of 6.5 °C/km was utilized to adjust the instrumental mean temperature. For the five 
cases where elevation data were not available, no adjustments were made. Precipitation 
data were not adjusted. 
 
Results 
Correlations, expressed as grey shades, between mean June-August (JJA) temperature and 
RCS TRW data (both high-pass filtered) were plotted as a function of the mean annual 
temperature (y-axis) and mean monthly precipitation (x-axis) for each site (Fig. 1, upper 
panel). It is evident that the highest correlations are obtained for sites with low mean annual 
temperatures, with relatively little dependence upon summer precipitation. Geographically, 
sites with highest correlations are found in Scandinavia and along the Alpine arc (Fig. 1, 
lower panel). The Northern UK and the Pyrenees mountains also contain sites with 
moderately high correlations to summer temperature. A similar but opposite pattern is 
observed for JJA precipitation with highest correlations obtained for sites with low mean 
annual precipitation and high mean annual temperatures (Fig. 2, upper panel). Compared to 
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the temperature response patterns, sites with highest correlations to precipitation data are 
more widely distributed, and in fact, cover most areas of Europe except for the northern 
United Kingdom, northern Scandinavia, and surprisingly much of Italy (Fig. 2, lower panel). 
Similar results were obtained with the unfiltered and spline-detrended chronologies (not 
shown). 

 
Figure 1: Correlations between TRW chronologies and JJA temperature data, plotted as a function of 
annual mean temperature and monthly mean precipitation at each site (upper) and according to 
geographic position (lower). 
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Figure 2: As figure 1, except for correlation between TRW chronologies and JJA precipitation data. 
 
Given the apparent spatial constraints for temperature sensitive TRW data, it might be 
relevant to ask how spatially representative would the average of two reconstructions, one 
from Scandinavia and one from the Alps, be for the European landmass. To provide a simple 
assessment, we averaged JJA station temperature data from Haparanda (65.83N, 24.15E; 
Sweden) and Säntis (47.25N,9.35E; Switzerland) and correlated the mean series with all JJA 
CRUT2.1 gridpoints. As expected, this average has two correlation epicenters: northern 
Scandinavia and along and north of the Alpine arc (Fig. 3). However, what is perhaps 
surprising, especially when considering that this result is derived from instrumental series 
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free of any proxy noise, is that the variance explained for most of Europe is rather low and is 
in fact only > 50% for only a small region in Scandinavia. This has to do with the broad 
independence -- at least in the frequency domains represented by the summer season 
instrumental data -- for temperatures between the Alpine and Scandinavian regions. The 
correlation between the JJA instrumental series from these regions is only 0.07. The 
development of two regional reconstructions or a more generalized point-by-point approach 
(Cook et al. 1994), possibly represent reasonable and simple solutions to increasing the 
explained variance for most European areas. 
However, it should be noted, if we do not care about spatially resolved reconstructions, and 
seek to reconstruct European average temperatures, a simple average of the JJA 
temperatures from the 5637 gridpoints within the European region bounded by 30-70° N and 
-10-40°E correlates with the Säntis-Haparanda mean at .791 (> 60% variance explained) 
over the 1901-1991 common period. This result demonstrates increased skill of these two 
locations (and methodology) for assessing average European temperatures, although with 
the caveat that this mean is spatially biased in accordance with figure 3.  
 

 
 
Figure 3: Correlation between the mean of Säntis and Haparanda JJA temperatures and JJA 
temperature from the CRUT2.1 dataset computed over the 1901-1991 period. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
Using a large European network, we have demonstrated how the climate response of TRW 
data is closely related to climate itself. This fact, although well-established in the 
dendrochronological literature, has implications for the spatial reconstruction and 
representation of climate variability. Additional assessment of other tree-ring parameters, 
including maximum-latewood density, earlywood/latewood width, isotopic composition, and 
vessel data will help determine the possibilities and limitations for dendroclimatic efforts 
within Europe and beyond. It has been shown, for example, that maximum latewood density 
generally has a stronger climatic response with a more “forgiving” climatic and ecological 
range than TRW data (Frank and Esper, 2005; Kienast et al. 1987).  
Our results have quantified the well known dendrochronological principle -- the need to go to 
the elevational or latitudinal treeline for most skillful temperature reconstructions -- based on 
numerous sites across Europe. While maximum JJA correlations are lower for precipitation 
than for temperature, better quantification of the optimal target season is needed. It is likely 
that a dendroclimatic year spanning previous August to current July is a more appropriate 
season for precipitation reconstructions (not shown). The broader spatial area of tree-ring 
sites that correlate significantly with precipitation variations is promising for the development 
of spatially resolved precipitation or drought reconstructions. This is critical because of the 
much lower spatial autocorrelation for precipitation than for temperature. The length of most 
currently existing records will place limitations on the length of any such reconstructions, 
however. 
If we assume that the response-gradients demonstrated, represent physiological limitations 
for trees to respond in the same way to a variable climate, the ability of TRW data to serve as 
a valid predictor across a wide range of climate conditions is perhaps limited. This might 
serve as a conceptual basis for concerns of reductions in temperature sensitivity (e.g., 
D’Arrigo et al. 2007) and demonstrate the utility of pointer-year analysis (Schweingruber 
1986) and/or forward growth modeling studies (Anchukaitis et al. 2006) to understand the 
suite of climatic parameters that jointly act in forcing wide and narrow sequences in tree-ring 
data. Further studies along elevational transects (Wilson & Hopfmueller 2001) or using 
growth-climate response surfaces may also provide insight into the climate forcing of forest 
growth across a wide-range of climate conditions. 
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Introduction 
Common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) is one of the key tree species of Central European 
mixed mountain forests between 600-1400 m asl. This dominant broadleaf species is known 
to reflect distinct inter-annual signal strength over larger scales (Neuwirth et al. 2007). To 
date, various dendroclimatological and -ecological studies have assessed the growth 
response of beech (Biondi 1993, Dittmar & Elling 2007, Piovesan et al. 2003, Rozas 2001), 
with some emphasis on productivity changes under warming and/or drying climates 
(Leuzinger et al. 2005). More methodological approaches analyzed long-term trends in ring 
width (Badeau et al. 1995), physiological controls on wood density (Bouriaud et al. 2004), 
and vessel lumen size (Sass & Eckstein 1995) of the diffuse-porous beech. Additional effects 
of soil conditions and water control on beech growth have recently been analyzed (Granier et 
al. 2007, Thimonier et al. 2000). 
 
Due to the increased climate sensitivity of beech trees that grow near their distributional 
boundary (Z’Graggen 1992), we here compiled tree-ring width (TRW) data from nine sites in 
the Vosges, Jura and Swiss northern pre-Alps. This network was analyzed to understand 
inter-annual to decadal-scale growth variations over space and time, and to reveal its 
responses to regional temperature and precipitation fluctuations over the past ~200 years. 
 
Data and Methods 
TRW series from the Jura Mts. and northern pre-Alps collected in the 1980s (Z’Graggen 
1992) are re-used and combined with an update from the Vosges Mts. that extends until 
2003. Data include ~28,600 annual measurements, derive from elevations between 560-
1390 m asl, and roughly cover the region 46-48° N and 6-8° E (Fig. 1). Relevant information 
on the TRW site chronologies is summarized in table 1. 
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Figure 1: Location of the TRW sites (triangles) and instrumental stations (circles) used in this study. 
While each triangle represents one beech stand, the larger VOS triangle integrates samples from 
various stand locations along the Central Vosges Mountains.  
 
 
Table 1: Characteristics of the site chronologies after spline detrending. Loc=Location (Lat/Lon), 
Ele=Elevation (m asl), Pep=Replication (Series), Per=Period, Per >5=Period >5 series, MSL=Mean 
Segment Length (Years), AGR=Average Growth Rate (mm/year), Lag-1=autocorrelation at year one. 
Bold chronologies were considered in the mean Swiss-French record. 
 

 
 
Raw measurements were first checked for dating errors on a site-by-site basis and individual 
spline detrending applied to remove non-climatic, tree-age related growth trends from the 
series (Fritts 1976). For the preservation of inter-annual to decadal scale variability, TRW 
series were individually detrended using cubic smoothing splines with 50% frequency-
response cutoff equal 2/3 the series length (Cook & Peters 1981). Indices were then 
calculated as residuals from the estimated growth curves after power transformation (details 
in Cook & Peters 1997). Mean chronologies were calculated using a bi-weight robust mean, 
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with their variance stabilized using methods described in Frank et al. (2007b). Based on 
inter-series correlations between the nine site chronologies and elevation criteria, data from 
four sites (VOS, PAS, CHAS, GENN) were subsequently selected to develop a mean Swiss-
French beech chronology (Fig. 2). 

 
 

Figure 2: Summer (June-August) instrumental temperature data expressed as anomalies with respect 
to 1971-2000. Grand average correlation between the 10 stations for the annual, winter and summer 
data is 0.88, 0.93 and 0.94, respectively. Inter-station correlations range from 0.53 (Cht/Str) to 0.97 
(Bas/Kar) for annual, from 0.81 (Chat/Str) to 0.99 (Kar/Str) for winter and from 0.88 (Nan/Nch) to 0.97 
(Bas/Cht) for summer. Lag-1 autocorrelation of the mean summer (June-August) temperature record 
is 0.20. Smoothed mean curve is a 20yr low-pass filter. 
 
Signal strength of this record (VOS-PAS-CHAS-GENN) was assessed using ‘moving 
window’ inter-series correlation (RBAR), and the Expressed Population Signal (EPS) 
computed along the time-series (Wigley et al. 1984). 
For growth-climate response analysis, monthly temperature means and precipitation sums 
from 10 instrumental stations were employed (Fig. 1). Relevant information on these stations 
is summarized in table 2. 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of the instrumental station data used in this study. Ele=Elevation (m asl), T-
record=Period covered by temperature measurements (monthly), P-record=Period covered by 
precipitation measurements (monthly). 
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For further details including the reliability of early data and homogenization procedures, see 
Auer et al. (2007). Correlations between the proxy and target data were computed for an 18-
month window from previous-year April to current-year September over the full 1806-2003 
period of overlap. Four split periods of equal length were additionally used to detect temporal 
changes in climate sensitivity. 
Monthly temperature means averaged from 10 instrumental stations (Fig. 1, Tab. 2) indicate 
high inter-annual to multi-decadal scale variability. June-August temperatures describe a 
decline from the beginning of the observations until the early 20th century (with 
superimposed depressions centered ~1785, 1816, 44, 88 and 1913), followed by increasing 
values peaking in 2003 (with superimposed depressions centered ~1940, 56, 78, and 1996) 
(Fig. 2). 
Even though the common period covered by all stations is restricted to 1901-2003, the herein 
considered station measurements most likely provide reliable high-frequency variability back 
to 1760 (Auer et al. 2007), conditions worldwide limited to Central Europe. For a detailed 
summary of potential lower frequency uncertainties in early (<1850) instrumental station 
measurements that can systematically bias inferred relationships with tree-growth, see Frank 
et al. (2007b). 
Monthly precipitation sums averaged from the 10 instrumental stations (Fig. 1, Tab. 2) 
indicate slightly lower inter-annual to decadal scale variability compared to the temperature 
variations. June-August precipitation portrays no longer-term trend over the past 200 years, 
but prominent decadal fluctuations (Fig. 3). These include below-average summer 
precipitation sums centered ~1838, 59, 70, 85, 1906, 23, the 1940s, 1962, 84 and 2003. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Summer (June-August) instrumental precipitation data expressed as anomalies with respect 
to 1971-2000. Average correlations between the 10 stations for the annual, winter and summer data 
are 0.77, 0.80 and 0.68, respectively (1901-2003). Inter-station correlations range from 0.57 (Kar/Nch) 
to 0.93 (Cht/Cdf) for annual, from 0.66 (Dij/Kar) to 0.95 (Cht/Cdf) for winter and from 0.45 (Dij/Kar) to 
0.92 (Cht/Nch) for summer. Lag-1 autocorrelation of the mean summer (June-August) precipitation 
record is -0.10. Smoothed curve is a 20yr low-pass filter. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Mean correlation between the four TRW site chronologies (VOS, PAS, CHAS, GENN) is 
0.47, and ranges from 0.27 between PAS and GENN to 0.61 between the VOS chronology 
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and data from both PAS and CHAS. After combining measurements from these sites, a new 
mean chronology was developed that due to the sampling design (only living trees) and 
detrending method (individual series) only contains inter-annual to decadal-scale variability 
(Fig. 4a).  
 

 
Figure 4: Characteristics of the (a) mean Swiss-French beech chronology and their (b) RBAR, (c) EPS 
and (d) replication. RBAR and EPS values were calculated over 30yr windows lagged by 20 years 
along the chronology. Lag-1 autocorrelation of the record is 0.24. 
 
This novel Swiss-French mean record describes a slight upward trend from around the 
1790s into the early 19th century, a well-known period of reduced solar activity and 
increased explosive volcanism (e.g., Büntgen et al. 2006a). Stronger decadal-scale 
fluctuations are revealed from around the 1840s to the 1920s, with episodes of high growth 
rates ~1860, 1880 and 1900. Distinct 20th century growth depressions occurred in the 
1940s, 70s and 1990s. Abrupt growth reductions are found in 1793, 1867, 1895, 1913, 1923, 
1948, 1981 and 1995; and positive anomalies in 1787, 1809, 1879, 1931, 1982, 1971 and 
1994. In this regard, one must note that (artificial) variance changes i.e., increased variance 
before ~1830 and after ~1930, have not fully been removed. These are most likely related to 
the general decrease in sample size back in time, and the inclusion of juvenile and less 
correlating wood during the early 1830-1930 period (Fig. 4d), affecting the comparison of 
annual extremes over the past centuries. Interestingly, Biondi (1993) and Piovesan et al. 
(2003) both reported cross-dating difficulties related to the presence of very narrow, 
incomplete or even missing rings, especially near the pith. For a discussion and more 
methodological details on related variance stabilization techniques, see Frank et al. (2007a). 
Additional pruning at the end of each of the measurement series (i.e., some sort of age-
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banding methodology, Briffa et al. 2001) would result in a more even distribution of similar 
tree-ages along the record, and potentially help such affects to be diminished.  
Hence, caution is advised with any interpretation of the new Swiss-French beech chronology, 
as various quality changes through time must be considered. Reasonable signal-strength is 
found for the past 150-200 years, as demonstrated by the EPS values above the commonly 
applied quality threshold of 0.85 until 1840 (Fig. 4b-c). Interestingly, the RBAR values 
constantly decrease back in time. Uncertainty during the chronology’s first portion is most 
likely caused by low sample replication and should be considered (together with the 
observed variance changes) when comparing the proxy record with the instrumental target 
data. 
Significant correlations between beech TRW and temperatures (using monthly means from 
previous year April to September of the growing season) are not obtained when computing 
over the full 1806-2003 period of proxy/target overlap (Fig. 5a). Highest correlations of 0.43 
and 0.38 are derived from previous year April and current year August temperatures over the 
1806-1855 and 1855-1904 periods, respectively. The most significant negative correlation (r 
=-0.46) is obtained with March temperature. The overall response to temperature describes 
no or negative relationships to previous year spring, generally negative correlations with 
previous year July-August and positive correlations with the previous autumn, and again no 
pattern with winter prior to the growing season. Overall negative correlations are found 
between March-June, followed by positive relationships for July-August. While correlations 
based on the four split periods indicate some noise, the overall response behavior is 
confirmed by the (relatively diminished) correlation results obtained from the full 1806-2003 
period of proxy/target overlap.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Comparison between the mean Swiss-French beech chronology and (a) monthly 
temperature means and (b) monthly precipitation sums from previous year April to current year 
September. Correlations were computed over the full 1806-2003 and four split periods of equal length. 
Significant levels are not provided as lag-1 autocorrelation varies between each monthly climate target 
and the different periods considered. 
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In contrast, correlation analysis using monthly precipitation sums revealed overall less 
pronounced patterns in seasonal response (Fig. 5b). Some positive relationship is though 
indicated for previous year June-July, while negative correlations are found with July of the 
growing season. Besides (abiotic) shifts in growth responses to climate, which most likely 
result from changing temperature and precipitation regimes, (biotic) tree age-related changes 
in growth-sensitivity and/or response seasonality may account for some of the herein 
observed temporal variance. An overall response shift from former temperature to current 
precipitation (drought) sensitivity as reported from a spruce network (Büntgen et al., 2006b) 
is, however, not observed. Despite such temporal weakening in the growth/climate response 
of the mean Swiss-French chronology, some individual sites may show a more stable 
response behavior over time. 
Comparison of the herein obtained TRW extremes with those reported from a beech network 
across the Bavarian-Forest and -Alps, reveals a high degree of temporal coherency between 
both regions, including growth depressions in higher altitudinal beech forests in the 1970s, 
80s and 1995). Increased frequency of negative pointer years during the past three decades 
is also reported from an Italian high-elevation beech chronology (Piovesan et al. 2003). In 
this regard, Dittmar & Elling (2007) suggested reduced ecological fitness and stability of all 
age-classes, as low-elevation beech growth mainly suffered from below-average 
precipitation, whereas high-elevation beech growth was generally limited by pronounced 
temperature depressions. Interestingly, none of the meteorological and hydrological 
parameters is reported to significantly correlate with beech TRW at elevations ~1000 m asl; 
results that are (partly) confirmed by this study (Fig. 5). 
Causes and scales of abrupt beech growth depressions are not fully understood. See 
Gessler et al. (2007) for potential risks of the European beech related to a warmer and dryer 
climate as projected for the future (IPCC 2007). In a free atmosphere experiment, Leuzinger 
et al. (2005) found a two-year sequence of reduced basal stem area growth of beech (and 
four other deciduous species), most likely caused by the severe summer drought of 2003 
(Schär et al. 2004). Similar climatic conditions, i.e., negative water budget due to the 
precipitation/evaporation ratio, forced late summer soil desiccation and drought-induced 
growth reductions in the 1940s and 70s (Fig. 2). In this regard, one must note that beech has 
relatively shallow roots in comparison to oak (Leuschner et al. 2001a, b). Due to the 
complexity of cell length, wood anatomy and hydraulic properties such as elasticity of storage 
tissue and stomata control over tree water status (Hacke & Sperry 2001, Gessler et al. 
2007), species-specific cavitation risk – even though the large oak early wood vessels are 
much more exposed to cavitation than the small beech vessels – is only weakly understood 
(Gessler et al. 2007, Leuzinger et al. 2005). Any argumentation towards vessel-size 
dependent drought-sensitivity could thus be misleading. 
Three beech stands distributed across Central Europe showed most significant growth 
reductions in the year following the severe 2003 summer drought (Granier et al. 2007). Since 
beech is further assumed to allow water storage to be directly utilized for basal area 
increases (Bouriaud et al. 2004), growing season length and character may additionally 
impact annual growth rates. Nevertheless, one should consider that water storage can only 
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last for a limited period (in the range of one day), and thus most likely becomes irrelevant 
during longer drought periods (Breda et al. 2006). A close relationship between 
photosynthetic production and TRW potentially allows some of the negative feedbacks of 
beech growth under a warming climate to be compensated, as related increases in radiation 
(and higher rates of photosynthesis) possibly promote vessel lumen formation, independent 
of any soil water deficit (Bouriaud et al. 2004). In contrast, one could argue that warmer 
summer temperatures and increased radiation don’t necessarily have to cause an increase in 
photosynthesis rates, as the amount of summer radiation often excides the total of radiation 
usable for plants, which becomes even more critical for deciduas trees.  
Further modifications of the generally observed drought-sensitivity of beech TRW may arise 
from the soil storage capacity at a given site (Garnier et al. 2007, Saas & Eckstein 1995), as 
soil water deficit can significantly hamper vessel formation (Aranda et al. 2000, Rozas 2001). 
In addition, various degrees of species-specific drought-sensitivity may result from 
differences in the adaptation rate of physiological parameters (Gessler et al. 2007, Peuke et 
al. 2002, Steppe & Lemeur 2007). 
 
Conclusions 
We compiled a network of nine TRW beech chronologies and instrumental station 
measurements for the Central northern pre-Alps and the past ~200 years. Growth-climate 
response analysis demonstrated the ability of inter-annual to decadal-scale variations in 
beech growth to reflect common climatic signals over a wider region. However, a distinct 
climatic driver (temperature or precipitation) was not found to dominate average beech TRW 
(~1000 m asl) when combining measurements from four sites distributed across the Vosges 
and Jura Mts.  
In an attempt to further detail the ‘complex’ growth response of beech under potential future 
warming and induced drought stress, more local studies and more tree-ring data from 
heterogeneous sites e.g., high-to-low-elevation, dry-to-wet sites, juvenile-to-mature trees and 
additional climate parameters, e.g., reliable drought metric, water vapor and cloud cover data 
are required. Besides the spatial aspect, composite chronologies of living and historic 
material that may allow age-related detrending methods to be successfully applied and lower 
frequency information accordingly to be preserved, could further help benchmarking the 
extreme late 20th century conditions into a longer-term context. Such studies would 
subsequently provide useful insight on the role of forest growth in relation to estimates of 
large-scale biomass productivity and carbon sequestration.      
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Introduction 
The European Alps are one of the few places that allow comparisons of natural climate 
proxies, such as tree-rings, with instrumental and documentary data over multiple centuries. 
Evidence from local and regional tree-ring analyses in the Alps clearly showed that tree-ring 
width (TRW) data from high elevation, near treeline environments contain substantial 
temperature signals (e.g., Büntgen et al. 2005, 2006, Carrer et al. 2007, Frank and Esper 
2005a, 2005b, Frank et al. 2005). This sensitivity can be evaluated over longer timescales by 
comparison with instrumental temperature data recorded in higher elevation (>1,500 m asl) 
environments back to the early 19th century, and, due to the spatially homogenous 
temperature field, back to the mid 18th century using observational data from stations 
surrounding the Alps (Auer et al. 2007, Böhm et al. 2001, Casty et al. 2005, Frank et al. 
2007a, Luterbacher et al. 2004). Further, the combination of such instrumental data with 
even older documentary evidence (Pfister 1999, Brázdil et al. 2005) allows an assessment of 
temporal coherence changes between tree-rings and combined instrumental and 
documentary data back to AD 1660. Such analyses are outlined here using TRW data from a 
set of Pinus cembra L. sampling sites from the Swiss Engadin, and calibrating these data 
against a gridded surface air temperature reconstruction integrating long-term instrumental 
and multi-proxy data (Luterbacher et al. 2004). 
 
Material and methods 
Tree-ring data and detrending 
Core and disc samples from three high elevation (Tam, Muo, Sil) and one middle elevation 
(Cel) stone pine sites in the Swiss Engadin in the Central Alps were collected (Fig. 1). In 
total, 642 samples from 335 trees (Tab. 1) were processed, including TRW measurements, 
crossdating, and quality control (Esper and Gärtner 2001, Fritts 1976, Schweingruber 1983, 
Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). Mean segment and chronology lengths of the sites range from 
125-206 years and AD 1564-1742, respectively. TRW data were detrended by taking 
residuals from 300-year cubic smoothing splines (Cook 1985) fitted to the power transformed 
(Cook and Peters 1997) measurement series. This procedure removes tree-age related 
trends (Bräker 1981), but emphasizes inter-annual to multi-decadal scale variance in the 
resulting index series (Cook et al. 1995, Esper et al. 2003). 
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Figure 1: Tree-ring sampling sites (dots), and meteorological stations (triangles) in the Swiss Engadin 
south of Davos. Stations include Bernina Pass (Ber), Bever (Bev), Buffalora (Buf ), Samedan (Sam), 
Sils Maria (Sil), Station Maria (Stm). 
 
Table 1: Sampling site and tree-ring data characteristics. 
 

Site Elevation 
[m asl] 

Core sample 
number 

Mean series 
length [yrs.] 

Chronology period 
(> 4 series) 

Muo 2,180 141 125 1682-2002 
Tam 2,180 177 206 1564-2002 
Sil 2,140 170 140 1660-2002 
Cel 1,840 154 191 1742-2002 

 
Site chronologies were calculated using the bi-weight robust mean, and the variance of these 
mean timeseries stabilized considering changes in sample replication and interseries 
correlation (Frank et al. 2007b). 
 

 
Figure 2: Spline detrended site chronologies from Cel, Muo, Sil, and Tam. Chronologies truncated at 
<5 series. Curves at the bottom show sample replication per site. Black curve is Cel, grey is Tam, 
dashed black is Sil, and dashed grey is Muo. 
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The site chronologies show common inter-annual to decadal scale (e.g., 1810s) variability 
(Fig. 2). Coherence between site chronologies ranges from r = 0.27 to 0.82 (mean = 0.55) 
calculated over the common 1741-2002 period (Tab. 2). Correlations of Cel (mean = 0.35) 
were lower than those of Muo (0.57), Sil (0.63), and Tam (0.65), indicating that this mid 
elevation site contains some different signals in comparison to the high elevation sites. 
Correlations do not decline back in time -- at least not back to 1701 as revealed in Table 2 -- 
indicating that inter-site coherence is fairly stable also during the less replicated early 
chronology periods (see replication curves at the bottom of Fig. 2). Interestingly, the 
chronology from Sil shows a negative trend over the most recent decade, a feature not 
revealed in any other site. 
 
Table 2: Inter-site correlations over the 1741-2002, 1901-2002, 1801-1900, and 1701-1800 periods. 
 

    1741-2002      1801-1900 
    Tam Sil Muo Cel      Tam Sil Muo Cel 

Tam   0.82 0.72 0.41  Tam   0.91 0.70 0.46 
Sil 0.52  0.71 0.36  Sil 0.84  0.73 0.38 

Muo 0.73 0.60  0.27  Muo 0.73 0.72  0.46 

19
01

-2
00

2 

Cel 0.48 0.21 0.36    17
01

-1
80

0 

Cel ––– ––– –––   
 
Instrumental and multi-proxy data 
For comparison of tree-ring chronologies with instrumental and documentary data, we used 
the European scale gridded multi-proxy network from Luterbacher et al. (2004, hereafter 
abbreviated Lut04). For the grid points near the Swiss Engadin, this network contains 
information from regional long-term instrumental stations extending back to about 1760 (Auer 
et al. 2007), and temperature estimates derived from regional documentary evidence before 
that time back to 1500 (Luterbacher 2004, see Supporting Online Material). 
 

 
Figure 3: Temperature data from local observational stations and Lut04 since 1900. Top panel shows 
annual, bottom panel JJA temperatures. Thin black curves are the stations Ber, Bev, Buf, Sam, Sil, 
and Stm ranging from 1,390-2,256 m asl (see Fig. 1). Thick grey curve is Lut04. Series shown as 
anomalies with respect to the 1971-2000 period. 
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Correlations of Lut04 against local station data (see Fig. 1) range from 0.81-0.96 (mean = 
0.90) for annual, and from 0.84-0.97 (mean = 0.93) for JJA temperatures, calculated over the 
1970-2002 period. Visual comparison of the JJA and annual mean temperatures (Fig. 3) 
clearly demonstrates that Lut04 represents regional climate conditions as recorded in the six 
meteorological stations surrounding the tree sampling sites, and we used Lut04 for 
calibration trails over distinct periods and in a sliding window approach back to 1660. 
 

 
Figure 4: Monthly and seasonal correlations between four tree sites and Lut04 over the 1660-1759, 
1760-1819, 1820-1879, 1880-1939, and 1940-1998 periods. Dashed curves approximate p<0.05. 
 
Results 
Climate response of the tree sites 
The seasonal course and strength of climatic signals were quite similar between the three 
high elevation sites Muo, Sil, and Tam, but different in the mid elevation site Cel (Fig. 4). For 
the high elevation sites, significant correlations were found during some periods with 
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previous year fall temperatures, and fairly strong responses for most of the current year 
summer months. Highest values were typically obtained for July and JJA mean 
temperatures. In comparison, the Cel sampling site from only about 300 m below the high 
elevation collections showed effectively no temperature signal, but was dominated by mixed 
impacts of cold/warm and wet/dry conditions (not shown). 
 
Temporal variations in climate calibration 
Comparison of the monthly and seasonal TRW versus Lut04 correlations over five distinct 
periods since 1660 indicated that the maximum sensitivity to July and mean JJA 
temperatures is largely stable back to 1760 at the high elevation sites (Fig. 4). The signal, 
however, disappeared over the early 1660-1759 period, during which both sample replication 
of the high elevation tree sites (especially Muo and Sil) declined considerably, and a change 
from early observational measurements towards estimates from documentary evidence in 
Lut04 occurred. 
Computation of correlations between the tree sites and Lut04 JJA temperatures in a running 
30-year window allowed further assessment of this temporal change, highlighting a strong 
decline in coherence including negative values in the pre-1760 period (Fig. 5). The course of 
correlation values was rather similar for all tree sites over the past 300+ years, adding some 
confidence to this analysis. The analysis, however, also indicated a drop in correlation during 
recent times in Sil, a feature that is likely related to the negative growth trend recorded at this 
site since the late 1980s. 
 

 
Figure 5: 30-year sliding window correlations of the Tam, Muo, and Sil site chronologies against mean 
JJA temperatures from Lut04. 
 
Discussion 
While our analyses revealed coherence between high elevation pine sites, between the 
Lut04 gridded and local station temperature data, and between the tree sites and regional 
temperatures as expressed by Lut04, calibration against early pre-1760 Lut04 data indicated 
no or even slightly negative correlations between tree growth and documentary evidence. 
Our results are particularly robust over the past 2-3 centuries during which sample replication 
of the three treeline pine sites is rather high, but become less reliable before the 18th century 
when only the chronology from Tam is composed of a fairly high number of trees. 
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The loss of coherence between TRW and Lut04 data before 1760 either signifies that the 
climatic signal stored in the early, less replicated portions of the tree-ring chronologies 
diminished, and/or that the same signal weakened at the time the regional temperature 
measurements (e.g., Basel and Geneva temperature records started in the 1750s) were 
replaced with estimates derived from documentary evidence and measurements from more 
remote stations. Further research is needed to figure which of these alternatives is more 
important. 
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Introduction   
The Mediterranean region (including northern Africa) has in recent decades been subject to a 
distinctly decreasing precipitation trend, starting in the 1970s (Dünkeloh and Jacobeit 2003, 
Xoplaki et al. 2004, Luterbacher et al. 2006).  A trend towards wetter winters occurred over 
the same time period in northwestern Europe (Jones and Conway 1997, Kiely 1999, Mills 
2005).  Winter precipitation in both regions is closely linked to hemispheric circulation 
patterns (e.g., Xoplaki et al. 2004, Pauling and Paeth 2007) and to the North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO) in particular (Hurrell 1995).   Positive NAO winters are characterized by a 
deeper than normal trough over Iceland and a higher than normal ridge over the Azores (Fig. 
1a), resulting in an anomalously strong westerly flow, wet conditions over northwestern 
Europe, and dry conditions in the Mediterranean. During negative NAO phases, precipitation 
patterns are effectively inverted, and the subtropical High, Icelandic Low, and westerly flow 
are weak (Fig. 1b).  The NAO pattern shows a large amount of interannual variance, but is 
also variable on decennial time-scales (Van Loon and Rodgers 1978, Hurrell 1995).   

 
 

Figure 1: Anomaly (from the 1948-2000 average) composites of January-March 500 hPA patterns of 
the five highest (a) and the five lowest (b) NAOI years (1949-2000).  Positive anomalies are indicated 
by full lines, negative anomalies by dashed lines. Shaded areas reflect significant (p<0.1) differences, 
calculated using a Student’s t-test.  The locations of the two proxy records from Scotland and Morocco 
are marked by black dots. 
 
The co-occurrence of opposing trends in winter precipitation anomalies in northern versus 
southern Europe in recent decades has been ascribed to the concomitant dominance of 
positive winter NAO modes (Hurrell 1995, Hurrell and Van Loon 1997, Dünkeloh and 
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Jacobeit 2003).  To put the recent multi-decadal precipitation trend in a historical context, 
long-term analysis of regional precipitation variability is needed.  The use of proxy climatic 
data provides a mean to extend precipitation records back in time and thus to analyse past 
precipitation anomalies (e.g., Luterbacher et al. 2006). 
In this paper, we combine a millennium-long speleothem-based precipitation proxy from 
Scotland (Proctor et al. 2000) with a tree-ring based drought reconstruction from Morocco 
(Esper et al. in press).  The location of the two proxies in core regions of the European/NW-
African precipitation dipole, and near the centers of action of the NAO (Fig. 1), allows for 
testing the temporal stability of spatial climate patterns and the prevailing hemispheric 
circulation patterns controlling them. 
 
Data 
The Morocco drought reconstruction 
A 953-year long (1049-2002) tree-ring chronology was developed based on ring-width data 
from 178 Cedrus Atlantica trees from the Atlas Mountains in Morocco (Esper et al. in press).  
A combination of Regional Curve Standardization (Esper et al. 2003a), regular normalization 
(Esper et al. 2003b), and individual standardization (Fritts 1976) was applied to preserve 
multi-decadal and multi-centennial variability. This tree-ring chronology was used in a linear 
regression model to reconstruct February-June Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; 
Palmer 1965) variability.  PDSI is a standardized measure of surface moisture conditions 
with limited seasonality.  The resulting reconstruction is therefore a good representation of 
winter drought conditions.  The decreasing precipitation trend since the 1970s, as recorded 
in regional observational station data (Knippertz et al. 2004), is fully retained in the 
reconstruction (Fig. 2). 
 
The Scotland precipitation reconstruction 
An actively growing stalagmite from a cave in NW Scotland provided a 1100-year long (900-
1993) precipitation proxy (Proctor et al. 2000).  The continuous, annual luminescent bands 
formed by organic matter in the stalagmite, allowed for precise determination of growth rate 
variations.  Growth rates were found to be controlled by precipitation variability, and annual 
band width data were used to reconstruct winter precipitation over the last millennium.  The 
resulting reconstruction proved to be highly sensitive to multi-decadal variations in NAO over 
the instrumental period (1865-1990; Proctor et al. 2000). 
 
Large-scale geopotential height patterns 
For the instrumental period, we used an extended version of the traditional winter NAO 
index, which is defined as the normalized pressure difference between the Azores and 
Iceland (Hurrell 1995). This extended version of the index (back to 1824) was developed by 
including data from Gibraltar and Stykkisholmur (Jones et al. 1997). 
To investigate long-term associations of the proxy records with atmospheric circulation 
patterns, we applied composite map analysis. This non-linear method captures the possible 
asymmetric character of the associations (Rimbu et al. 2006). We used reconstructed (1659-
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2001) fields of monthly 500 hPA geopotential height, developed by Luterbacher et al. (2002). 
The years of most positive (95th percentile) and most negative (5th percentile) difference in 
precipitation between Scotland and Morocco were identified and the respective geopotential 
height data averaged for these sets of extreme years. The significance of the differences in 
composite climatic conditions between extreme years was determined using a Student’s t-
test (Brown and Hall 1999).  
 
Results   
The contrasting moisture conditions since the 1970s in northwestern Europe (wet) and 
northwestern Africa (dry) are reflected in the drought reconstructions from Scotland and 
Morocco (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 2: Decadal scale variance in Morocco PDSI and Scotland precipitation. Series were computed 
from 10-year, non-overlapping averages, and then smoothed using a cubic spline for presentation 
(unsmoothed values used in correlation analysis). 
 
Multi-decadal variations of both reconstructions are characterized by quasi-regular 
occurrences of contrasting conditions over the last millennium.  Contrasting moisture 
conditions were particularly strong during the Medieval Warm Period (MWP; 1000-1350), the 
18th century, and since the 1940s (Fig.2). The reconstructions contain substantial multi-
decadal scale variability that was shown to correlate negatively (r=-0.26; p<0.05) using 
sequential 10-year non-overlapping means. 
The NAO influence on the contrasting precipitation regimes was investigated by calculating 
the difference between the standardized, decadally smoothed Scotland and Morocco time 
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series.  This residual series (MSres) was then correlated with the NAOI over the instrumental 
period (1824-1993), revealing rather strong and positive correlations (r=0.75, p<0.01; Fig. 3).  
Positive MSres values correspond to positive NAO phases, and vice versa.  While MSres 
followed the NAOI closely from 1850 onwards, substantial differences were found over the 
1824-1850 period during which the Gibraltar/Stykkisholmur series showed higher values.  

 
Figure 3: Interdecadal variation in MSres and NAOI.  Series were standardized and smoothed using a 
10-year moving average.   
 
The reconstructed (1659-2001) geopotential height fields (Luterbacher et al. 2002) provide a 
test bed to study NAO influence on precipitation patterns over longer time-scales.  
Reconstructed geopotential height anomalies during the most positive MSres years (Fig. 4a) 
closely reproduce positive NAO geopotential height patterns over Europe, as derived from 
observational pressure data (1949-2000; Fig. 1a).  The Icelandic Low is deeper than usual 
and a strong ridge prevails over the Azores and the whole Mediterranean.  Reverse 
geopotential height conditions characterize strongly negative MSres years (Fig. 4b), as was 
the case in the late 18th century, when a consistent anomalously high Icelandic Low resulted 
in a reduced pressure gradient between the Icelandic Low and the Azores High (typical for a 
negative NAO phase; Fig. 1b) and weakened westerlies across the North Atlantic (Fig. 4b).  
During this period drier and cooler than normal winter conditions prevailed over northwestern 
Europe, while warmer and wetter winters occurred in the Mediterranean (Fig. 2).   
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Figure 4: Anomaly (from the 1659-2000 average) composites of January-March 500 hPA patterns of 
the 5% highest (a) and the 5% lowest (b) values in MSres.  Positive anomalies are indicated by full 
lines, negative anomalies by dashed lines. Shaded areas reflect significant (p<0.1) differences, 
calculated using a t-test. 
   
Discussion 
Combination of two drought-sensitive, millennium-long climate proxies from western Europe 
and northwestern Africa revealed potential to reconstruct extreme, decadal scale NAO 
phases over the past millennium. 
The decadal resolution of the speleothem record from Scotland restricts our analysis to a 
multi-decadal time-scale, which corresponds to the dominant frequency domain of the NAO 
(6-10 years; Hurrell and Van Loon 1997).  A combination of the two proxies, which are 
located near the prevailing centers of action of this dipole, closely reflects the decadal scale 
NAO variability over most of the instrumental period (Fig. 3). This association was weak, 
however, over the early observational data period (1824-1850).  
The proxy combination shows a strong moisture contrast between Scotland and Morocco 
since the 1970s, corresponding to the concomitant highly positive NAO phase.  Additionally, 
the high index phase from the turn of the 20th century until the 1930s (Hurrell 1996) and the 
minimum in the 1960s (Hurrell and Van Loon 1997) are well captured in the proxy record. 
Periods of contrasting moisture conditions over Europe were also associated with NAO-like 
geopotential height patterns over longer time-periods (Fig. 4). 
Our results indicate that the strong moisture contrast between Scotland and Morocco since 
the 1970s is not exceptional within the millennium-long context provided by the 
reconstructions (Fig. 2) and multi-decadal and multi-centennial contrasting periods have 
occurred regularly over the last millennium.  Reconstructed precipitation over Scotland was 
consistently high through much of the MWP, whereas several periods of low precipitation 
occurred during the subsequent Little Ice Age (LIA; ca. 1500-1850).  The Morocco proxy 
record, in contrast, is characterized by persistent medieval drought and LIA moistening.  The 
MWP-LIA fluctuations in the isotopic signature of a speleothem in the central Alps (Mangini 
et al. 2005), suggest changes in the strength of winter westerlies across northern Europe, 
associated with a NAO phase shift (Graham et al. 2007). The centennial-scale moisture 
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fluctuations resulting from this shift, as well as the contrasting moisture conditions in recent 
decades, co-occurred with moisture anomalies around the globe (Hoerling and Kumar 2003, 
Cook et al. 2007, Seager et al. 2007).  The global character of this centennial-scale 
hydroclimatic variability implies forcing by fluctuating global ocean-atmosphere states 
(Seager et al. 2007). A persistently positive NAO in the Medieval period could be 
teleconnected with prevailing La Niña-like conditions in the tropical Pacific (Graham et al. 
2007), which in turn could arise as a result of positive radiative forcing and reduced volcanic 
activity (Cook et al. 2007).  Model simulations further suggest that a switch in radiative 
forcing could be a contributing factor in the long-term shift in NAO phase between the MWP 
and the LIA (Shindell et al. 2003). 
Our combined millennium-long proxy record reflects extreme NAO phases accurately on a 
multi-decadal to multi-centennial time-scale.  By combining two drought proxies with opposite 
long-term trends, we link long-term fluctuations in European winter precipitation patterns to 
variations in large-scale circulation, which may help to improve our understanding of the 
climate system, its natural variability, and its forcing factors.   
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Introduction 
The Tibetan plateau has a mean elevation of more than 4,000 m asl. and covers an area of 
more than 2 million km2. Thus, it acts as a heating surface during spring and summer and 
plays a key role in driving the Asian summer monsoon circulation (Murakami 1987, Webster 
et al. 1998). However, climate stations were not installed on the Tibetan plateau before 1950. 
This limits the analysis of long-term climate trends from meteorological records and requires 
the study of climate history from high-resolution proxy data like tree rings. In recent years, 
considerable progress was achieved to construct century to millennial-long tree-ring 
chronologies from north-eastern Tibet (e. g. Zhang et al. 2003, Shao et al. 2004) and from 
the southern parts of the Tibetan Plateau (Wu et al. 1991, Bräuning 2004, Bräuning and 
Grießinger 2006). However, only few dendroclimatological studies were conducted in the  
north-south oriented Hengduan Mountains. Here we present four new tree-ring width 
chronologies from the central Hengduan Mountains at the southern rim of the Tibetan plateau. 
We analyze the relationships between tree growth and climatic variables to examine the 
regional climate variability during the past 350 years. 
 
Material and Methods 
Chronology development 
The four chronologies presented in this study come from three coniferous tree species, i.e. 
Picea likiangensis Pritz, Tsuga dumosa (D. Don) Eichler, and Abies ernestii Rehd. Increment 
cores from 93 trees (136 cores) were extracted with an increment borer at four sites on the 
west facing slopes of the Baima Snow Mountains, NW Yunnan (Fig. 1). The forests at the 
sampling sites are hardly disturbed by human activity. At each site, a minimum of sixteen 
trees were cored at breast height. Ring widths were registered with a LINTAB measuring 
system with a resolution of 0.01 mm, and all cores were cross-dated by visual growth pattern 
matching, skeleton plotting and statistical tests (sign-test and t-test) in the software package 
TSAP (Stokes and Smiley 1968, Rinn 1996). The variance of each series was stabilized 
using a data-adaptive power transformation, then standardization was carried out in two 
steps in ARSTAN (Cook 1985). After fitting a negative exponential or a linear regression 
curve of negative slope, the tree-ring sequences were detrended with a cubic smoothing 
spline with a 50% frequency-response cutoff equal to 67% of the series length. The final tree-
ring index chronologies were obtained by calculating differences between the transformed 
ring width measurements and the fitted splines. All detrended series were averaged to 
chronologies by computing the biweight robust mean in order to reduce the influence of 
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outliers (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). To reduce the potential influence of decreasing sample 
depth with increasing age, the variance of the chronology was stabilized (Osborn et al. 1997). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Map of the sampling sites in the Baima snow mountains, northwestern Yunnan. 
 
Climate data 
The region’s climate is temperate and is characterized by a rainfall maximum during the 
summer months. Summer rains originate from monsoonal air masses flowing over the Bay of 
Bengal, whereas winters are generally dry (Xu et al. 2003). There are two meteorological 
observation stations relatively close to the sampling sites (Figure 1), located in Deqin 
(28.48oN, 98.92oE, 3320 m a.s.l., record length 1957-2000) and Weixi (27.17oN, 99.28oE, 
2325 m a.s.l., record length 1961-2000). A dataset for the Palmer drought severity index 
(PDSI) on a 2.5o×2.5o grid was developed by Dai et al. (2004). The two grid points (26.25oN, 
98.75oE and 28.75oN, 98.75oE) next to our sampling sites were used for detecting the growth 
response to moisture conditions. A regional series of climate data was created from the two 
meteorological stations for their common period of 1961-2000, and from the two PDSI grid 
points for 1951-2000 (Jones and Hulme 1996).    
 
Growth-climate response 
The climate-growth relationships were examined by computing correlation functions between 
climate data and tree-ring index chronologies and the score of PC#1, respectively. Pearson 
correlation coefficients were calculated between the ring width chronologies and the monthly 
regional series of temperature and precipitation for a 15 month period ranging from July of 
the summer prior to growth until September of the growth year (Deqin v.s Yam and Yet; Weixi 
v.s Gkm and Ycd). PC#1 was compared with the regional climate series of relative humidity 
and PDSI for a 15-month period from July of the summer prior growth to September of the 
growth year.   
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Results 
The Rbar and EPS statistics of the site chronologies signal strength range from 0.28 to 0.37 
and from 0.77 to 0.87, respectively. Three site chronologies meet the 0.85 EPS criterion after 
AD 1655, except for site Yet whose EPS is above 0.75 at 1655 and reaches the 0.85 limit 
only after 1730. Nevertheless, we regarded the period 1655-2005 (351 years) as common 
period of acceptable chronology quality for further analyses. Despite of the different species 
analyzed, the four chronologies correlate with each other significantly over the common 
period 1655-2005, with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.40 to 0.55 (p<0.01). Ring-width 
patterns are very similar among the four chronologies, especially concerning high and middle 
frequency growth variations. The principle component analysis of the four chronologies 
shows that only the eigenvalue of PC#1 was greater than one and that PC#1 accounts for 
60.5% of the total variance. The four chronologies show common positive loadings on PC#1: 
0.78 for Gkm, 0.79 for Ycd, 0.75 for Yam and 0.79 for Yet, respectively. Therefore, PC#1 
reflects the common growth response to regional climatic variations, and the score of PC#1 
can be used to evaluate the regional climate-growth relationships and to indicate regional 
climate variability. Correlation analyses indicate that tree growth is mainly affected by early 
spring precipitation, especially during January, March and May (Fig. 2). The correlation 
coefficients between seasonal precipitation (March to May) and the residual ring-width index 
chronologies are significant (p<0.05) except for site Yet (r=0.56 for Gkm, 0.57 for Ycd, 0.33 
for Yam, 0.25 for Yet). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Correlation coefficients between radial growth and monthly mean temperature (gray) and total 
monthly precipitation (dark) at nearby meteorological stations. Correlations are computed from 
previous year July to current year September over 1957-2000 for Deqin and 1961-2000 for Weixi. 
Horizontal dashed lines denote the 95% levels of significance. 
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When standard chronologies instead of residual chronologies are compared with climate 
parameters, we find the same general patterns but lower correlations (not shown). PC#1 of 
the four residual chronologies correlates positively with the PDSI (Fig. 3a) and with relative 
humidity (Fig. 3b) in the spring of the growth year. The highest correlation between PC#1 and 
PDSI occurs for the season March to May (r=0.65, p<0.01) which was therefore 
reconstructed by using PC#1 of the four residual chronologies as predictor variable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Correlation of thePC#1 with (a) PDSI data (1951-2000) and (b) the regional monthly relative 
humidity (1961-2000) from previous year July to current year September. Horizontal bold and dashed 
lines denote the 95% and 99% significance levels, respectively. 
 
A linear regression model was developed to reconstruct the drought history for the central 
Hengduan Mountain region. During the common period of tree rings and PDSI data (1951-
2000), the reconstruction accounted for 42% of the actual PDSI variance (Tab. 1).  
 
Table 1: Statistics of calibration-verification test results for the common period 1951-2000. 

Split-sample calibration-verification      
Calibration Verification 

Period R R2 F Period Sign test Pmt RE CE 
1951-1980 
1981-2000 
1951-2000 

0.65 
0.68 
0.65 

0.42 
0.47 
0.42 

20.4** 
15.9** 
34.5** 

1981-2000 
1951-1980 

14/6** 
22/8* 

2.50** 
2.51** 

0.318 
0.374 

0.298 
0.359 

Leave-one-out verification      
1951-2000 0.61    38/12** 2.75** 0.372  

 
The spring PDSI estimates derived from this model show high agreement with the yearly 
departures from the long-term mean in the observed data (Fig. 4a). Split-sample calibration-
verification and leave-one-out cross verification methods (Michaelsen 1987) were employed 
to evaluate the statistical fidelity of this model. The reduction error (RE) and the coefficient of 
efficiency (CE) are positive, which indicate significant skill in the tree-ring estimates (Fritts 
1976). The results of the sign test and product mean test demonstrate the validity of our 
regression model (Tab. 1). 

Months Months 
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Figure 4: a) Actual (gray) and reconstructed (dark) March to May PDSI during their common period 
1951-2000.  b) The reconstruction of March-May PDSI in the central Hengduan Mountain region over 
the past 350 years. The thin line represents the annual value and the thick line was smoothed with an 
11-year FFT-filter (Fast Fourier Transform) to emphasize long-term fluctuations. The gray line indicates 
the ±2 SD values. 
 
 
The spring (March-May) PDSI reconstruction (Fig. 4b) shows that wet periods prevailed in 
the 1690s, 1715-1730, 1750s, 1780s, 1825-1850,1900s, 1930-1960, and 1990-present. 
Extremely wet years (≥2SD) occurred in AD 1703, 1824, 1835, 1940, and 1998. In contrast, 
the intervals AD 1700-1715, 1733-1745, 1790-1820, 1860-1890, 1910-1925, and 1960-1990 
were relatively dry. Extremely dry years (≤2SD) were more frequent than extremely wet years 
and are concentrated during AD 1730-1800 and 1870-1900, and after 1980, respectively. 
From the higher mean correlation between the four individual chronologies, it can be 
concluded that these were time periods of strong climatic forcing of regional tree growth 
patterns. Particularly dry years occurred in AD 1670, 1706, 1735-1736, 1757, 1766, 1772, 
1792, 1800, 1820, 1870, 1887, 1897, 1987, and 1999. 
 
Discussion 
We found significant positive correlations between tree growth and precipitation in January, 
March and May (Fig. 2). The correlation between PC#1 and relative humidity and the PDSI 
also indicates that the spring moisture availability is a major limiting factor for tree-ring growth 
(Fig. 3). In southern Tibet, dry and warm conditions before the onset of the summer monsoon 
cause drought stress to the trees and are thus limiting growth (Bräuning and Grießinger 
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2006). Thus, tree growth benefits from former winters’ and current spring precipitation, which 
increase the soil moisture content during the early part of the growing season. This growth 
response is not surprising for trees growing on steep slopes in a subtropical climate. Our 
study sites are located at middle elevations, far away from the upper tree line which lays 
around 4200 meters a.s.l. in the Baima Mountain region. 
Although our PDSI reconstruction is based on the residual tree-ring chronologies, 
considerable decadal scale moisture variability is retained in our reconstruction. The dry 
springs in the 1700s, 1730s and 1790s-1820s (Figure 4b) were also detected as dry periods 
in the same area by Wu et al. (1988). The dry periods in the 1800s are synchronous with dry 
conditions in Mongolia and in the western Himalaya (Pederson et al. 2001, Singh et al. 2006). 
Other intervals in the 18th century were relative wet, especially the period 1715-1730. The 
period 1825-1850 was a relatively prolonged wet period,  which has also been reported as a 
prolonged phase with wet springs (AD.1820s to 1840s) in the western Himalayan region of 
India (Singh et al. 2006). 
The most severe drought period in the past 350 years occurred during 1910-1925. This 
severe drought has also been recorded in tree-rings from North China (Liang et al. 2006) and 
southern Tibet (Bräuning and Grießinger 2006). Liang et al. (2006) combined tree-ring 
records and historical records (meteorological, hydrological and documentary evidence) and 
reported that the 1920s drought was severe and sustained across northwest China. Spring 
climate was relatively wet from 1930 to 1960, which was also reported by Wu et al. (1988). 
The period 1960-1990 was relatively dry, especially in 1983-1988. The last ca. 15 years were 
comparatively wet, but were still within the range of fluctuations over the last 350 years. 
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Introduction 
Different water regimes are of great importance in ecosystems under Mediterranean climate, 
where drought is the most important factor limiting tree growth and productivity (Specht 
1981). Climate change models for south-eastern Mediterranean Spain predict a decrease of 
annual mean precipitation between 6% and 14% (Sumner et al. 2003). Therefore, the 
frequency of extreme droughts may increase in the future, which could lead to a reduction of 
forest productivity and changes in species composition. A necessary pre-requisite for the 
appropriate management of forest is to understand their growth dynamics, including their 
response to drought.  
Pinus nigra Arn. (black pine) is very widely distributed and is one of the most commonly used 
pines in large plantations all over the Mediterranean region and other parts of Europe. This 
makes it very susceptible to the increase in temperature and decrease in precipitation 
already observed in western Mediterranean (Rodrigo et al. 1999) and predicted by climate 
change models (Sumner et al. 2003). 
Our study, thus, explores the response to drought of black pine trees growing in sites 
differing in water availability, slope and location. In xeric sites, water is supposed to be less 
abundant and more dependent on current year rainfall than in mesic sites. In the later, water 
accumulation from runoff as well as possible water table likely assures a more constant 
water supply for trees. 
 
Material and Methods 
Study sites 
The study sites are located in the Cazorla Mountain Range in southeastern Spain (Fig. 1). 
Forests made up of Mediterranean pines (P. nigra, P. halepensis Mill., and P. pinaster Ait.) 
cover most of the area. Altitude ranges from 600 m to 2107 m a.s.l. The main soil types in 
the region are based on a dolomite and calcareous bedrock (Sanchez-Palomares et al. 
1990). Soils are leptosols (rendzinas) on higher slopes, and luvisols on flat terrain with 
alluvial and colluvial deposits (Sanchez-Palomares et al. 1990; FAO 2006).  
Tree stands were selected from the network of permanent research plots (PRP) that was 
established by INIA (Spanish National Institute of Agricultural Research) in 1964, and 
inventoried 8 times afterwards (1964-2006). In order to represent different conditions of water 
availability, we selected two sites of high slope near the top of ridges and distant from any 
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water current (‘xeric’) and two in flat terrain in valleys (‘mesic’). All plots were even aged and 
located in well stocked stands where trees originated from natural regeneration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Distrubution of Pinus nigra in the Iberian Peninsula and location of study sites in 
southeastern Spain (circle). 
 
Sampling and standard dendrochronological methods. 
In June 2006, 15 -16 dominant trees were sampled from each plot. Dominant trees were 
defined as those within each plot that had had the largest DBH during the eight inventories 
(1964-2006). For each tree, two cores were taken from the upper slope side at a 120º angle 
from each other, to avoid reaction wood. 
Applying a standard procedure, cores were mounted to grooved boards and sanded with 
three different grits (80-400). Widths of three tree-ring sections (i.e. total ring (TR), earlywood 
(EW) and latewood (LW)) were measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with a measuring table 
and registered using TSAP (Rinn 1996). Qualitative visual aspects (darkening and tracheid 
size) were used to define transition from EW to LW.   
Raw ring-width series were visually and statistically cross-dated in TSAP. Then, ring-width 
index were developed in ARSTAN using the Huggershoff equation (Cook and Holmes 1994). 
This equation is a combination of a polynomial and a negative exponential. Since it only has 
one turning point with increasing age, it allows for increasing growth during the juvenile 
phase of the tree and a curvilinear decline as the tree ages (Warren 1980, Bräker 1996). 
 
Climate data, correlation analysis and response function 
Mean monthly temperatures (ºC) and precipitation (mm) were collected from the 
meteorological station at Santiago de la Espada (Jaén) (38º06’ N, 02º33’ W, 1340 m a.s.l.), 
approximately 25 km from sampling sites. For the period considered (1940-2005) mean 
annual temperature was 12.9º C. Absolute maximum and minimum temperatures were 40 ºC 
and -22 ºC, and frost was possible from November to April. Precipitation (annual mean of 
730 mm) showed a winter maximum and summer drought in the area lasted three-four 
months (June-September). Mean monthly temperature and total monthly precipitation 
(predictor variables) were regressed against ring-width indexes to assess climate-growth 
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relationships (Fritts 1976). Correlation and response function were calculated with 
DENDROCLIM2002 (Biondi and Waikul 2004).  
 
Superposed epoch analysis (SEA) 
The nonparametric technique of superposed epoch analysis (SEA) was used to assess the 
relationship between extreme climatic events (drought) and the strength of the response in 
the corresponding year (tree growth indices) (Haurwitz and Brier 1981). Centered in the year 
of the drought, five years before and five years after were taken as background years for 
comparison. For this study, drought was defined as an extraordinary departure from mean 
cool season (October to May) precipitation, lower than the mean by one standard deviation 
for the period 1940-2005. The ten selected drought years were 1942, 1943, 1945, 1950, 
1953, 1967, 1968, 1981, 1995, and 1999. Although the year 2005 was the driest for the 
period, it was not considered for the SEA because there were not five post-drought years to 
compare it with. The differences between the ring-width index (RWI) of the three tree-ring 
sections of each core and their means were calculated and later averaged for event years 
and background years (Orwig and Abrams 1997). The T statistic as described by Haurwitz 
and Brier (1981) and modified by Prager and Hoenig (1989) was used to test whether the 
RWI of the drought years differed significantly from pre- and post-drought years. These 
departures from the mean did not meet the general assumptions for normality so Monte 
Carlo randomizations were run in SAS (SAS Institute Inc. 2004) to select 10 000 sets of 11 
years to compute confidence intervals for T. 
Raw ring width values during drought years were compared to the years before and after the 
drought to quantitatively analyze growth decreases and recoveries (Fekedulegn et al. 2003).  
Percent growth changes were calculated as follows: 

- drought vs prior year: [(D0-D-1)/ D-1]·100 
- post-drought year vs pre-drought year: [(D+1- D-1)/ D-1]·100 
- drought year vs five years pre-drought : [(D0- D-5)/ D-5]·100 
- five years post-drought vs drought year: [( D+5- D0)/ D0]·100 
- five years post-drought vs five years pre-drought: [( D+5- D-5)/ D-5]·100 

where D0 is the raw ring width (RW) for any of the tree-ring sections the year of drought, D-1 
is RW for the year prior to drought, D+1 is RW for the year after drought, D-5 is the average of 
RW for the five years prior to drought, and D+5 is the average of RW for the five years after 
drought. Analysis of variance for multiple comparisons was carried out using proc GLM in 
SAS (SAS Institute Inc 2004). 
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Table 1: Chronology statistics in dominant trees of xeric and mesic sites for each ring section 
calculated in raw ring-width data before detrending. 

 

Results and Discussion 
As expected, xeric sites showed higher mean sensitivities (MS) than in mesic sites, 
particularly in the latewood (LW) (Tab. 1). Lower water availability caused LW widths to be 
less correlated with previous year growth as shown by autocorrelation coefficients (AC). This 
is further supported by results shown in figure 2. In xeric sites there is a higher abundance of 
years with narrow LW (curve is more left-skewed) and earlywood (EW) tends to be wider 
(less left-skewed) than mesic sites. In these later sites, EW and LW curves are more 
balanced and more similar to each other.  
These results seem to indicate that mesic sites are growing more evenly every year and for a 
longer period (wider LW), whereas in xeric sites growth differs more from year to year, 
especially at the end of the season (narrower LW). However, the fact that there is a higher 
proportion of wide EW in xeric than in mesic sites (Fig. 2) shows that trees in xeric sites 
might have similar or wider diameter growth than trees in more mesic sites. Irrigation has 
been shown to increase LW production in Pinus sylvestris L. (Rigling et al. 2003) in a similar 
way that trees in mesic sites produced wider LW.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Relative frequency (%) of early- (EW) and latewood (LW) widths in mesic and xeric sites. 
 

TRW  EW  LW 
Plot Altitude 

(m) 
No. of 
trees  

Chronology    
time-span (years) Rbar MS AC Rbar MS AC  Rbar MS AC 

Xeric sites             
J03 1440 15  1806-2005 (200) 0.64 0.28 0.76  0.66 0.28 0.77  0.44 0.42 0.54
J04 1475 16  1910-2005 (96) 0.60 0.31 0.70  0.59 0.33 0.68  0.47 0.46 0.49
 
Mesic sites     

 
   

 
   

J02 1100 15 1830-2005 (176) 0.47 0.27 0.80  0.50 0.28 0.79  0.33 0.38 0.63
J18 1295 15  1910-2005 (96) 0.41 0.24 0.71  0.54 0.27 0.69  0.24 0.32 0.59
 
TRW, total ring; EW, earlywood; LW, latewood 
Rbar, mean interseries autocorrelation; MS, mean sensitivity; AC, first-order serial autocorrelation coefficient. 
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Radial growth of trees was positively influenced by moist and warm previous-year autumn, 
and cool and wet current-year spring (Tab. 2). Current-year late summer temperature 
positively affected trees in mesic sites, most likely showing that a higher water content in the 
soil allows these trees to grow after summer temperature decreases.  However, the 
significance of September temperature on EW could also be a statistical artifact.  
 
Table 2: Tree growth response to temperature and precipitation (response functions). O, significant 
coefficients at 95%. Shaded areas show negative coefficients. 
 

  TEMPERATURE 
  Previous year  Current year 
    SEP OCT  NOV DEC Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

mesic       O     O           O   
TRW Xeric O     O           O         

mesic       O           O     O   
EW Xeric O     O           O         

mesic                   O         
LW Xeric                   O O       

                
  PRECIPITATION 
  Previous year  Current year 

    SEP OCT  NOV DEC Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

mesic       O                     
TRW Xeric       O         O           

mesic                             
EW Xeric                 O           

mesic       O                     
LW Xeric       O         O           

 
Spring precipitation was only significantly correlated with growth in xeric sites, suggesting 
that in these sites water is more a limiting factor, than in mesic sites. Thus, the higher relative 
abundance of wider latewood in tree-rings from mesic sites (Fig. 2). This is also supported by 
the negative influence of temperatures in previous-year summers and current-year springs in 
xeric sites (Tab. 2) that might decrease the availability of water in the soil through 
evapotranspiration. High temperatures in July reduced growth of LW in xeric sites only, 
probably showing a longer period of water stress. 
During drought periods, all tree-ring sections showed reduced growth as compared with five 
years previous and after the drought (Fig. 3). LW was the most affected ring section (Fig. 3; 
Tab. 3), and EW the least. This suggests that water stress at the beginning of the growing 
season might not greatly differ from dry to normal years since soil water reservoir is charged 
during the wet-cool season (October-May). These differences increase later in the spring or 
summer.   
Trees growing in xeric sites experienced greater tree-ring reductions during droughts than 
those in mesic sites (Fig. 3, Tab. 3), which is in accordance with findings on Pinus ponderosa 
Dougl. Ex. Laws (Adams & Kolb 2005) but contrasts with those on Pinus virginiana Mill. 
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(Orwig & Abrams 1997.) All these results point toward a species specific site-drought 
response for the mentioned pines species. In xeric sites, LW formed during dry years was on 
average 25% narrower than those of five years pre- and post-drought. This difference was 
14% in mesic sites (Tab. 3). One year after drought, trees in mesic stands recovered or 
exceeded normal growth by 14%. On the second year, trees achieved a growth greater than 
that before the drought and trees in xeric sites grew faster compared to mesic sites (Fig. 3). 
Prolonged post-drought reductions in black pine were not observed, in accordance with 
similar results in P. virginiana (Orwig & Abrams 1997.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Mean RWI departures of TRW and LW in the SEA for the drought years and five years 
before and after drought. (*) denotes a departure greater than expected to occur by chance from 
10,000 random simulations (P<0.005). 
 
 
Table 3: Means±SE and relative changes (%±SE) in raw ring width in xeric (X) and mesic (M) sites for 
each ring compartment. Departures are pooled from the ten drought episodes considered. Means in a 
column with the same letter are not significantly different at P <0.005. 
 

Ring 
compart. 

Drought vs prior year 
(%) 

Post- vs  pre- 
drought (%) 

Drought vs 5 year 
pre-drought  (%) 

5- year post-
drought vs 

drought (%) 

5 year post- vs 5 
year pre-drought 

(%) 
X -7.0±2.7 a -2.8±3.1 a -17.0±1.4 b 21.0±1.9 b 6.4±1.5 a 

TRW 
M -7.1±2.1 a -0.1±2.4 a -11.5±1.3 ab 23.5±2.3 b -0.9±1.5 bc 
X -2.1±3.0 a -0.8±3.8 a -11.9±1.5 ab 15.1±1.9 b 6.2±1.5 a 

EW 
M -5.9±2.0 a -4.3±2.2 a -9.1±1.3 a 16.0±2.2 b 1.8±1.4 ab 
X -9.0±3.2 a 6.3±3.6 ab -25.1±1.6 c 55.4±3.9 a 4.2±1.8 ab 

LW 
M -2.9±3.17 a 14.1±4.0 b -13.9±1.9 ab 55.1±4.8 a -5.7±1.8 c 

TRW, total-ring width; EW, earlywood; LW, latewood. 
 
Conclusions 
It was clearly shown that drought periods impose a higher than regular water stress for black 
pine growth regardless of the site type (mesic or xeric). Mesic sites have better developed 
soils with higher soil water capacity and higher amount of run-off water. Black pine trees in 
these sites seem to withstand drought better than trees in xeric sites and recover faster from 
growth-decrease after drought. However, when soil water is not such a limiting factor, trees 
in xeric sites could have ring growth similar or wider than trees in more mesic sites.  
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Introduction  
The “Totes Moor” is a 33 km² large wetland, located in the Weser-Aller lowlands, about 25 
km north-west of Hannover on the southern margin of the North German lowlands (Lower 
Saxony, Germany; Schneekloth & Schneider 1970, Tüxen 1979). It is situated at the northern 
margin of a shallow depression northwest of lake “Steinhuder Meer”. The depression, which 
has been formed by thermokarst, is filled with fluvioglacial sediments and covered by 
peatlands. Surface inequalities containing small basins, channels and walls characterize the 
relief of the mineral ground at the end of the last glaciation (Merkt 1979). In the first half of 
the Holocene, this caused a heterogeneous vegetation mosaic with different tree stands, 
reeds and ponds to develop. In most parts of this area, raised bog growth started in the 
Atlantic period. 
At present the area is used for industrial peat cutting. Thereafter the peat harvest fields are 
rewetted and classified as nature conservation areas.    
The climate in the area is slightly of Atlantic character. Mean annual precipitation (based on 
the period 1961-1991) is 630 mm, more than half of which (c. 360 mm) precipitates from April 
through September (DWD 2007).  
During peat harvesting, large amounts of subfossil wood, primarily pine (Pinus) and oak 
(Quercus), but also alder (Alnus), are excavated and provide evidence of former 
environments. This wood is most important for dendroecological investigations. They form 
the main focus of a supra-regional research project funded by the German Research 
Foundation (DFG; LE 1805/2-1) that investigates the usefulness of bog pines as indicators 
for climate change  

The aims of the study are: 
• Cross dating of the pine samples to establish dated or, floating chronologies. Although 

there exists no master pine chronology for northern Germany, it can be expected that well 
replicated and extended pine data series can be crossdated with the bog oak master 
chronology for Lower Saxony (LSBOC; Leuschner et al. 2006, Leuschner et al. 1987) 
which spans the period from 6,069 BC to AD 931. 

• Reconstruction of the spatial and temporal distribution of former pine woodlands. 
• Reconstruction of the ecological context of former mire pine woodlands, their 

establishment, population dynamics and decline.  
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• Documentation of stress as an indicator of changes of ecological conditions. It can be 
assumed that hydrology is a main factor for tree growth in mire woodlands, and therefore, 
common growth depression phases may indicate wetter conditions (Leuschner et al. 
2002; Sass-Klaassen 2006). 

• Determination of whether recorded stress, changes in growth pattern, and population 
dynamics of pines results from local environmental changes in the "Totes Moor" area or 
from regional phenomena which can be linked to supra-regional environmental shifts also 
documented from other Lower Saxony peatland sites like “Oytener Moor” and “Heseper 
Moor”. 

Below first results of these investigations are discussed.  
 
Materials and Methods  
Sampling 
Samples were taken from the central part of the bog (52.51°N 9.39°E), where industrial peat 
harvesting proceeds. The sampling sites are distributed over an area of about 1 km². Most of 
the samples were recovered from four sub-sites with laboratory codes M723, M724, M725 
and M726 (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: Outline map of the "Totes Moor" northwest of lake “Steinhuder Meer”. Location of the four 
sample sites are indicated in dark grey. 
 
The subfossil wood which has bee recovered during peat harvesting was removed from the 
fields and dropped at their edges. Most of the investigated samples were taken from these 
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wood cops around the harvesting sites. In addition in situ samples had been taken from 
ditches and from the surface of the harvesting fields. 
Most of the wood is pine, whereas oak is relatively sparse and mainly preserved as lying tree 
trunks without any trace of trunk-bases or roots. Compared to oak, pine is mostly found as 
very short stumps with a more or less complete root system or, less frequently, as lying 
trunks, often with remains of roots. Our sampling strategy aimed at covering the entire 
spectrum of tree sizes, root system morphologies, and different states of preservation 
represented in the wood remains. 89 oak and 309 pine samples were collected in total. 
 
Sample preparation, measurement of tree-ring width and dating 
The dendrochronological investigation followed standard procedures, described for example 
by Leuschner (1994). Radial sections of the discs were cut and smoothed with surgical 
blades and razor blades (Iseli & Schweingruber 1989, Leuschner & Schweingruber 1996). 
Chalk was rubbed on the surface to enhance contrast and tree-ring boundary visibility. Tree-
ring widths were measured with a precision of 1/100 mm by using a semi-automatic 
measuring stage (type Aniol) and the program CATRAS (Aniol 1983). Cross-dating between 
the tree-ring series was performed and matches were detected and statistically evaluated by 
calculating the coefficient of parallel variation (GL) and the t-value (Baillie & Pilcher 1973). 
The statistical approach was backed and finally proved by visual comparisons of the tree-ring 
series. Measuring mistakes and missing rings detected by statistical and visual cross-dating 
of the tree-ring series were manually corrected.  
 

 

Figure 2: Temporal distribution of subfossil oaks (black) and pines (grey) from "Totes Moor" (TOMO) 
and oaks from “Oytener Moor” (Oyten), 80 km west of “Totes Moor”, sorted by dying-off dates and 
grouped by site. TOMO1 and TOMO2 refer to two absolutely dated pine chronologies from “Totes 
Moor”.  If not preserved estimated missing rings to germination and dying-off are added. 
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Results 
Crossdating 
83 out of 89 oak samples could be crossdated with reference to the LSBOC. These samples 
cover the period 6,014 to 4,570 BC. The resulting TOMO oak chronology matches well with 
the LSBOC (t=19.6; GL=68 %). Pines were first crossdated among themselves by using inter 
series correlation t-values higher than 5.5. Then some series were corrected for missing 
rings but no false ring was detected. From 309 recovered pine samples 175 could be 
crossdated yielding 13 independent chronologies. Two chronologies, TOMO1 (224 years, 17 
samples) and TOMO2 (563 years, 84 samples) yielded a significant match with the oak 
master LSBOC (t=6.9 GL=67 % and t=6.1 GL=61 % respectively). Eventually the positions 
for TOMO1 and TOMO2 were backed by visual comparison with the LSBOC. TOMO1 covers 
the period 4,782  4,559 BC and TOMO2 ranges from 4,170 – 3,608 BC.  
 
Peat stratigraphy 
A systematic study of peat profiles associated with wood remains in "Totes Moor" has yet to 
be carried out but preliminary investigations reveal that most of the pine samples occur at the 
fen/bog transition where pine did form dense stands. Pines were also present at various 
positions within the raised-bog peat, but in more open stands of only small trees. Several 
TOMO2 samples were found in situ along a drainage ditch at site M726 (Fig. 1). A peat 
profile taken adjacent to a sampled tree stump indicates their position at the fen/bog 
transition (Tab. 1) which is also confirmed by the pollen diagram (F. Schlütz unpubl.).  
 
Table 1: Peat stratigraphy at site M726 with the TOMO2 pine wood layer.  
 

Depth in cm Description 

- due to peat extraction the upper part of the peat layer is missing, 

0 - 40 
weakly decomposed Sphagnum peat (white peat), mostly Acutifolia 
peat containing Oxycoccus, Calluna, Eriophorum vaginatum 

41 - 102 
strongly humified Sphagnum peat (black peat) containing several layers 
of Eriophorum vaginatum and especially on its base Pinus wood 
remains (TOMO2 wood layer) 

103 - 191 strongly humified fen peat containing Betula, Carex, Menyanthes 
191 - 206 fine to medium organic silt containing Betula, Alnus 
207 - 216 Alnus wood 
217 - 224 Carex fen peat 
225 - 251 moss fen peat containing Scorpidium, Carex, Menyanthes, Alnus 
252 - 255 organic silt with fine sand 
256 - 266 glacial fluviatile medium sand with some silt and gravel (< 7 mm) 

 
Most of the youngest oaks from site M724 (Fig. 1) were found in situ in the fen/raised bog 
transition zone. They are pale in colour, indicating preservation in raised bog peat (without 
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iron).They probably died due to increased  raised bog growth at about 4,550 BC and were 
covered by Sphagnum peat.  
 
Temporal distribution 
The temporal distribution of both, pine and oak samples, shows that germination and dying-
off (GDO) events are not randomly distributed over time (Fig. 2). Germination and dying-off 
phases sometimes overlap. This is not un-expected, since intensive regeneration has been 
only possible in open stands after the dying-off of old trees. TOMO1 pine samples parallel 
those of the youngest oak generation from "Totes Moor". Almost all sample trees germinated 
between 4,780 and 4,700 BC, and the last pine died off 4,559 BC (the last oak died off 4,555 
BC). There must have been stress events affecting both pines and oaks over the same 
period in similar ways to create such equal patterns of temporal distribution. The results 
indicate a simultaneous occurrence of pines and oaks between 4,782 and 4,559 BC in the 
area. However, both species did not grow together at the same site. Locations of pine 
(M723) and oak (M724) samples from that period are about 1.2 km apart from each other. 
The TOMO2 pine samples are younger than the oak samples. Yet, in their temporal 
distribution they show a similar grouping in subsequent woodland generations (Fig. 2). Two 
generations can be recognised, one from 4,170 to 3,920 BC and another from 3,830 to 3,610 
BC with only a few overlapping samples. These two woodland generations are most obvious 
for sampling site M726. At site M725, only trees from the younger generation are present. 
Oak samples from “Oytener Moor”, about 80 km west of "Totes Moor", show a very similar 
temporal distribution as the TOMO2 pines, with similar germination and dying-off phases 
(Fig. 2). This indicates that some of the stress factors triggering these population dynamics 
had a supra-regional dimension. However, more research is needed to get a better 
understanding of these relationships.  
 
Stress signs 
In order to identify the rules behind the germination and dying-off phases in former mire 
woodlands, we looked for stress indicators in the TOMO2 samples. Therefore we recorded 
scars, the start of reaction wood, burnt outer surface as a reference to fire, and common long 
term growth depression phases as stress indicators. About 23 % of the TOMO2 samples 
have a burnt outer surface, hinting at frequent fires. Yet, wounds which may also caused by 
fire are scattered over time and we do not observe common growth release phases which 
would point at large scale fire events. So, fires were frequent in the pine woodland but they 
had not the destructive power to explain the observed dying-off phases.  
Reaction wood may point at storm events if many trees were put in an inclined position in the 
same year. But the starting of reaction wood is also scattered over time and does not 
coincide with germination or dying-off phases among the TOMO2 samples. Therefore storm 
events can not explain the population dynamics. 
Common growth depression phases are observed especially at the end of the TOMO2 layer. 
Periods during which many samples indicate growth depressions include around 3,720 BC 
and from 3,660 to 3,620 BC, when most of the younger sample trees died-off.  
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Figure 3: Tree ring series of oaks and pines from "Totes Moor" (TOMO) and “Heseper Moor” 
(Hesepe), 140 km north-west of “Totes Moor”. Periods with growth depression are coloured grey, or 
black if they coincide with germination and dying-off (GDO) phases  (modified after Bauerochse et al. 
2006). 
 
A comparison of the tree ring series of the simultaneously occurring pines (TOMO1) and 
oaks shows that GDO phases are associated with growth depressions in both taxa (Fig. 3). 
These stress phases with very narrow rings do not only occur in tree-ring series of oaks and 
pines from “Totes Moor”, they are also present in the oak master LSBOC. In the period 4,800 
to 4,770 BC (GDO phase 4b in Fig. 3) a GDO phase in the TOMO samples can be linked to 
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growth depressions in pine samples from “Heseper Moor”, 140 km west of "Totes Moor". 
This relationship is further discussed by Bauerochse et al. (2006).  
 
Discussion 
Dendro-dated subfossil oak and pine remains from "Totes Moor" demonstrate the existence 
of extended pine and oak woods in the area of this wetland from about 6,100 to 3,600 BC. 
Yet, oaks and pines did not occur together at the same time in the same site. The start of 
raised-bog formation occurred at different times in different parts of "Totes Moor". At site 
M724, conditions changed to ombrotrophy around 4,550 BC and at site M726 around 3,600 
BC, as indicated by in situ findings of oaks (site M724) and pines (M726). At that time, we 
have to imagine the "Totes Moor" area as a mosaic of different habitats where alder and 
birch carrs, oak stands, pine forests and raised bogs where riddled with patches of sandy 
hills and small lakes. This patchy landscape was a result of a varied relief shaped by the last 
ice age. Later, with increasing raised-bog formation the area was covered more and more by 
open Sphagnum bogs and the huge, more or less uniform, raised bog landscape – today´s 
“Totes Moor” – was created.  
Both the pine and the oak samples show distinct woodland generations separated by GDO 
phases (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Burnt outer surfaces and scars at some samples demonstrate 
frequent fires in one of these pine stands (TOMO2). These fires must have been natural 
fires, lit by lightning, for there are no traces of human activities in the area during this time. 
The fires did not coincide with germination or dying-off phases and the patchy distribution of 
pine stands probably prevented fires from spreading over extended areas.  
In many instances GDO phases are associated with long term growth depressions. In spite 
of the varied relief moulded during the last ice age and the patchy distribution of oak and pine 
woods, GDO and depression phases occurred simultaneously both in pine and oak samples 
from "Totes Moor" and can even be linked to other wetland sites in Lower Saxony. Since the 
depression phases persisted several decades, they cannot be explained by single 
catastrophes such as extended fires or heavy storm events, but must have caused by slow 
responding environmental factors. In wetlands a raising water table is an important stress 
factor for tree growth. Therefore long-term growth depressions are probably induced by 
increased wetness as proposed by Leuschner et al. (2002) for oak samples from mire sites. 
At least some of the GDO phases have a supra-regional dimension and therefore are 
probably triggered by climatic changes affecting the hydrology of wetland sites over a 
extended areas in the same way.  
Future efforts will focus on extent and character of ecological changes during the fen/bog 
transition inferred by tree-ring width, shape of pine root systems, peat stratigraphy, intra-
annual anatomical features and comparisons between many different sites in Lower Saxony. 
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Introduction 
Cross-dating is considered as a key target and one of the most important procedures in 
dendrochronological studies (Fritts 1976). In general, it is based on matching a certain 
calendar year with an individual tree-ring or linking a ring from one series with a 
corresponding ring from the other. However, constantly changing environmental conditions 
affect the formation of a ring by favouring or limiting tree growth. This results in the variety of 
the tree-ring widths, which hinders the process of cross-dating. Especially wider or narrower 
tree-rings are the witnesses of extreme growth conditions (Schweingruber 1996). Such 
events do not occur very often and thus can be easily placed in time. Therefore tree-rings of 
significantly bigger or smaller dimension become particularly important as potential linkages 
in the cross-dating process. Analysis of the tree-ring width series that leads to ferreting out 
those extraordinary increments enables also to determine the most or the least favourable 
conditions for tree growth. This information, in turn, may play an important role in silviculture 
and other utilisation of trees.  
The concept of pointer year as an individual calendar year when tree growth was significantly 
different than in other years has its roots in the pioneer dendrochronological studies. 
However the term itself was defined much later (Schweingruber et al. 1990). At the 
beginning, the identification of pointer years was based on the ‘skeleton plot’ method 
(Douglass 1939) and applied visual assessment of individual tree-rings in comparison with 
neighbouring increments. Scientific and statistic foundations of the pointer year analysis were 
introduced by Huber (1943, 1951) as well as Eckstein and Bauch (1969). Since then several 
methods of pointer year assignment were developed and the analyses were carried out for 
various regions and species. However, this variety of methods as well as different, very often 
mutually exclusive, approaches of individual scientists make any attempts to compare the 
results of pointer year analyses very difficult and complicated (Meyer 1998/1999). 
The present paper aims to investigate how the number of pointer years changes when 
different criteria or methods are applied as well as whether and when the results obtained 
from dendrochronological analysis correspond to those from the climatological analysis.  
In the following an ‘event year’ is defined as, adopting the definition presented by 
Schweingruber et al. (1990) and Kaennel and Schweingruber (1995), a specific year when a 
single tree has formed a conspicuously wider or narrower ring. And thus, following the same 
basis, the term ‘pointer year’ describes a certain year when the majority of the investigated 
tree-ring series shows the same kind of extreme growth reaction. Using the terms ‘threshold’ 
or ‘threshold value’ we understand the certain values applied in utilised methods that allow 
determining either the ‘event’ (tree threshold) or ‘pointer’ (stand threshold) years. 
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Data 
The study utilises a set of raw tree-ring measurements taken from lowland Norway spruce 
(Picea abies (L.) Karst.) stands located in the Borecka Primeval Forest in north-eastern 
Poland. We sampled 43 trees growing on three different site types of different moisture 
content. Since the distance among these sampling plots was relatively small (ca 1-1,5 km), 
all sites were assumed to represent the same mezo-climate conditions and therefore 
considered as a whole. The dendroclimatological description of that data can be found in 
Bijak (2007).  
In order to provide the maximum synchronisation of the samples included in the set, the most 
similar tree-ring series were chosen based upon the Gleichläufigkeit (GLK) criterion. The 
index was calculated according to the concept presented in Kaennel and Schweingruber 
(1995). Only series that showed the GLK coefficient with the master chronology higher than 
65% were accepted. After this selection, in total 24 series remained for the further analysis. 
We used data on mean monthly and annual temperature and precipitation from 
meteorological station in Suwałki (approximately 60 km eastwards from the Borecka 
Primeval Forest) to present the climate characteristics for the investigated area.  
 
Methods 
Two methods, statistical and visual, were applied to assign the pointer years. Low-pass 
filtering based on running means and standard deviations of ring-width measurements, the 
so-called ‘normalisation in a moving window’ method, proposed originally by Cropper (1979) 
was used to determine pointer years statistically. The procedure consists of three steps, that 
is: (i) normalisation of the measurements, (ii) calculation of the event years series and (iii) 
establishment of the pointer year series. The standardisation was carried out within windows 
of 5, 7 and 9- years’ length according to the following formula: 
 
Zi = (xi – Mw)/SDw 
 
where: 
Zi is standardised tree-ring width for i-th year, xi is raw measurement for i-th year, Mw is mean 
ring width within a window (i-t ,..., i+t, where f=2t+1 is a window length) and SDw is standard 
deviation of ring widths within a window 
 
A given year was considered an event year when its z-transformed ring width exceeded a 
certain tree threshold value. Threshold values for event year determination were applied in 
0,05 intervals starting from 0,05. When the ratio of trees showing an event year in a certain 
calendar year was higher than the stand threshold value, this year was assigned as pointer 
year. Applied stand threshold values changed from 0,50 to 1,00 (majority criterion) with 0,02 
interval.  
The visual method of the pointer year determination was carried out with the intention to be 
possibly similar to the statistical method in the procedure mechanism. It included two stages, 
that is: (i) assessment of the outstanding increments in the ring-width series which allowed to 
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establish event years series and then (ii) application of the stand threshold in order to receive 
the set of pointer years. An individual year increment was compared with its neighbours 
within ca 3 years distance both back- and forward in time. Again, in order to meet the 
majority criterion the stand threshold values ranged from 0,50 to 1,00 and the analysis was 
carried out in 0,02 intervals. An individual year was considered a pointer year when the share 
of trees revealing an event year exceeded the given threshold value. 
In both cases pointer years were determined for the period 1951-2000. This provided that the 
investigation considered only mature trees that are not affected by juvenile growth and 
intensive silviculture treatment. The character of the individual pointer years (negative or 
positive) was not considered and they were counted in total.  
 
Meteorological pointer years were determined in a two-staged procedure. Firstly we 
calculated pointer years separately for mean annual temperature and annual sum of 
precipitation. These calculations were based on the comparison of the mean annual 
temperature and precipitation for individual years with the average values for the period 
1931-2003. This allowed dividing both features into five classes. The thermal classification 
included division into normal, warm/cold and very warm/very cold years. An individual year 
was classified as a normal when its mean annual temperature was within the range of +/- 0,5 
SD (standard deviation) from the mean (M) calculated for the period 1931-2003. Years 
characterised by the mean annual temperature in the range M+0,5 SD to M+1,25 SD and M-
1,25 SD to M-0,5 SD were classified as warm and cold respectively. When mean annual 
temperature exceeded the value of M+1,25 SD or M-1,25 SD, then the year was classified as 
very warm or very cold respectively. The pluvial classification assumed division into normal, 
wet/dry as well as very wet or very dry years and was based on the calculation of the ratio 
between individual year annual sum of precipitation and the mean calculated for the 1931-
2003 period (later referred to as M). When annual precipitation was within the range 0,9 M to 
1,1 M the respective year was considered normal. Values between 0,75 M and 0,9 M and 
between 1,1 M and 1,25 M were classified as dry and wet year respectively. The annual sum 
of precipitation higher than 1,25 M or lower than 0,75 M meant that the year was classified as 
very wet or very dry. In the next step, each class was given a rank, which for normal years 
equalled 0, for warm, cold, wet or dry – 1, and for very warm, very cold, very wet or very dry 
– 2. Then summing up the ranks combined these results. A year with total rank higher than 3 
was considered meteorological pointer year e.g. a year with extreme climate conditions.  
 
Results and Discussion 
Influence of window length 
Authors that used the ‘normalisation in a moving window’ method in pointer year analyses, 
applied different lengths of the window within which tree-ring widths are standardised i.e.: 5 
years – e.g. Cropper (1979), Neuwirth et al. (2007a), 7 years – e.g. Koprowski and Zielski 
(2002), or 13 years – e.g. Neuwirth et al. (2007b). However, they give no explanation of the 
reasons for such choice of this parameter. Application of the various window lengths in the 
statistical determination method resulted in slightly different numbers of received pointer 
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years. In general, none of the applied window lengths gave constantly higher or lower 
number of pointer years for the same tree or stand threshold values. For example, 
application of the 9-year window resulted in the highest number of received pointer years 
when the stand threshold values were low (0,5-0,6) or high (0,9-1). However, for stand 
threshold values between 0,6 and 0,7, the number of determined pointer years was the 
lowest among all applied window lengths (Fig. 1a). Similar relationships can be observed for 
other window lengths and tree threshold values (Fig. 1b).  
 
a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Number of pointer years in period 1951-2000 in the dependence on, the presented at x- axis, 
a) stand threshold and b) tree threshold value for various lengths of normalisation window (line type). 
 
No obvious pattern in combination of the threshold values was observed during the 
investigation of the occurrence of a certain number of pointer year either. By analysing the 
threshold values required for the occurrence of a single pointer year one can see that the 
application of a certain window length may result in both strict and soft conditions (Fig. 2). 
Received results do not suggest which window length to choose as the number of obtained 
pointer years does not differ obviously with respect to that parameter. 
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Figure 2: Combinations of tree and stand threshold values required for the occurrence of a single 
pointer year for various lengths of normalisation window (line type) 
 
Influence of threshold values 
Expected results were received when analysing the relationships between number of pointer 
years and tree or stand values. Application of the more strict conditions in pointer year 
determination (i.e. higher values of the threshold) resulted in smaller numbers of received 
pointer years (Fig. 3).  
 
a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Number of pointer years in the dependence on a) stand threshold and b) tree threshold 
values for normalisation in 7-year windows. 
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The most crucial question that arises from this analysis is what the “right” values of the 
thresholds are. Neuwirth et al. (2007a, b) proposed application of the criteria based on 
normal distribution for assignment of what here is called tree threshold. However in the 
‘normalisation in a moving window’ method mean and standard deviation are calculated 
within a window of the predefined length and that is why an extremely wide or narrow ring 
may not stand out so clearly as if these parameters were calculated for the whole series. On 
the other hand this latter calculation method requires prior indexing of the measurement 
series. Despite this fact, this proposal is the only attempt to apply objective criteria in 
determination of pointer years.  
Literature review gives also wide range of stand threshold values applied. They varied from 
0,4 (Neuwirth et al. 2007b) to 0,9 (Cedro 2007). Again, the reasons for the choice of the 
certain value were not explained. Of course, the objectives and the conditions of the study as 
well as individual author’s preferences were behind these subjective choices. 
 
Statistical vs. visual method 
Results of the statistical method of the pointer year determination were compared to those 
from the visual method. Residuals between number of pointer years received for particular 
tree thresholds in the statistical method and amount of pointer years from visual assignment 
were calculated for each of the applied stand threshold values. Correlation analysis pointed 
out that the results of the application of 0,95 (for 5-year window) and 1,05 (for 7- and 9-years 
windows) tree thresholds are the most similar to those achieved with the visual method. 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients equalled 0,974; 0,844 and 0,892 respectively. For the 
same stand threshold (0,5) not only the number of pointer years, but also individual years 
were similar. The visual method revealed positive pointer years in 1967 and 1974, and 
negative ones in 1964, 1979,1992 and 1998. Exactly the same results were received when 
the 9-year window was applied. Application of 5-year window missed the negative pointer 
years 1964 and 1979. When the 7-year long window was used, analysis did not reveal a 
positive year in 1974, nor a negative one in 1964, but an additional negative pointer year was 
detected in 1980. However, despite these small differences, the results of the two compared 
methods are very similar, which confirms observations of Weber (1995). Even though the 
described visual method of pointer years determination is time consuming, its great 
advantage is the fact that it requires application of only stand threshold, which decreases the 
subjectiveness of the procedure. 
 
Comparison to meteorological data 
The applied procedure resulted in total amount of 11 meteorological pointer years in the 
period 1951-2000. Only two of them (1970 and 1976) are pointer years with respect to both, 
extreme temperature and precipitation. The remaining ones were characterised only with 
either unusual precipitation (3 cases) or temperature (6 cases). The received pattern of 
pointer years does not resemble the results of the dendrochronological analyses. Even the 
years that are distinctively recognised in tree-ring width series e.g. 1967 or 1992 (Vitas 2002, 
Koprowski and Zielski 2002, Bijak 2007) were not present in the investigation of the 
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meteorological data. Although climate influences the formation of tree-rings to a large extent, 
event and pointer years may have very different causes and are not only the result of 
extraordinary weather conditions (Schweingruber et al. 1990). Moreover, if climate impact is 
considered, these are conditions in particular periods (e.g. months) that cause formation of 
the conspicuously wider or narrower rings. This great difference in pointer years obtained 
from dendrochronological and meteorological method disables the utilisation of the latter one 
as a supporting tool in pointer year determination.  
 
Conclusions 
Although the term ‘pointer year’ is quite clear as far as its definition is concerned, the 
different aspects of the determination process seem to require more detailed specification. 
The phenomenon of extraordinary wider or narrower tree-rings is very complex. The causes 
include not only extreme climate conditions, but also insect outbreaks, fires or physiological 
conditions (e.g. defoliation). As extreme conditions occur from time to time it is very difficult 
to state or assume the “right” number of such events. That is why there is, and probably will 
be, no answer to the question about the proper number of pointer years. However the issue 
of subjective application of various criteria in the determination methods that results in great 
differences in number and character of obtained pointer years and hence in difficulty in 
comparison of pointer years detected for different areas should be discussed widely. 
Agreement on the same method and applied criteria based rather on statistical bases than 
on subjective preferences of researcher will make pointer years analyses more objective as 
well as comparable and therefore available for more comprehensive utilisation. 
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Introduction  
Background 
Oman has a rich history of irrigation agriculture which was largely shaped by changes in 
climate conditions throughout the last millennia. The historical development of oasis 
agriculture in the mountainous north of the country reflects changes in settlement patterns 
that are thought to be strongly related to recurrent droughts (Siebert et al. 2004). To study (i) 
the driving role of climate, i.e. rainfall for the oasis agriculture in the past and (ii) the effects of 
possible changes in climate on the still existing oases long climate records are needed. 
However, for the whole Arabian Peninsula such records are scarce and – if available - only 
date back until the last century, when the British established the first weather stations in the 
region.  
The only published climate archive which fulfils the requirements of longevity and high 
resolution originates from a varved sediment core of the NE Arabian Sea (von Rad et al. 
1999). This 5,000-yr record was dated at an extraordinary precision (about one order of 
magnitude smaller than typical AMS 14C data) and allowed to reconstruct the strength of both 
the winter and the late summer monsoon affecting the area. Nevertheless this record may be 
of only limited value for Oman with its more arid climate largely influenced by the Indian 
Summer Monsoon. The recent stalagmite records of Fleitmann et al. (2007) in contrast are 
from northern Oman and cover a timespan of 10,000 years but their resolution is limited. 

 
Potential of Dendrochronology 
Dendrochronological studies on long-live tree species have the potential to provide long time 
series that reflect changes in climate conditions. In the high altitude Al Jabal al Akhdar 
mountains of Oman extended Juniperus excelsa stands exist growing under suitable site 
conditions. Tree-ring analysis of comparable material has been successfully conducted in 
both tropical and dry (mountainous) forests in Africa (Fichtler et al. 2004; Couralet et al. 
2005; Schöngart et al. 2006, Trouet et al. 2006). Based on initial observations we assumed 
that these juniper trees form annual rings as they grow under harsh climatic conditions in the 
dry mountainous forests with a single pronounced dry season. Also a preliminary study by 
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Fisher et al. (1994) on J. excelsa from Oman suggested that Juniperus excelsor has potential 
for dendrochronology.  
However, uncertainty remained about the periodicity of ring formation in trees growing under 
extremely dry conditions (Wils & Eshetu 2007) Theoretically both false or double rings and 
missing rings may occur in juniper (Couralet et al. 2005). False rings may be caused by a 
bimodal rainfall distribution in certain years due to winter rains and a strong monsoon event 
in any one year. Missing or partly missing rings (=wedging rings), in contrast, are frequently 
formed during years with little rainfall.  
 
Objectives  
In this study we therefore addressed the following research questions: (1) Does Juniperus 
excelsa from Oman form clearly distinguishable growth layers? (2) What is the mean annual 
growth level and estimated age of juniper in the study area? (3) Is cross-dating of tree-ring 
series between different trees possible? And ultimately (4) what is the potential of Juniperus 
excelsa for the reconstruction of climate records? 
 
Materials and methods  
Study site and sample material 
The sampling area is located in the Jabal al Akhdar mountain range in the northern part of 
Oman (Fig. 1a). Unfortunately, the only climate records from Oman are available from the 
coast at Muscat (Fig. 1b). The climate diagram from Muscat indicates a dry seasonal climate 
with a prolonged dry season from April to mid November during which drought conditions can 
be expected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Location with the old Juniperus excelsa stands (see marked square on the insert) on Al-
Jabal-al-Akhdar mountain range of northern Oman (left). Climate diagram from Muscat (Seeb Airport, 
right). 
  
The climate at the high mountain study location is considerably cooler with a long term 
annual average air temperature of 18.1°C, a minimum of -3.6°C and a maximum of 36.3°C, 
the coolest and hottest month being January and June, respectively (Department of Civil 
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Aviation and Meteorology, Muscat, Oman). The juniper trees (Juniperus excelsa ubsp. 
Polycarpos) are growing at about 2,300 m a.s.l. in an open dry mountainous forest. The trees 
are strongly protected which makes cutting of trees for sample collection impossible. 
However, in addition to 12 cored trees, from which two cores were taken at breast height in 
January 2004, four stem disks were available from trees cut due to recent road construction.  
 
Cross-dating of tree-ring series 
According to the above mentioned tree ring uncertainties (double rings, missing rings), the 
measured tree-ring series were visually crossdated in a stepwise hierarchical order: Starting 
with comparisons of series from the cores of the same tree we identified disagreements and 
went back to the wood surface to check the wood structure in the problematic area. In order 
to adjust the series, the single tree-ring series were edited in TSAP by adding missing rings 
and merging false or double rings. The corrected tree-ring series were then averaged into 
tree chronologies, which were visually checked and corrected as in the previous tree-level-
check. After successful cross-dating the corrected tree-ring series were combined into a site 
chronology. The final result of the visual cross-dating were statistically verified by running 
correlation analysis performed with the software program COFECHA (Holmes 1983). 
 
14C dating  
As tree-ring formation in juniper from Oman is expected to be very spurious we decided to 
use 14C dating to check whether dendrochronological detection of tree rings coincides with 
the age suggested by 14C dating. For that purpose 14C dating was done on the 10 innermost 
tree rings of the three samples with most tree rings (111, 105, disk 27 in table 1) and 
compared to the result of the dendro-dating after measuring and cross dating of two radii.   
 
Age determination and statistical description of tree-ring series 
The number of measured (and corrected) tree rings indicates the minimum tree age. An 
exact age determination is, however, only possible if cores include the pith (=centre of the 
tree) and if reliable corrections for the missing rings according to the sampling heights can be 
made. The mean tree-ring width (and the standard deviation) describes the general growth 
level and the variability in tree-ring width and gives an indication about the chance of missing 
rings in the tree-ring record. Mean sensitivity and autocorrelation of first order are standard 
parameters in dendrochronology to describe the changes in tree-ring width from year to year 
and the persistence of the tree-ring pattern (Cook & Kairiukstis 1990).  
 
δ18O analyses 
Many tree-ring series show alternating phases of high-frequency dominated or low-frequency 
dominated variation with the enhanced high–frequency signal being caused by the regular 
occurrence of very narrow rings. It is, however, well possible that these narrow rings 
resemble density variations, that is second growth phases that occur in periods with a strong 
bimodal rainfall distribution (Fig. 1b). This growth behaviour has been proved for many 
species growing under dry condition, such as in the Mediterranean’s where temporary dry 
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spells cause a bimodal growth pattern with a recovery of growth after a summer drought 
(Cherubini et al. 2003). If so, changes in spectral behaviour of the tree-ring series can be 
used to point out shifts in large-scale climate-driving factors such as monsoon activity that 
trigger the amount and the distribution of rainfall throughout the year. δ18O is known to be a 
sensitive indicator of changes in water availability and hence rainfall patterns. To study 
whether or not changes in the spectral behaviour of a tree-ring series are corresponding with 
the isotopic (δ18O) composition, δ18O was measured in altogether 50 ring layers of sample 
27. 25 consecutive tree rings bridging 1905 to 1930 the change from a high–frequency signal 
period to a period with moderate variability and b) 25 layers from the more recent (moderate 
as well) period 1975 to 2000.  
 
Results and Discussion 
Does Juniperus excelsa from Oman form clearly distinguishable growth layers? 
Wood anatomical characteristics of Juniperus excelsa 
As in case of conifers from regions with non-ambiguous annual tree rings, the growth rings in 
juniper are mostly defined by the sharply edged contrast between the last few rows of 
flattened and thick-walled late-wood tracheids and the larger and thin-walled early-wood 
tracheids of the next growth ring. These rings could be clearly identified and measured. 
However, some small rings consisted of only a few cell rows of early and late-wood with a 
less typically contrast in cell size but clear and sharp edges to the previous or next ring. 
These layers could not be clearly identified as density fluctuations, false rings or real “annual” 
rings (Fig. 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Cross section of Juniperus excelsa from with distinct tree rings. The dark part (late wood) 
and light part (early wood) constitute a single annual growth layer (left). Partly missing rings and 
density variations in Juniperus excelsa (right). 
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What is the mean annual growth level and estimated age of juniper in the study area? 
The growth of the juniper trees from Al Jabal al Akhdar was very slow with an average of 
0.52 mm (Tab. 1). However, it varied considerably between trees. The high variability 
indicates that growth conditions of the juniper trees are affected by different micro-site 
conditions such as surface slope-dependent water supply, matching the observations by 
Fisher & Gardner (1995). 
 
Table 1. (Statistical) description of tree-ring series. No. rings = number of measured tree rings, Mean TRW = 
mean tree-ring width [mm], Stdv = Standard deviation, AC(1)= 1st order autocorrelation, MS = mean sensitivity. 
 

Tree no.  Sampling date No. rings 
Mean 
TRW  Stdv AC(1) MS(%) 

101  2004 214 1.37 1.154 0.02 91 

102  2004 207 0.57 0.387 0.35 64 

103  2004 172 0.58 0.357 0.43 51 

104  2004 364 0.52 0.334 0.10 69 

105  2004 604 0.27 0.144 0.21 55 

106  2004 306 0.57 0.405 0.10 72 

107  2004 392 0.34 0.173 0.20 53 

108  2004 213 0.27 0.163 0.40 51 

109  2004 482 0.24 0.141 0.52 45 

110  2004 387 0.67 0.508 0.13 82 

111  2004 783 0.21 0.154 0.34 59 

112  2004 267 0.38 0.229 0.20 65 

Disk  1 2005 306 0.46 0.415 0.34 64 

Disk  2 2005 100 1.10 1.132 0.49 56 

Disk  3 2005 146 0.48 0.303 0.27 59 

Disk 27 2003 622 0.39 0.301 0.23  71 

 
The number of measured tree rings provided an indication of minimum tree (pith-) age and 
varied considerably between the sample trees with tree 111 being the oldest tree (783 rings) 
with the lowest growth level and tree ‘disk 2’ being the youngest tree with 100 measured 
rings. However, as most samples did not include the pith, an unknown number of inner rings 
might have been omitted. The number of measured tree rings shows that junipers in this area 
can get very old which makes them highly valuable for climate reconstruction. Nevertheless, 
it has to be noticed that radial growth – especially in old individuals - under these extremely 
harsh climate and edaphic conditions can be extremely slow and might even stop for several 
(consecutive) years. 
 
Comparison between 14C dating and tree ring measurements  
The 14C dating of the juniper sample showed that there was at least – according to the 
youngest border of the 95.4 % probability level, Oxcal Calibration - a difference between the 
14C date and the dendro date of 30, 25 and 20 tree rings, respectively, for the three samples 
covering 783, 622 and 604 years. This indicates that some more missing rings have to be 
expected in the measured tree-ring series. 
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Is cross-dating of tree-ring series between different trees possible?  
Tree-ring characteristics and tree-ring patterns 
Tree-ring formation in the juniper trees from Al Jabal al Akhdar was very irregular with abrupt 
changes between wider rings and extremely small rings (Fig. 2). Wedging, that is partly 
missing rings, was frequently visible on the cores which suggests that a considerable number 
of missing rings can be expected (Fig. 2). Double rings, that is density variations, only 
occured on wide tree rings (>1.5 mm). This leads to a generally high sensitivity and low 
autocorrelation in tree-ring series (Tab. 1). 
Unfortunately the tree-ring patterns from two cores of the same tree differed considerably. 
This was likely due to the eccentric growth pattern of the trees whereby wood formation 
around the circumference was very variable and made tree-ring analysis based on two cores 
difficult (Fig. 2). Cross-dating between two (or three) cores of the same tree showed that 
sometimes up to 30 rings were missing in one tree-ring record. Missing rings mainly occur 
during phases of depressed growth. However, we also observed that tree rings disappeared 
during phases of apparently normal growth. Given the fact that double rings most often 
occurred in wide tree rings, it was assumed that shifts in tree-ring series are mainly due to 
missing rings. The tree-ring series were corrected by tracing well-matching parts in two tree-
ring series and fitting tree rings in until both series matched well. This extremely time-
consuming process was applied to all 12 samples and the samples of the stem disks 
separately. Eventually all samples were matched and combined into a site chronology.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Cross-dated tree-ring series of 12 juniper trees from Al-Jabal-al-Akhdar together with the 
chronology (shifted, on top). 
 
Calculation of a (preliminary) site chronology and description of tree-ring series  
Figure 3 shows the cross-dated and corrected tree-ring series of 12 juniper trees (trees101-
112) with the site chronology on top. The fact that such a site chronology could be developed 
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demonstrates that the tree-ring series of single trees show periods of striking similarity. 
Figures 3 illustrates the tree-ring patterns in the period from 1800 to 2003 only. Cross-dating 
was possible throughout the whole period where at least two tree-ring series overlapped 
(1400-2004). 
The single tree-ring series exhibited no clear age trend. Instead all trees showed a very 
sensitive growth pattern whereby phases of wider tree rings alternated with depressed tree 
growth. Obvious growth depressions occured in the 1860ies, around 1915 and around 1980. 
However, the trees were apparently able to recover from these depressions and there also 
was no indication of a prolonged decline in growth activity in recent decades. 
 
Changes in spectral behaviour – δ18O isotope composition 
In single tree ring series striking changes in spectral behaviour of tree-ring widths could be 
detected. Phases of high sensitivity alternate with phases of dominant low frequency. In can 
be seen in sample 27 (Fig. 4), where a slight tendency towards more decadal variations was 
observed after the major depression in c. 1910. However, also in the chronology it was 
possible to distinguish phases that either contained more high frequency (annual) variation or 
more decadal variation (Fig. 3). In view of this, the δ18O analyses on two 25-year periods in 
sample 27 yielded interesting results. The major switch in spectral behaviour of the tree-ring 
width, recorded around 1913, was related to a shift in the δ18O-isotope composition towards 
significantly higher values known to reflect more humid conditions. The isotope composition 
of the second sample taken in the more recent period from 1975 to 2000 shows the same 
high values of δ18O. Although these results need much more support by additional studies 
they indicate that frequency changes in tree-ring width are related to changes in the 
hydrological regime, which in turn could be related to changes in the amount or distribution of 
precipitation throughout the year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Typical growth pattern with small rings in 2-3 layers distance during a high frequency growth 
period. The interpretation of the small layers as annual rings, double rings or extreme density 
fluctuations is unclear (left). Tree-ring series of sample 27 with a shift between a phase with high 
frequency variation due to occurrence of small rings and more low- frequency variation. The δ18O 
composition data (above curves) of two 25-year segments indicate a strong and persistent increase in 
humidity from c. 1915 onwards (right). 
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What is the potential to use Juniperus excelsa for climate reconstruction? 
The calculated site chronology has to be regarded as preliminary. It certainly needs further 
support by integrating more material from – preferably - stem disks. However, as the juniper 
trees are strongly protected in Oman it is not likely that it will be possible to collect enough 
such material to considerably complement our samples. But even if stem-disk collection 
would not be such a major problem, it is still questionable if this material is appropriate to 
build up long tree-ring chronologies with the classical dendrochronological techniques that 
have been used in these and other studies. Juniper from Oman has proved to be very 
difficult material for several reasons: (1) the trees are generally slow growing; (2) show a very 
irregular growth pattern with alternating phases of sensitive (mainly annual variation) and 
very complacent (mainly decadal variation) growth; real tree-ring boundaries are often 
difficult to distinguish from density variations, that is double rings frequently occur; (4) (partly) 
missing rings are a very common phenomenon. The last point causes major trouble and the 
14C analyses suggested that even after thorough crossdating, that already resulted in tracing 
many (partly) missing rings, there still were rings that could not be detected.  
 
Taking into account these aspects the following recommendations can be made: 
Tree-ring analysis with juniper from Oman needs support by additional techniques. 14C 
Wiggle matching (Kuzmin et al. 2004) is essential in order to check whether all missing trees 
can be traced via cross dating of tree-ring series. A carefully selection of samples, preferably 
stem disks, that undergo extensive wiggle matching could provide the exact time frame for 
verifying dendrochronological dating.  
 
Once the preliminary chronology is supported by using these techniques the study material 
will provide a unique record to study (changes in) rainfall dynamics of up to 900 years in this 
region strongly susceptible for climate change. Integration with already existing networks of 
juniper chronologies in Pakistan (Esper 2000, Treydte et al. 2006) and Tibet (Bräuning 1999, 
2001) and other (paleo)records, such as speleothems (Fleitmann et al. 2002, 2003, 2007) 
and varves and turbidites (Berger & Rad 2002) will contribute to a better understanding of 
large scale climate circulation patterns and their changes on the Arabian Peninsula 
throughout the last millennium. For Oman a reconstruction of rainfall will be of paramount 
importance to further elucidate the historic development of oasis agriculture. 
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Introduction 
Extracting climatic and environmental information from stable isotopes in tree rings is of 
growing importance for reconstructing past environments. In recent publications, several 
authors (Helle & Schleser 2003, Treydte 2003, Treydte et al. 2006, McCarroll & Loader 2004, 
Schleser et al. 1999) confirmed the high potential inherent to stable isotopes for 
dendroclimatological investigations. In this study we present annually resolved stable oxygen 
(δ18O) isotope series of tree ring cellulose from three upper tree-line sites on the Tibetan 
plateau. Our sampling sites are situated along a hydrological gradient in the south-eastern 
part of Tibet with increasing moisture towards the East (Fig. 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Main geographic units of High-Asia and location of the sample sites in Southeast-Tibet. Map: 
Böhner (2006). 
 
We selected three stands of juniper trees (Juniperus tibetica) from southern exposed slopes. 
All sites are characterized by slope angles between 30 and 35°, well-drained soil conditions 
and are situated in the sub-alpine belt at 4300 to 4400 m.a.s.l. Former analysis of ring width 
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showed that the trees at the study sites are very sensitive to climate variations and therefore 
suited for a detailed proxy-climate investigation (Bräuning 1999). The study area is 
influenced by a seasonal change of two major atmospheric circulation systems: during 
summer, humid air masses of the Indian summer monsoon and the East Asian monsoon are 
the prevailing factors of regional climate. In winter, cold westerly winds with small amounts of 
precipitation are predominant (Webster et al. 1998). 
 
Material and Methods 
For the annual isotope analysis, 4 to 6 dominant trees per sampling site were selected. For 
the exact dating of ring widths, each core was measured and synchronized with existing site-
chronologies by Bräuning (1999, 2001). After dating, tree rings were accurately separated on 
an annual base using a razorblade. For each site, tree-rings of the same calendar age were 
pooled prior to analysis, following a method suggested by Leavitt & Long (1984) as well as 
Borella et al. (1998). Thereafter, cellulose was extracted adapting a standard procedure 
described by Kürschner & Popik (1962). For the analysis of  δ18O, samples are transferred 
into sample gas by pyrolizing them to CO at a temperature of 1080 °C. Measurement of the 
isotope ratios was done by using an elemental analyser interfaced to a continuous flow 
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Micromass Optima) (for further details see McCarroll & 
Loader 2004, 2006). The resulting δ18O-values are expressed as deviations from the 
international VSMOW-standard. Overall, we were able to establish three annually resolved 
δ18O-isotope series with different time spans reaching from 820 (site of Haize Shan), 840 
(Reting) up to 1520 years (Qamdo). 
To obtain information about climate-proxy relationship concerning the δ18O-series we 
compared different climate parameters such as temperature, precipitation and potential 
evapotranspiration (PET), to incorporate a more complex climate parameter. The associated 
climate data originate from adjacent meteorological stations, extended by calculated PET 
datasets by Chen et al. (2006). At the site Qamdo, we used the nearby station for our 
calibration studies. For the sites of Reting and Haize Shan we had to build regional means 
from two adjacent stations following the methods of Jones & Hulme (1996) to ensure spatial 
representativeness.  
 
Results and discussion 
In a first step, all δ18O series were calibrated with the common climate parameters, 
temperature and precipitation. With the exception of the easternmost site, which is strongly 
influenced by the summer monsoon, all tree stands indicate highly significant negative 
relationships between δ18O and precipitation during the summer months. In contrast, 
correlations for all sites with temperature are predominantly positive, although not always 
highly significant (for p<0.1). Due to the site conditions with steep slopes and well-drained 
soils, influence of groundwater during water uptake can be excluded. This leads to the 
assumption of a distinct summer precipitation signal, recorded in the tree-ring δ18O-
variations. The apparent δ18O-precipitation relationship is modified by site ecological 
differences (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2: Site-specific climate-proxy-relationships between δ18O, temperature (columns) and 
precipitation (lines) for monthly means of the actual and the previous year (py). Dotted lines represent 
levels of significance with p<0.5; p<0.1 and p< 0.01. 
 
Oxygen isotopes show highest negative correlations for monthly and seasonal means of 
rainfall of the previous and the actual year. For the dry and warm site Reting in the western 
part of the investigation area, correlation is highest with previous year precipitation in August 
(r=-0.61). With increasing influence and intensity of the summer monsoon to the East, 
correlations to previous year conditions disappear. In contrast, the other juniper sites indicate 
highest correlations with precipitation during the actual vegetation period.  
For this reason, we assume that the dry and warm site is characterized by a storage effect 
during δ18O-fixation which leads to a re-mobilization of previous years´ storage into the tree 
ring. Caused by the strong site-specific dependency on precipitation, this could be 
interpreted as a local plant physiological adaptation towards water stress during the 
vegetation period. This may cause site-specific water use and storage strategies during 
monsoonal rainfalls from May to September. Additionally, it has to be taken into account that 
some unexpected relationships at Reting within the calibration period could also be caused 
by the calculation with the regional mean climate series. 
To investigate the relationship between site specific transpiration rates and δ18O-fixation in 
tree rings, we analyzed PET-values of Chen et al. (2006). The results are illustrated in Figure 
3. Again, highest similarities are found for the semi-arid site Reting, where highly significant 
positive correlations with the previous years´ August are apparent (r=0.65). 
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Figure 3: Site-specific climate-proxy relationships between δ18O and potential evapotranspiration 
(PET) for monthly means of the actual and the previous year (py). Dotted lines represent levels of 
significance with p<0.5; p<0.1 and p< 0.01. 
 
The other sample sites Qamdo (r=0.52 in August) and Haize Shan (r=0.48 in June) also 
indicate significantly higher results compared to precipitation datasets (Fig. 2). Similar as for 
calculations with precipitation, signal strength decreases with increasing influence of 
monsoonal activity. These results confirm the general assumptions, that increases in 
precipitation (in this case the summer monsoon) will lower local air temperature whereby 
transpiration rate is decreasing (Bendix 2004). During the summer monsoon season, water 
supply by precipitation combined with high temperatures leads to higher transpiration rates.  
 
Conclusions 
The results of this study of three ecological contrasting sites in Southeast-Tibet reveal a 
strong influence of summer precipitation for δ18O isotope variations in juniper tree-rings. At all 
sites, oxygen isotope signatures show highly significant negative correlations with summer 
rainfall and highly significant positive correlation with PET-datasets. Signal strength of 
precipitation and PET decreases with the increasing influence of monsoonal activity from 
west to east. Both, δ18O-relationship with precipitation as well as with PET trace obviously 
monsoonal signals within the tree-rings. In summary, δ18O is a well-suited proxy for 
reconstructions of monsoonal activity and intensity for Southeast-Tibet. In contrast, ring width 
of Tibetan juniper shows a different behaviour: at the more humid sites Haize Shan and 
Qamdo, ring width is related to temperature (Bräuning 2001), whereas at the dry site Reting 
ring width is correlated to spring precipitation (Bräuning & Grießinger 2006). 
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Introduction  
Dendroclimatological investigations in temperate and northern climate zones are commonly 
based on the tree-ring parameters ring width and maximum latewood density. While 
dendroclimatology contributed significantly to our knowledge of past climate variability in 
higher latitudes, only sparse information has been gained by dendroecological studies in 
tropical regions so far. Due to the lack of pronounced climatic seasonality, trees in the inner 
tropics usually do not form distinct annual growth boundaries and this often hampers tree-
ring analyses using ring width. To derive information about past climate variability in the 
humid tropics, we applied a combination of different methodological approaches, namely 
isotope analysis and high-frequency densitometry. This study is part of a comprehensive 
ecosystem research project about a tropical mountain rain forest in southern Ecuador (Beck 
& Müller-Hohenstein 2001).  
 
Study area 
The location of the study site “El Bosque” is near the equator at 4°S latitude in the province 
of Loja (southern Ecuador). It is a protected area near the Podocarpus National Park at the 
western slope of the eastern Andean Range (Cordillera Real) in an altitude of 2200 m a.s.l. 
The nearby crest line reaches up to more than 3500 m a.s.l., whereas some kilometres to the 
west the basin of Vilcabamba descends to 1530 m a.s.l. The climatic situation is 
characterized by a strong horizontal and altitudinal gradient of humidity. In austral winter “El 
Bosque” is in a leeward position of the Andes and a period of reduced rainfall occurs from 
July to September. After Richter (2003), the calculated number of humid months per year is 
8–10 months at the study site. Precipitation has to be estimated, as the only nearby weather 
station is just running for a short period of time. Annual precipitation varies from 7000-8000 
mm at the crest line to 1200 mm in an altitude of 1970 m a.s.l. near Vilcabamba (Emck 
2007). For ”El Bosque”, we estimate the annual amount of rainfall between 1200-2000 mm. 
Annual mean temperature is ca. 15°C with a daily temperature amplitude from 10-25 °C. The 
samples where taken with an increment borer in September 2006 and March 2007.  
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Methods 
Approach  
Earlier investigations in this project showed that some tree species react on seasonal climate 
variability by forming visible density variations and growth boundaries (Bräuning & Burchardt 
2006; Volland-Voigt 2006). For this study we used the conifer Prumnopitys montana 
(Podocarpaceae) that shows visible density variations. The tree diameters of up to 1m and 
the slow growth rates (Bräuning et al. 2008) point to potentially high living ages of several 
centuries. High-frequency densitometry and the analyses of stable carbon and oxygen 
isotopes are used to gain information about growth rhythms and past climate variability.  
 
High frequency densitometry  
The relatively new method “High-frequency-densitometry” is used to identify density 
variations in the wood by utilizing its dielectric properties. A micro-electrode-probe emitting 
electromagnetic waves passes over a smoothed wood-sample. The receiver electrode 
quantifies the dispersed radiation, representing the density of wood. Wood density is 
determined by the growth-conditioned relationship of cellulose and other cell components, of 
which the cell walls are composed, to air in the cell lumens (Schinker et al. 2003, Hansen 
2004). With this method it is possible to identify maximum latewood density as well as even 
small wood density variations, which help to identify indistinct growth boundaries.  
A major advantage of this method is that it is non destructive, so that the sample can be used 
after measuring density for further analysis, e.g. for the analysis of stable isotopes. To 
achieve this, a well primed and even sample surface is essential. A synchronisation of the 
density curves with the isotope signals shall finally enable a detection of annual growth 
boundaries which is the basis for the derivation of long-term climate reconstructions. 
 
Oxygen and carbon isotope analyses 
The periodicity of the density variations in Prumnopitys montana is not known. Because of 
this and the fact, that studies on intra-annual variations on stable isotopes in wood showed 
“significant seasonal changes in the carbon and oxygen isotope composition” (Helle & 
Schleser 2004), the 13C analyses were carried out on thin-sections of 70 µm thickness. Doing 
so, stable isotope values and density variations could be assigned to corresponding 
topological parts of the studied increment core. For a first test, the youngest 12 mm from 
each core were prepared. 
The seasonal change in the prevailing wind direction (Bendix et al. 2005, Richter 2003) 
causes a change of the dominant moisture source, which should be reflected by intra-annual 
variations of the δ18O-signal in the wood. Crossing the Amazon catchment area, the moisture 
of the Atlantic is depleted in δ18O on its way to the Andes. Because of this continental effect, 
it is possible to distinguish the origin of the precipitation water. On the other hand, the δ18O -
signal is influenced by the amount of rainfall (the higher the rainfall the more δ18O -signal is 
diluted). In contrast, the intra-annual variations of δ13C reflect the seasonality of water 
availability. By using the δ13C-signal it ought to be possible to verify, if changes in δ18O 
depend on drought stress or on alterations of the atmospheric circulation. Since the slopes in 
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the study area are very steep, no groundwater contact of the root systems is expected, so 
that the δ18O signal of the cellulose should reflect the isotopic composition of the precipitation 
water taken up by the roots. 
In contrast, the δ13C signal should enable the detection of dry phases (which are represented 
by high δ13C values) since the δ13C discrimination mainly depends on the relative humidity of 
the air and the resulting opening of the stomata apertures. Analysing the δ13C- and the δ18O 
–signal, it should be kept in mind, that these signals are also influenced by physiological and 
biochemical processes, e.g. storage effects (Helle & Schleser 2004; Kagawa et al. 2006). 
 

Results 
High-frequency-Densitometry 
Prumnopitys montana wood shows visible density variations, especially in the brighter 
sapwood. As expected, these visible structures are reflected by the density curve (Fig.1); 
each peak in the density curve represents a darker density band. Further analyses have to 
reveal the temporal periodicity and the physiological causes of these density variations 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Relative density variations of Prumnopitys montana. The white line shows the measured 
density variations, whereas the background shows the corresponding part of the sample with the 
visible wood structures.  
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13C Analyses 
Fig. 2 shows the stable carbon isotope variations of the outermost 12 mm of the examined 
stems. We assume that the distinctive minima and maxima in the isotope curve (as marked 
by the arrows) represent wood that was formed synchronously under certain climate 
conditions. However, these parts of probably same formation time are situated at different 
distances from the bark in the various trees. This is the result of different growth rates of the 
studied individuals. 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: δ13C-values from four individuals of Prumnopitys montana. The curves are smoothed by a 5 
point moving average. Grey arrows indicate the occurrence of certain minima and trends in the 
isotopic composition which are probably caused by climatic events affecting all trees synchronously.  
 
Conclusions and outlook 
It could be seen that HF-density as well as δ13C measurements show pronounced variations 
along the examined increment cores. In a next step we will examine if these variations can 
be synchronised within the same parameter and if wood density and δ13C variations reflect 
the same seasonal patterns. At the moment, however, the available results suffer from two 
restrictions: First, the δ13C-curves are yet too short and have to be enlarged to proof 
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accordance of isotope variations between different individuals over a longer period of time. 
Second, the number of studied individuals should be increased from 4 up to a minimum of 6.  
Calibration studies of wood density and stable isotope composition with climate data shall be 
carried out separately for the two wood parameters to evaluate if there exists a causal link 
between density and stable carbon isotope variations. Although the applied combination of 
techniques is very time consuming, it seems very promising to better understand the linkage 
between tree growth and climate variability in tropical mountain reagions. 
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Introduction 
The Siberian Subarctic region is highly interesting for the investigation of climatic and 
environmental changes because of its sensitivity to climate change [Vaganov and Shiyatov 
1999; Körner 2000; IPCC 2007]. The application of long-term tree-ring chronologies (a 
natural archive for studies of climatic changes) can help us to evaluate climatic and 
environmental changes in the past and to understand the mechanisms of these changes. 
Stable isotopes in tree rings provide an additional proxy for paleoclimate with a defined 
annual resolution [Leng 2006]. 
It is well known that volcanic eruptions play an important role in climatic changes. Major 
volcanic eruptions eject particles and aerosols into the stratosphere leading to global cooling 
for up to several years due to a decrease in incoming solar radiation [Robock 2000; Zielinski 
2000]. Recently, many reports about the influence of volcanic eruptions on tree ring width 
have been published [Baillie 1994; Briffa et al. 1998; Zielinski 2000; D’Arrigo 2001; Krakauer 
and Randerson 2003]. Only few studies were carried out to analyze the isotopic composition 
in trees in response to volcanic eruptions [Battipaglia et al. 2007] but none for the high 
latitudes of Eurasia. 
A prominent example is the "dust-veil" event (AD 536) [Baillie, 1994], which had a 
catastrophic effect on the environment and civilization. Many scientists tried to explain this 
event [Baillie 1994; Zielinski et al. 1994; Briffa et al. 1998; Stothers 1999]. One hypothesis is 
that dry fogs spawned by large volcanic eruptions cooled the climate during that time by 
partially blocking incident sunlight and perturbed the atmospheric circulation patterns. The 
climatic and epidemiological consequences of seven intense volcanic dry fogs of the past 21 
centuries, detected in Europe and the Middle East, were investigated using historical reports, 
supplemented by tree-ring data and polar-ice acidity measurements. An alternative 
hypothesis suggests that cosmic phenomena (asteroid or comet) could have caused the 
strong climatic changes during this time [Rigby et al. 2004]. European chronologies showed 
a decreasing radial growth during 10 years after the AD 536 event [Baillie 1994; Stothers, 
1999].  
The goal of this paper is to reveal the reaction of larch trees from the Siberian Subarctic 
(Eastern Taimyr) after the abrupt climatic change in AD 536, an event, which was 
characterized by cooling throughout the vast territory of Subarctic Eurasia. Tree rings and 
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isotopic data (δ13C, δ18O) were examined for a better understanding of physiological 
responses of trees to climatic and environmental changes. 
 
Material and Methods 
The investigation was carried out in the Siberian Subarctic - in Eastern Taimyr (72N-102E). 
This region is characterized by an extra continental climate, short vegetation periods (32-65 
days), a growth limiting temperature regime, low amount of precipitation (300 mm) and 
permafrost. A well-replicated chronology based on ring-width measurements is available for 
the period BC 431 - AD 2006 [Naurzbaev et al., 2002, Sidorova et al., 2003, 2007 in 
preparation]. The June-July air temperature reconstruction was available from AD 1-1996 
[Naurzbaev et al., 2002; Sidorova, 2003]. 
For the isotope analyses we chose four stem discs from dead larch trees (Larix gmelinii 
Rupr.) for the period AD 516-560 (20 years before and 24 years after the event of AD 536). 
Resins were extracted from wood samples in ethanol for 36 hours in a Soxhlet apparatus 
and then the samples were washed in distilled water and dried [Cook et al., 1990]. All 
samples were first measured and cross-dated according to standard dendrochronological 
procedures [Cook et al. 1990]. The age of these trees was 350 years excluding the influence 
of the “juvenile effect” [Cook et al. 1990; McCarrol and Loader 2004]. The samples were split 
into individual years for all analyzed trees. Sample preparations for the isotope analysis and 
cellulose extraction were carried out according to standard procedures described by Loader 
et al. [1997]. 
The measurement of the stable isotope ratios of δ13C and δ18O of cellulose was carried out 
by a mass-spectrometer Delta Plus XL (Thermo Quest Finnigan, Germany) at the Helmholz 
Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ, laboratory of Isotope Hydrology and at the Paul 
Scherrer Institute (PSI), Laboratory of Atmospheric Chemistry, Stable Isotope and 
Ecosystem Fluxes.  
The δ13C and δ18O of wood and cellulose were expressed in the delta notation: 

δsample = (Rsample/Rstandard-1) x 1000 

where R is the 13C/12C, or the 18O/16O ratio of the sample and standard (VPDB for carbon, 
VSMOW for oxygen), respectively. 

 
Results and Discussion 
The dendrochronological analyses revealed decreased tree radial growth (Fig. 1) and 
decreased June-July air temperature of up to 3.2°C for 23 years after AD 536, which testifies 
to exceptional conditions. Continuous cooling over a 23 year period could result in very 
negative or even catastrophic effects on the environment and civilization). 
As mentioned before, this signal in European chronologies was observed for a shorter period 
emphasizing the climatic sensitivity of the study area.  
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Figure 1: Reaction of larch trees from eastern Taimyr to the event AD 536 reflected in tree ring growth. 
 
We established an isotope chronology for δ13C and δ18O in cellulose of four individual trees 
for the period AD 516-560. The correlation coefficients between the four different trees were 
very high for carbon (r=0.8; p<0.05) and somewhat lower for oxygen (r=0.6; p<0.05).  
The δ13C and δ18O-data of cellulose confirmed the occurrence of a stress factor during the 
period from AD 535-560, similar to tree-ring width, showing decreasing isotope values (Fig. 2 
a b).  
We observed the highest correlation coefficient (r=0.62; p<0.05) for the relationship between 
δ13C of cellulose and the reconstructed June-July air temperature. This relationship was not 
as strong for δ18O of cellulose (r=0.42; p<0.05). The isotope values reflect not only 
temperature changes like tree ring width, but also reflect the influence of relative humidity 
during this time. 
Regression analysis between carbon and oxygen isotope ratios for the Eastern Taimyr 
shows a significant relationship (r=0.70; p<0.05) that indicates a combined effect of 
temperature and relative humidity after such a strong event.  
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Figure 2: The δ13C (a), δ18O (b) of cellulose (1) and June-July air temperature reconstruction (2) in 
comparison. 

 
 

Conclusions 
The isotope values δ13C, δ18O of cellulose confirm the information stored in tree-ring width 
and show decreasing isotope values during the same period when growth was reduced after 
the major event of AD 536 (we assume major volcanic eruption). These results indicate an 
increase of relative humidity, which could have led to higher stomatal conductance and lower 
photosynthetic capacity due to a reduction of solar radiation and subsequent temperature 
decrease. The combination of isotope and ring-width data provide strong data base from 
which we can learn more about the effect of the drastic AD 536 event on the Boreal forest 
ecosystems. 
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Introduction 
The Białka River is one of the last relatively undisturbed, gravel-bed rivers in Central Europe 
(Baumgart-Kotarba 1980, 1985). Although its riparian zone and floodplain are partly subject 
to human activities, the character of both island vegetation and the river channel remain 
typical of the formerly widespread, semi-natural, braided rivers in the Carpathians (Fig. 1). 
Such conditions give an opportunity to investigate islands remaining in an almost undisturbed 
form as well as their development. The study aims at reconstructing spatial and temporal 
dynamics of the island evolution in a gravel-bed river. 

  
 
Figure 1: Catchment of the Białka River with location of the studied section (shaded) (A). Island-
braided channel of the Białka River as shown on an orthophoto (B) and a ground photo (C).  
 

Geographical setting, data and methods 
The Białka River drains an area of 230 km2 in the Western Carpathians, including a part of 
the high-mountain Tatras. With high flow variability and a steep channel slope, the river is 
characterised by the occurrence of a cobble bed and a highly dynamic pattern of braids, bars 
and islands within its active zone. The research was conducted in a 5 km long section of the 
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lowest river course, where the river is widest (up to 420 m) and islands and bars are most 
common. Willow and alder predominate on most of the islands, whereas spruce and pine 
grow on older islands and in the riparian forest. Twenty-six established islands, their entire 
population in the section, and the associated pioneer islands were analysed. Initial 
investigations revealed the existence of two types of islands: (i) islands developing by 
vegetation growth on mid-channel bars; and (ii) those originating as a result of dissection of 
riparian forest or already existing islands by braids. Here, we present the results of a study 
focused on the first type, represented by the population of 12 islands located in the lower 
course of the investigated river section. Standard dendrochronological techniques were 
employed to determine the age structure of trees growing on the islands and in the riparian 
forest. The age of the oldest specimens was considered to represent a minimal age of the 
island. Age structure of the vegetation in five different zones of the islands was employed as 
a proxy of their spatial development (Fig. 2). 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Sampled zones of islands: PI - initial proximal side of island, upstream zone, P - proximal 
zone with well-established trees/shrubs, M - middle part of island, R - right marginal zone, L - left 
marginal zone, D - distal, downstream part of island. 

 
Results and discussion 
So-defined minimal age of islands is related to the occurrence of major floods that effectively 
change the pattern of a braided channel. On the Białka River, such floods last occurred in 
1997 and 2001. Although a signal of previous floods is less apparent in tree-ring dating, a 
comparison of the age of the islands (average age of sampled trees amounts to 7 years, 
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n=216) and the riparian forest (34 years, n=60) reveals significant differences in the factors 
controlling development of both elements of the riverine landscape. The age of islands is 
related to the occurrence of floods, whereas that of the riparian forest is more independent of 
a natural dynamics and largely determined by human activity. While the river has an ability to 
form braids within its active zone freely, lateral migration of the entire channel is limited in 
many locations by channelization structures.  
In most of the cases, the youngest trees grow on the head of island (PI) and age of trees 
gradually increases through the proximal zone (P) to the middle zone (M) (Fig 3). The 
downstream zone of island (D), less protected from the action of flood waters than the middle 
one (M), is overgrown by younger trees than both M and P zones. No significant difference 
between the age of trees on both sides of island (R and L) was found. The island head is the 
place where gravel and woody debris are trapped during floods. That process, observed on 
all studied islands, implies their growth in the upstream direction, by which new space for 
vegetation succession is created. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Age structure of trees in particular island zones as a proxy of spatial island development. 
The age of oldest specimens represents a minimal age of the island. Island head (PI), where gravel 
and woody debris are trapped, is the youngest, whereas the well-protected, middle zone (M) is the 
oldest one.  
 
One of the factors responsible for island initiation is the presence of large woody debris 
(LWD) in the river channel (Abbe & Montgomery 1996, Edwards et al. 1999, Gurnell et al. 
2001). The size and amount of LWD is crucial for this process (Millar 2000). In the rivers of 
the western part of North America, draining pristine and old-growth forests, large fallen trees 
are stable in-channel features, which promote sediment deposition and vegetation 
establishment (Fetherstone et al. 1995). The relatively small size of LWD delivered to the 
Białka River is a consequence of young age of the managed, riparian forest. Moreover, 
removal of larger wood pieces from this, and also other European rivers, for firewood (cf. 
Piégay 1997, Kollmann et al. 1999, Gurnell et al. 2001) reduces wood quantity and increases 
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its mobility. Small pieces of trees and bushes remaining in the rivers are unable to play a key 
role in island development. Under such conditions, vegetation is a major factor controlling 
island development. The age structure of vegetation on the investigated islands indicates 
island development in the upstream direction (Fig. 4A), rather than in a downstream one as 
is typically observed when large trees protect the head of island (Fig. 4B). This pattern of 
island formation seems to be representative of European braided rivers, in which the amount 
and size of LWD are strongly controlled by human activity (Edwards et al. 1999, Ward et al. 
1999, Gurnell & Petts 2002).  
 

 

 

Figure 4: Models of island growth for: (A) rivers of the Pacific Northwest (bigger trees, important role of 
LWD in island development), (adapted from Fetherstone et al. 1995); and (B) European braided rivers 
(smaller trees and bushes, important role of vegetation in island growth). 
 
Conclusions 
1. Though preliminary results indicate different scenarios of the island initiation and 
development, registered in the tree-ring proxy, a common pattern exists - the oldest trees 
grow in the central, best protected part of the islands.  
2. The decrease in tree age from the island centre is more pronounced in the upstream than 
in the downstream direction. Centrally growing trees play an important role in the island 
development as they trap wood and mineral sediment on the upstream island margin, hence 
stimulating growth of islands in the upstream direction.  
3. That pattern of island formation seems typical of mountain European rivers, from which 
large wood pieces are typically removed and where the resultant lack of key-member fallen 
trees prevents initiation of bar and island formation in their hydraulic shadow.  
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Introduction 
Black alder belongs to pioneer woody species. It prefers area without plants for growing, for 
example new surfaces occurring after floods (Iversen 1973). Additionally black alder roots 
are adapted to growing under the water level (van Dijk 1978, Dilly et al. 2000). Therefore 
black alders often occupance meandering river banks and valley floors in European 
temperate climates (Grime 1981). 
Due to bank erosion and lateral channel migration alders are under mechanical stress. 
Banks upon which they grow are systematically eroded and trees forming different growth 
forms to survive. Black alders growing on undercutting banks are mostly tilted and their 
stems are bended, usually they have exposed root systems (Fig. 1A). Clumps of alders 
growing on the concave banks numbered several stems (Fig.1B), the stems are 1/3 less in 
diameter than alders growing on straight or convex banks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Examples of grow forms of riparian alder. A – alders tilted and advanced due to erosion in 
respect of river bank; B – clump growing on the river bank; C – alders growing due to lateral channel 
migration on the old bank line (palaeobank). 
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Alders are producing clumps with expended root systems because it predisposes the plant to 
obtain stability in contrast to individual stems. The clumps growing on banks forced by 
erosion are protruding in the middle of the river channel. The alders growing at some 
distance from convex banks often have similar shapes to trees observed on the straight and 
concave bank (Fig.1C). The similarity is caused by progressive lateral erosion and line of 
trees withdrawn from recent bank. 
The aim of this study is to find bank erosion and channel migration records in riparian alder 
tree rings. 
 
Study area 
Study area was selected in the valley of the Mała Panew River runs along an east-west axis 
through the Opole Plain which forms part of the Silesian Lowland, southern Poland (Fig. 2a). 
The meandering Mała Panew flows through over 20 kilometres of compact forest complex. 
Therefore it is one of the few areas in Central Europe Lowlands where the impact of 
vegetation on river channel formation can be studied. The river is 131 km in length, and 
drains an area of about 2000 km². The bottom of the valley is covered by poorly sorted 
sands. Terraces of the Mała Panew River are covered with pine plantations, black alders 
mostly grow in the floodplain. The monthly precipitation in the study area is between 500 and 
700 mm. The mean annual discharge at the Krupski Młyn gauge, 20 km downstream of the 
study area reaches, is 10 m³/s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
¨ 
 
Figure 2: Location of study area. 
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During the last few decades several peak discharges have been 10-20 times higher, apart 
from an extraordinary flood event of 3 days in July 1997, when the water rose in same places 
6 to 8 m above the flood plain (Malik 2006). 
The study sites are located in the 12 kilometres between Drutarnia and Pusta Kuźnica (Fig. 
2b). The Mała Panew forming in the study area numerous bends with varying diameters in 
the river—such features are typical for areas with forested banks. The channel cuts around 
0.5– 1.5 m deep into the floodplain. The gradient of the Mała Panew valley within the reach 
examined amounts to 1.2 ‰. The width of the river in forested areas does not exceed 15 m 
while its depth at average water stage reaches up to 1.5 m. Lateral migration rate of the Mała 
Panew channel at the studied sites is about 0.2 – 1.5 m/year (Malik 2005, 2006). 
 
Methods 
Firstly, 20 stems of alders growing on today undercutted bank with well visible formed growth 
transformation (bending, tilting, clumps forming) were selected for sampling. Twenty alder 
stems growing on the old bank line and 10 alder stems representing carr formation were 
selected to compare alder tree-ring series transformed by bank erosion and ring series not 
transformed. Two cores were sampled from individual 50 alders. The sampling level on each 
tree was about 0.5 metres above ground. Trees growing on undercutted banks and 
palaeobanks were sampled on the maximum tilt axis of the alders in a plane perpendicular to 
the riverbed. The first core was sampled from a location facing the riverbed, while the second 
faced the flood plain. Finally tree ring series from every tree and site chronology ware 
constructed and cross-dated to find bank erosion and lateral channel migration records. 
Additionally stem circumference and mean ring width from every stem were calculated. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Erosion records in the tree rings of tilted and bend alders 
Tree rings formed by alders growing on undercutted banks are considerably thinner than 
rings formed by alders growing in the some distance form banks (Tab. 1). 
 
Table 1: Ring width and eccentric growth in different types of alders form growth 

 

 
 
Alder stems undercutted by erosion produce eccentric tree rings. In individual tilted stems, 
rings facing the flood plain are 50% wider than rings facing the riverbed. After titling during 
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the period without great erosion events alders gradually straighten stems, finally alders 
become hook shaped (Fig. 1A and 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Riparian alders tilted and bend as a result of bank erosion. A – straight alder stem not 
transformed by erosion, B – tilted alder stem transformed by erosion, C – bend alder stem as a result 
of periods without erosive episodes. 
 
Similar effects were observed for trees growing on continually creeping slopes by Patrizek 
and Woodruff (1957). The authors suggest the trees had been bowed because only the 
apical part of stem is able to grow vertically. Trees changing stem shape after soil creeping 
were also described by Schmid and Schweingruber (1994). Trees incline towards the slope 
after the event, while next years without soil creeping events overcompensation occurs and 
trees start to grow vertically again. Finally trees are S-shaped. Tilting and bending of alder 
stems are well recorded in tree rings. Alder tilting makes the width of the first ring facing the 
floodplain decrease and simultaneously the same ring facing the riverbed increases (Fig. 4, 
years 1987 and 1997). 

 
 
Figure 4: Example of tilted and bend alder tree ring series. 
 
The riverbank on which the trees grew was undercut in 1987 and 1997 (Fig. 4). In these two 
years, water stages recorded at the nearby gauge were extremely high in June and July 
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respectively. About 5 to 10 years after the tilting episode floodplain and riverbed facing tree 
rings reach gradually even widths. It means, the stem grows upright again after several years 
but the straightening period depends on the erosion episode frequency. 
 
Lateral migration records in the tree rings of alder growing on palaeobanks 
River channel may shift it’s course during one flood. As a consequence, lines of alders are 
documenting old river channels after such a big flood (Fig. 5). Trees growing on palaeobanks 
gradually loose their bendiness and tiltness and start growing upward. When a channel has 
been shifted alders produce about 50% thinner tree rings than before shifting. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Alders growing along recent and old channels within a floodplain  
 

Figure 6 reveals clearly visible growth reduction in alder stems when the river channel 
changed it’s course in 1966 at this site. Probably the growth reduction results from a 
decreasing of water level after river channel shifting. 
 

 
Figure 6. Example of ring curves of alders growing along palaeochannel  at one site (ring reduction in 
1967 showing year when the channel was shifted) 
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Conclusions 
1. It is possible to reconstruct bank erosion and river channel migration by using riparian 
alders. Bank erosion and channel shifting are clearly reflect in riparian alder ring series. 
2. After erosion episodes alders growing directly on the udercut bank are often tilted. The 
trees produce eccentric tree rings. Rings facing the floodplain are strongly wider than rings 
produced on the other side. After several years without any erosion episode alders begin 
grow straight again. A stem results hook shaped. 
3. As soon as a channel has shifted it’s course, alders established on an abandoned bank 
reduce growth ubruptly. 
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Introduction 
Wood is important renewable raw material for energy generation, building, veneering, 
furniture making. Its mechanical and physical properties make the wood one of the most 
important structural materials, because of its big stiffness and strength and relatively low 
density. We can't omit its desirable acoustical properties. All physical and mechanical 
properties are defined by structure and density of wood, i.e. by amount and distribution of 
structural elements. 
Wood structure and thus its properties are determined during tree ontogeny. Anatomical 
structure reflects all environmental (abiotic and biotic) and genetic factors operated on a tree 
during its life. The influence of the stand (growing conditions) on wood properties is to be 
examined for a long period. 
The one year increment of spruce wood compounds from the layer of earlywood, created 
during the initial period of growing season and typical by the wide cells with thin cell wall, and 
latewood, that is created during and at the end of growing season and is characterized by 
substantially thicker cell wall but narrower radial dimensions than earlywood (Vavrčík 2002). 
The radial dimensions of a cell and dimension of cell wall is influenced by temperature and 
water availability. Increasing temperature during earlywood formation period causes shortage 
of phase of radial expansion of young wood cells and therefore the radial dimensions of cells 
are smaller than normal. If the tree experiences higher temperatures during latewood 
formation period, the phase of radial expansion is prolonged. The maturing period extends if 
the temperature of environment is high for both earlywood and latewood. That leads to the 
significantly thicker cell wall.  
Precipitation affects positively the radial growth period and maturing period and causes 
prolongation of these (Vavrčík 2002). The thickness of cell walls in newly formed wood 
depends on the carbohydrates stock, and is therefore indicator of metabolic proceeds of a 
given year (Larcher 1988). 
The wood density is one of the most basic parameters of wood quality. It affects substantially 
mechanical properties of wood. Due to different density of early- and latewood the treering 
width is very important factor of wood quality, because the portion of earlywood increases 
with increasing tree ring width (Kollmann 1951). The earlywood have lower density, lower 
strength and stiffness and have smaller shrinkage during moisture change (Horáček 1998). 
The aim of this work is to determinate an average tree ring width and basic density of 
Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) growing in different vegetation forest zones. Norway 
spruce is the most important commercial specie in Czech Republic and its portion of forest 
stands is 53 %.  
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Material and Methods 
Trial areas were selected and assessed by the typological classification of forest zones of 
Forest Management Institute (Plíva 1971). The typological system consists of horizontal and 
vertical division of zones. There are 9 forest vertical vegetation zones: (1) the oak zone, (2) 
the beech with oak zone, (3) the oak with beech zone, (4) the beech zone, (5) the silver fir 
with beech zone, (6) the Norway spruce with beech zone, (7) the beech with spruce zone, (8) 
the Norway spruce zone and (9) the mountain pine zone (Tab. 1). The horizontal zonation 
applies to each one vertical vegetation zone. The zoning is based on general characteristics 
of soil environment, soil nutrients content and sometimes on the topography of the region.  
 
Table 1: Forest vegetation zones and its share on the Czech forests (Forest management Institute, 
Report on forestry of the Czech Republic, 2007.) 
 

 
Primarily recognized are series, next on the basis of more detailed soil characteristics each 
series is subdivided into edaphic categories (Tab. 3). 124 stands located in Czech Republic 
were chosen for this research (Fig. 1). The age of stands in chosen areas was 70-100 years. 
On each trial area 20 trees were randomly selected, the wood cores have been taken using 
increment borer from each tree.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Map of Czech Republic with trial areas of this research marked by triangles 

% °C mm
0 pine 3.73
1 8.31 <350 >8.0 <600 >165
2 14.89 350-400 7.5-8.0 600-650 160-165
3 18.41 400-550 6.5-7.5 650-700 150-160
4 5.69 550-600 6.0-6.5 700-800 140-150
5 30.04 600-700 5.5-6.0 800-900 130-140
6 11.95 700-900 4.5-5.5 900-1050 115-130
7 5.0 900-1050 4.0-4.5 1050-1200 100-115
8 1.69 1050-1350 2.5-4.0 1200-1500 60-100
9 0.29 >1350 <2.5 >1500 <60

Forest vegetation zone
Elevation 
above sea 

level

Average 
annual 

temperature

Annual 
precipitation

Growing 
season

code prevailing species m days
non-zonal

oak
oak with beech
beech with oak

beech
beech with fir

beech with spruce
spruce with beech

spruce 
dwarf pine
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The Ericson's procedure (Ericson 1959) was applied to calculate basic density for the whole 
stem radius. Basic density of wood was determined by the method of Olesen (1971). 
 
Basic density is defined as 

�k=
m0

V w  
 
where ρk is basic density of wood, m0 is mass of wood at moisture content 0 % and Vw is 
volume of wood above saturation point. 
Finely, the average tree ring width for each sample was determined as length of core/number 
of tree rings. 
 
Results and discussion 
Relation between tree ring width and basic density was found for set of all tested samples. 
The assumption of decrease of wood density with increasing tree ring width has been 
validated as you can see in figure 2. This is caused by increasing portion of thin walled early 
wood in wide tree rings of gymnosperms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Relation between tree ring width and basic density. 
 
The statistically significant differences between basic density values of samples from 
different vegetation zones and edaphic factors have been found. Resulting values of basic 
density and tree ring width are listed in the table 2 (according to vegetation zones) and table 
3 (according to edaphic factors). 
The highest value of basic density has been found for fourth (beech) vegetation zone – 445 
kg·m-3 Together with that, the smallest average tree ring width 1.57 mm has been found for 
this group. After Tukey test of multivariate comparison there are statistically significant 
differences between sub-categories of edaphic series gleyic and between and between sub-
categories P and B. Interesting is basic density of wood in sub-category P (462 kg·m-3) and 
generally higher values of basic density on stands with lower pH.  
Similarly high values of basic density and small average tree ring widths are typical for 
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second (beech with oak) vegetation zone (444 kg·m-3, 1.65 mm) and third (oak with beech) 
vegetation zone (438  kg·m-3, 1.69 mm), whereas the difference between values of basic 
density and average tree ring width in vegetation zones 2 – 4 are not statistically significant.  
High values of basic density can be caused by effect of high temperatures and by longer 
vegetation period. If the tree experiences high temperature, the phase of radial growth of 
earlywood tracheids is shorten and of latewood tracheids is prolonged, simultaneously the 
phase of maturing is prolonged. The production of latewood is therefore boosted up and the 
earlywood tracheids have thicker cell wall and smaller radial dimension the those growing in 
colder environment. 
 
Tab. 2 Results according vegetation zones (main value in cell is mean, first value in brackets is 
number of samples, second value is stand. deviation) 
 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
443.98 437.57 445.00 413.98 392.34 377.66 374.14 409.61

(200; 37.29) (340; 41.87) (282; 35.96) (589; 43.96) (465; 37.33) (219; 34.37) (400; 36.13) (2495; 47.17)
1.65 1.69 1.57 1.81 1.99 1.76 1.59 1.75

(200; 0.46) (340; 0.51) (282; 0.41) (589; 0.58) (465; 0.48) (219; 0.44) (400; 0.68) (2495; 0.55)
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On the other hand, the smallest values of basic density can bee observed in eighth (spruce) 
vegetation zone (374 kg·m-3), where is, however, narrow tree ring width (1.59 mm). It can be 
caused by production of latewood tracheids with thin cell wall, or perhaps by decreased 
production of latewood caused by lower average temperature during vegetation period in 
higher elevation. In the seventh vegetation zone (beech-spruce), on the contrary, the low 
value of basic density (378 kg·m-3) seems to be caused by raised portion of earlywood, 
because the average tree ring width is big (1.76 mm).  
 
There is significant difference between basic density in N and T edaphic category and others. 
Economically the most important is fifth (beech with fir) vegetation zone, that takes 30 % of 
the total forest area. The average value of the basic density is 414 kg·m-3, and the average 
tree ring width is 1.81 mm. Statistically significant differences between edaphic categories 
can be found for M-I categories of acid series, where the values of the basic density higher, 
one exception is category gleyic – nutrient-poor with average value of basic density 460 
kg·m-3. Similar to the pattern of results of 5th vegetation zone are results of sixth (spruce with 
beech), where the average value of basic density is 392 kg·m-3 and simultaneously the 
highest value of the average tree ring width 1.99 mm. 
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Table 3: Results according edapfic categories (main value in cell is mean , first value in brackets is 
number of samples and second value is stand. deviation) 
 

X

Z 378.57 1.49
(40; 35.30) (40; 0.36)

Y

M 454.89 1.22
(181; 36.36)  (181; 0.36)

K 403.19 1.54
(429; 49.6) (429; 0.64)

N 427.34 1.56
(121; 37.0) (121; 0.37)

I 440.34 1.65
(120; 41.22)  (120; 0.36)

S 393.97 1.87
(281; 41.98) (281; 0.46)

F 383.78 2.29
(40; 43.23) (40; 0.30)

C

B 403.69 2.14
(141; 44.29) (141; 0.47)

W

H 421.39 2.06
(80;39.3) (80; 0.38)

D 407.38 2.08
(40; 45.76) (40; 0.40)

A 400.60 2.15
(40; 26.23) (40; 0.36)

J 449.97 1.57
(20; 36.21) (20; 0.45)

L
U

V 399.86 2.05
(101; 37.40) (101; 0.37)

O 407.94 1.95
(241; 40.7) (241; 0.49)

P 427.07 1.78
(162; 46.42) (162; 0.47)

Q 417.21 1.45
(180; 49.4) (180; 0.44)

T 400.31 1.46
(60; 42.46) (60; 0.36)

G 373.34 2.04
(120; 35.39) (120; 0.51)

R 379.35 1.92
(98; 35.26) (98; 0.46)

409.61 1.75
(2495; 47.17) (2495; 0.55)

   edaphic factor
   basic         

density   
(kg.m-3)

 tree ring      
width      

(mm)

extreme

xerothermal (xerothermica)

scrub (humilis)

skeletal (saxatilis)

acid

nutrient-poor (oligotrophica)

acidic (acidophila)

stony-acidic lapidosa acidophila)

compacted-acid (illimerosa acidophila)

rich in nutrients

fresh, nutrient-medium (mesotrophica)

slope (stony) nutrient-medium (lapidosa mesotrophica)

water-deficient (subxerothermica)

nutrient-rich (eutrophica)

limestone (calcaria)

loamy (compacted, nutrient-rich) (illimerosa trophica)

enriched with humus

enriched-collurial (deluvia)

stony-colluvial (lapidosa acerosa)

talus (saxatilis acerosa)

enriched with water 

floodplain (alluvialis)
valley (vallidosa)

mast to wet (humida hygrophila)

gleyic

nutrient-medium (variohumida trophica)

acidic (variohumida acidophila)

nutrient-poor (varihumida oligotrophica)

water-logged
nutrient-poor, wet (paludosa oligotrophica)

nutrient-medium, wet (paludosa mesotrophica)

peaty
nutrient-medium (turfosa)

nutrient-poor (turfosa)

mean
 

 

Conclusions 
Significant influences of environment on wood formation (basic density, tree-ring width) have 
been proved. The highest value of basic density has been found for fourth (beech) vegetation 
zone and generally we can say that higher values of basic density are on stands with lower 
pH. Relation between tree ring width and basic density was found. To conclude, the research 
results of environment impact to properties of wood can improve forestry and wood industry 
management. 
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Introduction 
Investigations on historical oak wood in the West Europe enabled to construct ultra-long 
chronologies for different site conditions and regions and to reconstruct large-scale climate 
changes during the Holocene (Jansma 1995, Leuschner et al. 2000, Leuschner & Delorme 
1988, Pilcher et al. 1984, Schmidt 1973, Spurk et al. 1998). 
However, studies of oak tree rings in the Baltic States have so far produced very limited 
results. The main reason for this is the fairly rare occurrence of historical oak wood in the 
territory of the Baltic States. During the past two millennia, the extent of oak forest has been 
considerably reduced, not only because of climatic deterioration (e.g., the Little Ice Age from 
the 13th/14th to the 19th century), but mainly because of the rapid destruction of oak forests 
(clearance for agriculture of the most fertile forest lands, and the very frequent fires that 
followed; cutting of oak timber for shipbuilding, wood for barrels and other kinds of wood 
products, and for export in large quantities). Thus, the historical oak wood from the Baltic has 
in many cases been used for buildings, ships, furniture and works of art produced in Western 
European countries. Apart from this, part of the historical oak timber has been destroyed or 
has remained undated after being discovered in the course of archaeological excavations 
undertaken at the time when dendrochronological dating had not yet begun in the Baltic 
States. 
However, in recent years it has proved possible to find historical oak wood in relatively small 
amounts in both Lithuania and Latvia. The aim of this work is to introduce with current results 
on tree rings dating of historical oak wood in the both Baltic States and to discuss the main 
factors limiting current achievements together with the potencies for the future investigations. 
 
State of investigations 
Dendrochronological investigations on tree rings of subfossil oaks in Lithuania began in 
1968. One of the most important is collection of about 100 subfossil oak samples from 
Smurgainiai gravel pit – Neris riverine sediments (at present belongs to Byelorussia close to 
Lithuanian border) collected during the Soviet period, mainly in 1968-1972 (Vitas 2004, 
Битвинскас et al. 1978) (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Sampling locations on historical oak timber in Baltic region: 1 – Smurgainiai, 2 – Vilnius, 3 – 
Klaipėda, 4 – Telšiai, 5 – Biržai, 6 – Riga, 7 – Seda river. 
 
The first radiocarbon dating in the Soviet period was performed in Ural Pedagogical Institute 
and Tbilisi University (Битвинскас et al. 1978). Part of the samples (cross-sections) was re-
dated at the group of Radiocarbon in the Botanical Institute of Lithuania and later by the 
Laboratory of Dendroclimatochronology by using counter LSC - 1220 "Quantulus”. 
Dendrochronological dating enabled to construct 10 floating chronologies comprising of 
approximately 100 samples (Fig. 2). Oaks from the oldest chronology grew approximately 
5300-5500 BC. The longest gap between chronologies is around 2800-1380 BC. Bigger 
number of trees in chronologies is directly connected to wider tree rings, e.g. in 4700-3800 
BC and 700BC-300 AD. The chronology from the youngest period is absolute dated to 778-
1325 AD against oak chronology from Eastern Pomerania (Tomasz Wazny). 
Bog oaks are also found in northern Lithuania in the past, but the number of wood samples 
obtained is small compared to material from Smurgainiai (Fig. 1). Six oak wood samples 
were found in peatbog near Biržai (Pukienė 2003a, 2003b, 2004). Dendrochronological 
dating enabled to construct two floating chronologies dated by radiocarbon to: 4400-4600 BC 
and 5000-5100 BC. Chronology of 4400-4600 BC approximately match the dates of the 
second oldest floating chronologies from Smurgainiai. Oak sample found in bog near Telšiai 
is much younger (radiocarbon dated to 3300-3500 BC) (Fig. 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Historical chronologies of oak tree-rings derived from findspots in Lithuania and Latvia. 
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In Latvia, in contrast to Lithuania, most such finds are ancient oaks that had died naturally. 
The findspots of historical oak wood in the area of present-day Latvia are very widely 
dispersed. At several locations in Latvia, trunks of various-sized oaks that had died naturally 
have been found in peat deposits in bogs and at the sites of former river meanders. 
Geological and radiocarbon dating has shown that some of the oldest oaks grew at 6000–
7000 BP. These have not been dendro-dated so far, mainly because there has not been 
sufficient interest or funding. 
Exceptional in this regard are: (i) oak trunks from river Seda (northern Latvia) dated by 
radiocarbon to 500-1300 AD (Fig. 1, 2). This age is almost covered by the youngest oak 
chronology from Smurgainiai (778-1325 AD) and (ii) oak piles discovered in the second half 
of the 20th century in the 13th–14th century revetments along the Rivers Daugava and 
Rīdzene in Riga (Fig. 1). Unfortunately, archaeologists have so far not taken an interest in 
dating the trunks of oaks that had died naturally, and they are too young to shed light on 
topical issues in geology. Thus, the dating of these historical oak trunks has so far not been 
financially supported, and they have remained undated. It must be admitted that, along with 
the loss of these oak trunks, we have unfortunately lost information that would be useful for 
reconstructing past climatic conditions and answering questions relating to 
dendroprovenancing. 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Due to anatomical features, comparatively long age of trees and prevalence in bogs, and 
river sandy deposits wood of English oak is perfect source for long-term chronologies in 
West Europe. Because of sparse number of findings with oak wood in Lithuania the 
radiocarbon dating have gained greater importance in dendrochronological investigations 
compared to Western Europe. The absolute dating of oak samples from older periods is 
impeded by available small number of dated oak chronologies. One of the most important is 
chronology compiled by Tomasz Wazny from Eastern Pomerania (725-1985 AD). This 
chronology was successfully used for dating the youngest chronology from Smurgainiai 
sandy river deposits. In the Soviet period for a long existed incorrect opinion (probably 
because of the lack of contacts with western scientists) that pine wood is much more suitable 
in dendrochronological research, while oak wood is of lower importance. Therefore, oak 
wood from bog excavations sometimes was left at the findspots. 
Oak chronologies from Smurgainiai might be used for absolute dating of historical oak trunks 
found in the Baltic area in the future. There is high chance that oak material from Seda River 
(northern Latvia) may be successfully dated against Smurgainiai chronologies. Therefore, 
dendro-dating of oak samples from Seda River seems to be promising for the future. 
Dating of oak tree rings from buildings is more promising because of available reference 
chronologies compared to older material from bogs. Unfortunately, there is also very little oak 
wood preserved in standing structures from the Historical Era. In large measure, this can be 
explained in terms of the rapid reduction of oak forest during the 2nd millennium AD. In the 
past, a considerable quantity of oak timber was also exported to Western Europe. A 
proportion of the structural timbers of oak recovered in the course of earlier archaeological 
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excavation were not dendro-dated. The chances are promising that the study of oak wood 
from buildings will permit us to compile chronologies by extending the series based on living 
oaks. Since the stocks of historical oak wood are gradually being lost, there is a pressing 
need for dendrochronological study of this material. 
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Introduction 
The correct dating of a sample depends on the used standard chronologies. These are 
created for each tree species individually by continuous overlapping of tree ring sequences 
towards the past. Individual standard chronologies differ by the area and by the time interval 
for which they are usable. The created standard chronology reflects the climate of the certain 
period at maximum and the local growth conditions of individual included trees at minimum 
(Rybníček 2007).  
The overwhelming majority of historical wooden constructions in the Czech Republic are 
made of soft wood; hard wood (almost exclusively oak wood) appears only rarely. However, 
there are some types of constructions (e.g. bell stools, bridge piers and harbour equipment, 
well timbering and waste traps) in which oak wood dominates. Oak wood is more often found 
in archaeological findings. The availability of the standard chronology for oak wood dating is 
as important as the already created standard chronologies for coniferous tree species 
(Rybníček et al. 2004).  
 
Material and methods 
The taking, processing and dating of samples have been carried out in accordance with the 
standard dendrochronological methods (Cook & Kairiukstis 1990). The data used to create 
the Czech oak standard chronology were obtained from subfossil trunks, archaeological 
findings, historical constructions and living trees from the entire area of the Czech Republic 
(Fig. 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: The map of locations of samples used to create the standard chronology. 
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We can divide them into three groups. The base of the oak standard chronology for the CR 
was created in 1998–2001 by Jitka Vrbová-Dvorská in the Institute of Archaeology of the 
Academy of Sciences of the CR. The standard chronology was named CZGES 2001 and it 
includes the data from archaeological excavations – especially the data obtained through the 
archaeological research in Mikulcice, at Prague Castle and during the research of the 
Breclav castle tower (Dvorská 2001). The second group consists of the data provided by the 
Institute of Botany of the Academy of Sciences of CR (Tomáš Kyncl, Josef Kyncl). These 
data come from the material from historical constructions and ruins of significant castles (e.g. 
Karlstejn, Ryzmburk, Buchlov, Bezdez, Valdek). The last part of the data used to create the 
standard chronology comes from the Dendrochronological Laboratory of the Department of 
Wood Science of Mendel University of Agriculture and Forestry Brno (Michal Rybníček). The 
data were mainly obtained in archaeological findings in the area of Brno and its surroundings 
(e.g. houses in Mecova street, Namesti svoboty, Cacovice weir and Modrice). 
Tree-ring curves of individual trees are influenced by the growth trend. The trend is to a 
certain extent individual for each tree and that is why it weakens the demanded common 
signal (Schweingruber 1996). Therefore, the individual tree-ring curves have been 
detrended. To create the standard chronology, they were exported from PAST 32 to 
ARSTAN application (Grissino–Mayer et al. 1992), where they were detrended.  
To remove the age trend, the detrending was carried out in two steps (Holmes et al. 1986). 
First, the negative exponential function or linear regression curve, which best express the 
change of growth trend with age, were used in dependence on the value of the determination 
index (Fritts et al. 1969; Fritts 1963). Other possible deviations of thickness increment values 
conditioned not by the climate but brought about by the competition or interventions of 
foresters were balanced using the cubic spline function (Cook & Peters 1981). The chosen 
length of the spline function was 32 years. Thanks to the use of the spline function, the 
accidental variability in tree-ring sequences was removed (Cook & Kairiusktis 1990). The 
resulting index tree-ring series shows relatively high values of autocorrelation (the 
dependence of a tree-ring width on the widths of the previous tree-rings). 
Then, the data were exported from Arstan to PAST 32 and the oak standard chronology for 
the CR was created out of well-synchronizable curves. 
Four locations were chosen to evaluate the necessity of detrending or non-detrending of 
tree-ring series and the creation of standard chronologies out of detrended tree-ring series. 
The tree-ring sequences of samples taken in these locations were measured. Then the tree-
ring curves, both detrended and non-detrended, were created and compared with the 
detrended and non-detrended standard chronology in PAST 32. As the next step, the 
regression analysis of the data sets was carried out in the Statistica 7.1 application and the 
results were compared, especially the correlation coefficient, the confidence and prediction 
intervals. For the comparison normed values were used. The norm was defined by the 
highest value of the selected file.   
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Results 
191 average tree-ring series were used to create the oak standard chronology, which was 
named CZGES 2005. It covers the period from 462 A.D. to 2004 A.D. (Fig. 2). 
 

O verlap of tree-ring series

460 660 860 1060 1260 1460 1660 1860
Year

 
 
Figure 2: The range of individual average tree-ring series used to create the standard chronology of 
oak CZGES 2005 

 
Two versions of the oak standard chronology CZGES 2005 were created – the standard 
chronology created out of detrended tree-ring series and the standard chronology created 
out of non-detrended tree-ring series (Fig. 3). 
When these two versions of standard chronology were compared, the t-test values proved to 
be higher than ninety; however, there are some differences, especially in the areas where 
the standard chronology consists of a lower number of average tree-ring series. This is also 
confirmed by the value of Gleichläufigkeit being 91 %. 
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Figure 3: The synchronization of the detrended standard chronology CZGES2005 (black) with the non-
detrended standard chronology CZGES 2005 (grey) for the period from 462 A.D. – 2004 A.D. 
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There were used oak standard chronology for Brandenburg (Heußner & Westphal 1998), oak 
standard chronology for South Germany (Becker 1981), oak standard chronology for Eastern 
Austria (Wimmer & Grabner 1998) and oak standard chronology for Silesia (Krapiec 1998) 
for comparison with the newly created standard chronology CZGES 2005. The statistical 
data show very high values. The highest values of statistical indicators appear when the 
standard chronology CZGES 2005 is compared with the East-Austrian standard chronology 
OstOestQP, the t-values being 24 and 25 and the Gleichläufigkeit 75 % with the overlap of 
807 years for the detrended standard chronology and the t-values being 23 and 24 and the 
Gleichläufigkeit 73 % for the non-detrended standard chronology. The lowest values of 
statistical indicators appear when the standard chronology CZGES 2005 is compared with 
the Brandenburg standard chronology Branges, the t-values being 14 and the 
Gleichläufigkeit 65 % with the overlap of 1529 years for the detrended standard chronology 
and the t-values being 13 and the Gleichläufigkeit 64 % for the non-detrended standard 
chronology (Tab. 1). 
 
Table 1: The statistical comparison of CZGES 2005 with the surrounding European standard 
chronologies of oak (black values for the detrended standard chronology and grey values for the non-
detrended standard chronology) 
 

Standard chronology 

Brandenburg 
South 

Germany 
Eastern Austria Silesia  

(Branges) (Sued2ges) (OstOesQP) (DSL1) 
t-value according to Hollstein 14 13 17 16 24 23 20 18 

t-value according to Baillie & Pilcher 14 13 18 17 25 24 19 18 
Gleichläufigkeit [%] 65 64 66 65 75 73 68 67 

Overlap [years] 1529 1489 807 1215 
 
To verify the validity of the newly created standard chronology CZGES 2005 and to compare 
the detrended and the non-detrended standard chronologies, samples from four locations 
were chosen – two archaeological locations in Namesti svobody in Brno (A30/05 a A93/05), 
research at 16 Orlí street and the construction of the Olsovec pond outlet in Jedovnice. Only 
the results from the first archaeological location in Namesti svobody (A30/05) are presented 
as an example; however, the results from the other locations were very similar.  
When the dated curve overlaps the standard chronology by at least sixty tree-rings, the 
Student’s critical value of t-division with 0.1 % significance level is 3.46 (Šmelko – Wolf 
1977). Values of t–tests are much higher than 3.46, which proves the high reliability of the 
dating. The highest t-test values are achieved when the detrended and non-detrended 
average tree-ring curves are compared with the detrended standard chronology. When the 
average tree-ring curve is compared with the non-detrended standard chronology, the values 
of t-tests are lower. The highest curve Gleichläufigkeit is achieved when the non-detrended 
average tree-ring curve is compared with the detrended standard chronology (Tab. 2). The 
correctness of dating is also confirmed by the agreement of the standard chronology with the 
average tree-ring curve at most extreme values (Fig. 4). 
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Table 2: The results of the correlation of the detrended and the non-detrended average tree-ring 
curves with the detrended and the non-detrended Czech oak standard chronology CZGES 2005. 

 

Standard chronology 
t-value 

according to 
Baillie & Pilcher 

t-value 
according to 

Hollstein 

Gleichläufigkeit 
[%] 

Overlap 
[years] 

Year 

Náměstí svobody A30/05 – 400 non-det. 
CZGES 2005 non-det. 6.37 7.6 72 94 1241

CZGES 2005 det. 6.93 8.53 75 94 1241
Náměstí svobody A30/05 – 400 det. 

CZGES 2005 non-det. 6.39 7.71 65 94 1241
CZGES 2005 det. 6.92 8.62 69 94 1241
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Figure 4: The synchronization of the average detrended and non-detrended tree-ring curves with the 
detrended Czech oak standard chronology CZGES 2005 
 
The confidence and mainly the prediction intervals of detrended tree-ring curves are 
considerable narrower than those of the non-detrended ones. The regression curve of 
detrended normed values of tree-ring curves is of a very similar character as the calibration 
curve. On the other hand, the regression curve of non-detrended normed values of tree-ring 
curves is of a very different character in comparison with the calibration curve. There is a 
significant, ever-increasing deviation from the calibration curve at the regression curve of 
non-detrended normed values. The increase of the deviation of the regression curve of 
detrended normed values of tree-ring curves is gradual and the maximum value of the 
deviation is negligible in comparison with non-detrended data (Fig. 5, fig. 6). The significance 
level of the regression model of detrended tree-ring curves is considerably higher than of 
non-detrended tree-ring curves (Tab. 3).  
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Figure 5: The comparison of the dependence of the progress of detrended and non-detrended tree-
ring curves regression function on the detrended and non-detrended standard chronologies with the 
calibration curve (the prediction and confidence intervals of the function are marked in the graph). 
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Figure 6: The comparison of the regression functions of the dependence of the detrended tree-ring 
curve on the detrended standard chronology with the dependence of the non-detrended tree-ring 
curve on the non-detrended standard chronology. The prediction intervals of the regression function 
(right) and the calibration curve (left) are marked in the graph. 
 
 
Table 3: The results of the regression analysis of the values of detrended and non-detrended average 
tree-ring curves with the detrended and non-detrended Czech oak standard chronology CZGES 2005 
(R – correlation coefficient, p – model – regression model significance level, β – regression model  
linear dependence slope). 
 

  R p – model β 
CZGES 2005 non-det. A30/05 – 400 non-det. 0.10617385 0.308439 0.106 

CZGES 2005 det. A30/05 – 400 det. 0.60490529 0 0.605 

 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The main aim of this work was to create a national oak standard chronology. The CZGES 
2005 standard chronology, which functions as a oak standard chronology for the Czech 
Republic, has been made up on the basis of 191 average tree-ring series and covers the 
periods from 462 AD – 2004 AD. This standard chronology correlates perfectly with the 
standard chronologies developed in the surrounding countries. So far there has been no 
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single national oak standard chronology that would encompass the oak data gathered all 
over the Czech Republic, and so it has been very difficult to process any oak sample files. 
Now that the oak standard chronology is available, dating of the oak samples collected on 
the territory of the Czech Republic can be done with a much greater precision.  The standard 
chronology enables us to reflect - with the highest possible precision - the effects of the 
environment in which a particular tree has grown and which are typical of its particular 
location. Moreover, it will be possible to date those samples that due to the missing standard 
chronology have not been dated so far. Currently, the standard chronology enables dating of 
a vast majority of the oak wood found during the archaeological excavation and exploration 
works carried out in the historic buildings in the Czech Republic. 
The CZGES 2005 oak standard chronology has filled a gap in the European network of oak 
standard chronologies. The standard chronologies should be used not only in the countries 
of their origin but also in the adjacent regions where the historic works of art were frequently 
exported (Krapiec 1998). 
In addition to the aim stated above, the study was focused on the comparison between the 
detrended and non-detrended standard chronologies. The differences established between 
the detrended and non-detrended standard chronology have shown only too clearly how 
important it is to develop the detrended standard chronologies. The highest values of the t-
test were achieved when comparing the detrended or non-detrended average ring curves 
only and exclusively with the detrended standard chronology. Similarly, the highest 
percentage of the curve Gleichläufigkeit was always established in comparison with the 
detrended standard chronology. The confidence and, more importantly, the prediction 
intervals of the detrended ring curves are considerably shorter than those of the non-
detrended ones. The regression curves of the detrended standardised values of the ring 
curves are more similar to the calibration curve. The significance level of the regression 
models in the detrended ring curves is notably higher than in the case of the non-detrended 
ring curves.  
All data used for the creation of the oak standard chronology are available in the database of 
dated objects, which is regularly updated and accessible on the web site 
www.dendrochronologie.cz. 
There is only one way to prolong the existed standard chronology and that is 
dendrochronological dating of subfossil wood. 
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Introduction 
Tatras is one of the main regions in Carpathian arc where seasonal pasturing on meadows 
located above timberline has been developed since 16th century. Over a period of centuries, 
Wallachian shepherds moved across mountains permanently transforming the natural 
environment, economy and culture of the Carpathians (Hołub-Pacewiczowa 1931, 
Dobrowolski 1970). In many locations, new openings for pastures were established and the 
treeline was driven back as a consequence. In this paper, the results of the systematic dating 
of shelters, the first project of this kind in the Tatras, are presented. Although shelters are 
located in many parts of the Carpathian Arc (Western Tatra Mts., Gorce Mts., Beskid 
Żywiecki Mts., Beskid Mały Mts.), those from High Tatras region are the most numerous and 
well-known for the historical and cultural value. 
 

 
Figure 1: Changes of shelters distribution in High Tatras during 19th and 20th centuries. 
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Lately studies on the highest preserved remote shepherds’ architecture have a special 
importance. Despite the fact that in 1978 High Tatra’s wooden shelters were accepted as 
monuments of cultural heritage, the number of them has decreased four times in the last 
century (Fig. 1), mainly as a result of lack of proper maintenance. Shepherds’ buildings are 
no more used since pasturage in the Tatra National Park became restricted 
 
Material and methods 
In total, 26 shelters from 10 glades (from elevations 1000 - 1900m a.s.l.) were investigated 
(Tab. 1). Standard techniques for sampling and dating of historical buildings were used 
(Ważny 2001). Approximately 10 samples were extracted from each shelter, though the 
number of core samples varied from 3 to 17, due to differing range of timber preservation. 
Cores were taken from both walls and roofs. Beams with bark and high number of rings were 
predominantly chosen for sampling. The wood species identification revealed that only 
norway spruce (Picea abies K.) has been used for construction of studied buildings. Hence 
the existing 400 years long spruce chronology (Kaczka & Büntgen 2006, Büntgen et al. 2007) 
was employed for cross-dating. Dating was carried out by visual cross-dating and statistically 
verified using COFECHA program. The criteria of dating depended on series length and 
value of correlation coefficient. Two conditions were recognized as necessary for confident 
dating (Cofecha output file):  

1) >75 rings, cc=0,3281, max. 1 possible problem  
2) 50-75 rings, cc=0.5, 0 possible problem 

Cross-sections with less then 50 rings could not be dated with confidence. 
 
Table 1: Geographical settings and amount of analysed samples. 

Glade name 
Number of 

shelters 

Number of 

samples 

Altitude 

[m a.s.l.] 
Type of the forest   

Olczyska 2 37 1035 - 1110 Lower montane forest 

Jaworzynka 4 60 1065 - 1195 Lower and upper montane forest 

Rusinowa 2 24 1180 - 1300 upper montane forest 

Kopieniec 7 66 1210 - 1250 upper montane forest 

Królowa 2 25 1230 - 1270 upper montane forest 

Roztoka 1 4 1300 upper montane forest 

Pańszczyca 1 14 1360 - 1440 upper montane forest 

Waksmundzka 2 23 1364 - 1400 upper montane forest 

Gąsienicowa 4 52 1480 - 1540 upper montane forest 

Dol. Pięciu Stawów 1 5 1625 - 1900 Dwarf pine belt 

 
Results and discussion 
From all 310 samples, 57% have been successfully dated. The relatively low number of rings 
per sample and the condition of wood were the main problems of accurate cross-dating. The 
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oldest wood belongs to one of the shelters located in Polana Kopieniec and dated back to 
1756. Three more objects from the 18th century were dated. The variety of dates for 
individual shelters suggests that repairs and renovations occurred often during their lifetime. 
Differences in buildings age have been found in spite of their similar appearance (Fig. 2), the 
architectural form being inherited from a tradition that lasted at least two centuries  
 

 
 
Figure 2: Differences of the age of the oldest beams dated within one glade (Kopaniec Glade 1230m 
a.s.l.) 
 
Dendrochronological results correspond with historical documents about the evolution of the 
shepherding in Tatras. First mention about that activity occurred in 14th-15th centuries, but the 
oldest wood samples have been dated back to the 18th century. Tree ring records of shelters 
foundation and repairing can be linked with some important historical events (Fig. 3): 
 
1. Period of industrial revolution can be noticed as decline of sheep farming (the emigrations 

from Tatra and Podhale region, decrease of wool prices as a result of competition with 
wool imported from Australia),  

2. During First and Second World War, economical crises and restriction in emigration 
stimulated pasturing as a source of basic supplements (wool, milk, meat),  

3. The establishment of the Tatra National Park and restriction of pasturing due to protection 
of natural remains of high-mountain environment in 50s and 60s of 20th century,  

4. Extensive pasturing and renovations of shelters as a preservation of cultural heritage 
organised by Tatra National Park and The Department of Monuments Conservation of 
Tatra Museum.  
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Figure 3: Tree-ring records of shelters foundations and renovations as proxy of human activity in high-
mountain environment during last 250 years. 
 
Eight local chronologies from historical wood was constructed and compared with master 
chronology (Fig. 4). The longest chronology was constructed for Kopieniec Glade spanning 
1681-1968 period (1716 -1968 after truncation < 5 series). To assess the origin of timbers 
used for shelters construction, the relationship between elevation of glades and correlation 
between site chronologies and master chronology was studied. The master chronology was 
constructed based on 477 individual series from several timberline sites within entire Tatras 
(Kaczka & Büntgen 2006, Büntgen et al. 2007). The correlation coefficient varied from 0.413 
for Rusinowa Glade up to 0.780 for Waksmundzka Glade. A significant relationship between 
sites elevation and correlation against master chronology is found (r2=0.63, p=0.034) after 
excluding Rusinowa Glade, the shortest chronology. The very complex situation of land 
possession in this region suggested that for some sites, wood could arrive from other, 
including lower, locations. The comparison between dated beams and master, high-elevation 
chronology, confirm use of local timbers. The samples from historical wood of known 
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provenancy can be included to regional chronology and improve its statistical parameters as 
was reported from high-elevation sites of Loetschental, Alps (Büntgen et al. 2006).  
 

 
 
Figure 4: Local chronologies constructed using historical wood from 8 locations. The significant 
relationship between site elevation (m. a.s.l., in brackets) and correlation coefficient (italic) with high-
elevation master chronology proves local origin of the wood. 
 
Conclusions 
1. Results obtained from dendrochronological dating have shown that preserved shelters 

are older (18th century) than previously evaluated by ethnological investigations (19th - 
20th century) (Szafer 1966). 

2. Though tree-ring dates are limited to the period of last 250 years and vary within each 
building, the general age structure reveals a significant relation to particular stages of 
expansion and restraint of human activity in the High Tatras. 

3. Tree-rings proxies of past events are, in some cases, more pronounced than other 
historical documents.  

4. Further analyses of relationships with climate dynamics and historical events can be 
provided for better understanding of natural and anthropogenic changes of alpine 
environment in the Carpathians. 
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SECTION 7 
 
 
 
 

NEW APPLICATIONS 
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Introduction 
An important branch of dendrochronology is the dating of historical wood samples coming 
from the restuction of buildings and archaeological activities. In many cases only few tree-
rings can be used for dating due to the limited sample size. Samples with less than 50 tree-
rings can often not be dated with required statistic accuracy by the conventional univariate 
cross-correlation of tree-ring width time series (Cramer and Eissing 1996, König et al. 2004, 
2005 a, b, c).  
The problem of dating small wood samples arose in recently accomplished investigations of 
timber constructions in the Albrechtsburg Castle (Donath 2006) and in the Cathedral (Donath 
2007, König and Günther 2007) in Meißen. One possibility to solve the problem of dating 
small wood samples is to increase the number of tree-ring specific wood density features to 
be examined. So the numbers of degrees of freedom of the investigations as well as the 
security of dendrochronological dating can be increased by the x-ray densitometrical 
multivariate tree-ring analysis (König et al. 2005a). 
 
Material  
The roof truss construction of the western wing of the Albrechtsburg Castle in Meißen 
exhibits a heterogeneous structure. Dendrochronological investigations of certain elements 
of the roof truss were necessary in the background of reconstruction measures and their 
optimal calculation of costs. It had to be clarified whether the west wing of the roof structure 
was destroyed by the major fire in 1773 and rebuilt later or came from the original 
construction time of the Albrechtsburg Castle (approx. 1489). Among others, the 
investigation of small-sized construction elements of the roof structure with less than 50 tree-
rings was necessary (Fig.1, left). In a second example the multivariate method was also 
applied to samples from boards of the terracotta figures "Mauritius" (M) and "Viktor" (V) 
standing in the Prince’s Chapel of the Cathedral in Meißen (Fig.1, right). Both figures are the 
biggest monolithic terracotta figures from the Middle Ages (Donath 2007). 
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Figure 1: left: ornament of the roof structure in the west part of the Albrechtsburg Castle in Meißen 
with 36 tree-rings (A). right: drill core samples (CS) from the wood base plates of the terracotta figures 
(Mauritius: M; Viktor: V); pictures from Vohland (2007). 
 
The firm adhesive binding between both terracotta figures and their wooden plates using 
albuminous glue directs not only to a simultaneous, but also to a very early installation of the 
figures in the Prince’s Chapel of the cathedral. Dendrochronological investigations were 
based on the evaluation of drill cores taken from the two base plates (Prince’s Chapel) and 
timber discs from the roof truss (Albrechtsburg Castle). All samples were spruce wood (Picea 
abies [L.] Karst.). 
The multivariate cross-correlation analyses were made by using absolute x-ray densito-
metrical multivariate standard-chronologies for spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) from regions 
in Saxony (123 stem disks of 20 sample sites at different elevations; in addition 75 samples - 
usually drill cores - of dated buildings). 
 
Methods 
The wood samples were formed out with a circular saw (sample thickness of 1.2 mm ± 0.01 
mm). The extracted wood laths were air-conditioned under normal climate (20°C, 65% 
relatively air humidity). Afterwards the samples were arranged and x-rayed over radiographic 
films (Agfa Microvision Ci) with the x-ray unit Baltographe under controlled conditions 
(normal climate, voltage: 12.0 kV; amperage: 12.0 mA, duration time: 50 min.). The year-
specific wood density structures of the images on the radiographic films were quantified by 
using the optometrical unit Dendro 2003 (Walesch-Electronics). X-ray microdensitometric 
analysis was performed following the procedure described by Polge (1970) and 
Schweingruber (1980). The time series of the densitometrical tree-ring features derived from 
the drill cores were transformed by a computer programme called TreeRingAnalyser (König 
et al. 2004) into time series complexes to be summarized and analyzed. In a next step, the 
multivariate cross-correlation analysis between the sample complexes and the standard 
complex was performed by the TreeRingAnalyser - TRA (Fig.2). 
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Fig.2: Model of the multivariate dating of time series complexes. Time series of different tree-ring 
features of the sample sequence with e.g. ring width (JRB), mean late wood density (MSD) and early 
wood mass (FHQ) are analyzed by cross-correlation analysis over a multivariate standard (Mv-
standard); wrong solution (1); right solution (2): high similarity between sample and standard (König et 
al. 2005a). 
 

Results and Interpretation 
Univariate dating in comparison to the ring-width standard chronology:  
On the basis of ring-width measurements of the drill core samples from the boards under the 
terracotta figures, two time series could be formed and dated using the spruce ring width 
chronology of Saxony. Fig.3 clarifies that the series of measurements of the sample "Viktor" 
with 50 tree-rings could be dated significantly to the calendar year 1406. The demarcation to 
the wrong solution amounted to approx. 37%. The right dating result in the beginning of the 
15th century was verified by additional investigations of the statue, using thermo 
luminescence technique. 

 
 
Fig.3: Screen shot (from TSA-programme): Time series "V" with 50 tree-rings could be qualified with 
37% of the DI-value in opposite to the wrong solution 2 (1910) and thus be dated statically secured on 
the correct solution 1 (1406) (diagram right). 
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Fig.4: Dating-Index values of ring-width time series for Viktor and Mauritius: The time series of 
Mauritius with 24 tree-rings could not be dated securely on the basis the univariate dating index (DI) 
using ring-width. The correct solution 3 (1410) exhibited smaller DI-values than the wrong solution 1 
(1792). 
 
The time series of Mauritius with 24 tree-rings was not dateable by the ring-width standard 
chronology. Two wrong solutions showed higher DI-values (Dating-Index cf. Rinn 2003) than 
the correct solution (see solution No. 3 in Fig. 4). Likewise, the calculations for dating the 
wood sample from the Albrechtsburg Castle with 36 tree-rings were not successful on the 
basis of measuring and analysing the ring-width. In the following x-ray densitometrical 
multivariate dating procedure of both samples, several multivariate time series complexes 
were formed and analyzed by the standard chronology. The different densitometrical wood 
density features, e.g. latewood densities, earlywood density, ring widths and wood mass 
equivalents, furnished variable-specific dating contributions. For a detailed description of the 
method see König et al. 2005a. 
The used MDI-value (Multivariate Dating-Index) is an accumulated reference value for 
similarities of time series complexes. The MDI-value presents the sum of DI-values of 
extracted tree-ring parameters by using the principal component analysis (PCA). On the 
basis of the MDI-values, the Mauritius-sample could be dated to 1410 and the roof truss 
sample (A) of the Albrechtsburg could be dated to 1816. In the following the multivariate 
dating procedure will be described by the example of sample A from the Albrechtsburg with 
36 tree-rings. 
 
Multivariate analysis and dating:  
The time series complex of sample A was cross-correlated with the multivariate standard 
chronology for spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.). Aligned to their specific standard chronology, 
the time series of wood density features contributed more strongly to the dating than the time 
series of ring-widths (Fig. 5, Fig. 6). 
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Figure 5: Screen shot of the TreeRingAnalyser: ring-width series (JRBO) of sample A and the 
multivariate standard-chronology for ring-width (spruce, Saxony); Dating-Index (DI-value): 10.715; Glk 
= 56%. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Screen shot of the TreeRingAnalyser: late wood density (MSDO) of sample A and the 
multivariate standard-chronology for late wood density; Dating-Index (DI-value): 130.9; Glk = 69%. 
 
In summary 10 time series are used for dating during the multivariate dating procedure. 
According to König et al. (2004), the MDI-value is calculable from univariate partial results 
(dating indices from the ring-widths parameters (JRBO, JRBA), late wood densities (MSDO, 
SDXA), mean early wood density (MFDA), proportion of early and late wood (FHPO, FHPA), 
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the accumulated wood masses in early and late wood (FHQO, SHQA) and the wood density 
contrast (HDKO). 
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Fig.7: In some cases the ring-width (JRB-DI) does not lead to the correct solution (calendar year 1816) 
in opposite to the density features e.g. mean late wood density (MSD-DI). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8: The Multivariate Dating-Index (MDI) as an accumulated number of contributions of ten tree-ring 
features leads to the correct dating solution for the sample from the Albrechtsburg Castle Meißen 
(1816). 
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Figure 7 clarifies that positive and negative dating indices can emerge from univariate cross-
correlation. The DI-value of the ring-width was significantly lower for the correct solution 
(1816; DI-value=10.7) than for the wrong solution (1621; DI-value=195.7). The sole 
application of the univariate method would have led to a wrong dating result. In contrast, the 
inclusion of the mean late wood densities with a DI-value of 130.9 proved as goal-prominent 
(DI-values for wrong solutions: 1707: 60.3 and for 2008: 72.4). Yet, only by applying the 
multivariate method a statistically secured dating was possible. The correct solution (1816) 
became qualified on the basis of the mean late wood density values (different: 55%) from the 
wrong solutions (2008). Apart from the wood density characteristics mentioned, 8 further 
features are evaluated and included in the computation of the MDI-value. This MDI-value for 
the correct dating solution (1816: MDI-value: 234.7) differed significantly (with 15%) from the 
wrong solutions (2019: MDI-value: 204.9; 1621: MDI-value: 202.4), (fig.8). The correct dating 
result of 1816 could be determined and be confirmed with statistic tests (e.g. Wilcoxon-test). 
 
Conclusions 
For the dating of spruce samples with less than 50 tree-rings it is necessary to analyze the 
tracheid structures in detail. The exclusive analysis of the ring widths describes only one part 
of the year-specific wood density structures of tree-rings. Apart from the minimum, mean and 
maximum wood density values, also the tree-ring characteristics of the wood mass 
accumulation in the earlywood and latewood zones contain important information according 
to tree-ring growth and to climatic conditions of past epochs. That way, characterisation and 
dating of spruce wood samples are improved.  
By the computation of the MDI-value it was possible to date the examined wood samples of 
the roof truss of the Albrechtsburg Castle. Indeed, the roof truss fell victim to the major fire in 
1773 and was rebuilt sometime after 1816. The figures of Victor and Mauritius are based on 
wooden plates which date back to the early 15th century (1410). Therefore, they must be 
classified as part of the early history of the Meißen Cathedral.  
Particularly in the case of small wood samples with less than 50 tree-rings, the entirety of 
independent time series of tree-ring features should form a solid basis for their 
dendrochronological analysis, if a corresponding multivariate standard chronology is 
available. 
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Introduction 
Softwood structure is very simple. It only consists of tracheids (aprox. 90 % of the volume) 
and parenchyma cells (Panshin & de Zeeuw 1980). Therefore, softwood is very suitable for 
the xylogenesis (i.e. wood formation process) analysis. There are three zones in a newly 
forming softwood tree-ring: the radial enlarging zone, the maturation zone and the zone of 
matured cells (Wodzicki 1971). Tracheids in the radial enlarging zone have cell content, their 
radial diameters are increasing and their cell walls consist of a middle lamella and a primary 
cell wall. When they move to the maturation zone their radial diameter remains constant and 
the process of the secondary thickening (the secondary cell wall formation) starts; the cell 
wall corners are rounding and the cell walls are gradually lignifying. Meanwhile, the cell 
content is gradually consumed. In the third zone, the matured cells zone, tracheids have their 
final cell wall diameter and they may be considered as fully differentiated. In this zone 
tracheids have no cell content and they are completely dead. 
It is necessary to distinguish non-lignified and lignified tracheids to identify the individual 
zones of a tree-ring. A frequently used method for this purpose is double staining with 
safranin and fast green (Bamber 1961, Horáček et al. 1999). This method is based on the 
fact that stained wood cell elements are different in colour of their cell walls. The non-lignified 
cell walls are green in colour and the lignified ones are red. Subsequently, microscopic wood 
slices have to be mounted to Canada balsam (or other mounting medium) to make 
permanent microscopic specimens. The described method of double staining and permanent 
specimen making is quite difficult and time demanding. Therefore, a new method was 
suggested as a replacement of double staining. The new method of using fluorescence 
microscopy is based on autofluorescence of lignin. 
Some materials and objects are able to absorb electromagnetic radiation (excitation 
radiation) and contemporarily emit radiation of different wavelengths. The term used for this 
phenomenon is photoluminiscence. If the light emission persists for up to a few seconds after 
the excitation source is withdrawn, the phenomenon is known as phosphorescence. 
Fluorescence, on the other hand, describes light emission which continues only during the 
absorption of the excitation light. The time interval between the absorption of excitation 
radiation and the emission of re-radiated light in fluorescence is of an extraordinarily short 
duration, usually less than a millionth of a second (Rost 1992). 
The main initiator of fluorescence is irradiation of fluorochrome (i.e. material that can emit 
fluorescence radiation) molecules by specific wavelength electromagnetic radiation. This 
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causes collisions of high-frequency photons and fluorochrome atoms. A fluorochrome 
molecule absorbs a part of the incident photon energy. If the absorbed energy is sufficient, 
an electron in the fluorochrome molecule is boosted up to a higher energy level of the excited 
state, i.e. the electron is excited. The excited electrons may lose some vibrational energy and 
return to the “lowest excited singlet state”. From the lowest excited singlet state, the 
electrons “drop back” to the ground state with simultaneous emission of fluorescent light. 
Light emitted at fluorescence is called fluorescent light (Valeur 2002). 
Fluorescence microscopy is an excellent method for the kind of substances that can be 
forced to emit fluorescence radiation by their own nature (primary fluorescence or 
autofluorescence) or by staining (secondary fluorescence) with specific fluorescent 
chemicals – fluorochromes. 
The emission spectrum of a fluorochrome is always shifted into longer wavelengths (lower 
energy) in relation to the absorption spectrum. This shift is called Stoke’s shift (Rost 1992) 
and it makes it possible to separate the excitation and the emission radiation using optical 
filters. An optical filter consists of an excitation filter, a dichroic mirror and a barrier filter. The 
excitation filter only transmits the radiation of specific wavelengths (excitation radiation) to 
the investigated sample. The barrier filter prevents the excitation radiation to reach the 
microscope ocular and transmits only a specific part of wavelengths of emitted fluorescent 
radiation. The dichroic mirror is a specialized filter designed to reflect the excitation radiation 
and to transmit the radiation emitted by the investigated sample. It is possible to observe the 
emitted light in the microscope ocular or capture it using a camera. 
Besides cellulose, lignin is the most abundant and important polymeric organic substance in 
wood. Lignin impregnates polysaccharides of wood cell walls. There are chemical bonds  
between lignin and polysaccharides and together they form lignopolysaccharidic complexes. 
The lignin amount in wood varies from 20 to 40 % of wood weight in dependence on the 
species (Fengel & Wegener 1989). Lignin may be considered a native fluorochrome, i.e. a 
substance that can autofluorescence (Donaldson 2001), and the new method for lignin 
detection for purposes of distinguishing zones in a newly forming ring is based on this 
phenomenon. 
 
Material and Methods 
40 μm thick microscopic specimens of wood of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) were 
sectioned on the microtome. Wood samples were taken from 6 trees at the height of 1.3 m 
from the ground. Both non-permanent specimens (microscopic sections in a drop of water) 
and permanent specimens (sections mounted in the Canada balsam) were prepared. The 
number of non-permanent specimens was 84, the number of permanent specimens was 5. A 
mercury lamp was used as the source of radiation of a wide range of wavelengths (250–
700 nm) to induce autofluorescence of lignin. The radiation emitted by the lamp went through 
an optical filter block. Nikon Optihot-2 microscope with a trinocular was equipped with three 
Nikon optical filters blocks that were being tested (Tab. 1). 
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Table 1: Tested Nikon optical filters specifications. 
 
Optical filter block type G-2A B-2A DAPI 

EX – Excitation wavelength (nm) 510–560 450–490 340–380 

DM – Dichroic mirror – border wavelength (nm) 575 505 400 

BA – Barrier filter – minimal wavelength of 
radiation transmitted to the ocular (nm) 590 520 435–485 

 
PlanFluo 20 and PlanFluo 40 objectives suitable for fluorescence microscopy were used for 
observations. CCD camera Hitachi HV-C20 was attached to the microscope for digitalization 
of the observed picture. Image analysis software Lucia G was used for picture processing. 
The excitation radiation falls upon the investigated sample through the lens, and the emitted 
radiation goes through the same lens to the ocular (episcopic fluorescence microscopy).  
It was supposed that there was no need of transparent specimens in contrast to fluorescence 
microscopy with transmitted light. That is why the “non-microscopic” wood samples 
(10 × 10 × 20 mm) with surface “smoothed” by the microtome were prepared (20 pcs). 
 
Results 
There were problems with the microscopic sections mounted in Canada balsam due to its 
slight fluorescence properties. It made lignin autofluorescence observations impossible. On 
the other hand, the microscopic sections that were in water only (non-permanent specimens) 
were suitable for lignin autofluorescence observations. 
Each of the available optical filter block was tested for its suitability for fluorescence 
microscopic observation of the non-permanent specimens. The autofluorescence of lignin 
occurred at λexc = 510–560 nm (G-2A filter) and at λexc = 340–380 nm (DAPI filter). There was 
no fluorescence light observed at λexc = 450–490 nm (B-2A filter). 
The best image quality was observed at λexc = 510–560 nm (green light) and the emitted 
fluorescence light was red (According to printing requirements all pictures were transformed 
from 24bit mode to greyscale mode. (Fig. 1). But the fading effect (reduction of the emitted 
light intensity) occurred. 
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Figure 1: Lignin autofluorescence in Norway spruce at λexc = 510–560 nm (transformed to greyscale 
for printing) 
 
When the DAPI filter was used, i.e. λexc = 340–380 nm (UV-A), the emitted light was blue. 
The intensity of the emitted light gradually increased. 
It was possible to observe gradual lignification of cell walls of anatomical elements in a 
forming ring thanks to periodically sampled wood samples (Fig. 2). The emitted light 
indicates the areas of lignin occurrence in the specimens. Other areas of specimens, i.e. 
areas without lignified cells did not emit any light and they were black in the observed picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The sample taken on June 2nd (left) – no lignification. The sample taken on June 16th 
(middle) – two cells of each radial row are lignified, the third and the fourth cells are lignified only in 
corners. The sample taken on June 30th (right) – at least four cells are lignified. Fluorescence 
microscopy (transformed to greyscale for printing). 
 
It was found useful to combine a fluorescent picture and a picture acquired by common light 
microscopic technique for the same observed area of the specimen. Such a kind of picture 
makes it easy to distinguish the fully lignified, the partly lignified and the non-lignified cell 
walls. It is supposed that the emitted light intensity is related to lignin concentration in the cell 
wall. Most lignin concentration was observed in the corners of the middle lamella. 
The lignification process began in the cell wall corners in the middle lamella, then it continued 
in the radial cell walls and finally in the tangential cell walls. 
Because of the incident (reflected light or episcopic) illumination principle of used 
microscopic technique it was not necessary to use thin slices of wood. The picture acquired 
from the surface of the “non-microscopic” wood sample observation is presented in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Transverse section surface of non-microscopic sample of wood of Norway spruce. 
Fluorescence microscopy at λexc = 340–380 nm (transformed to greyscale for printing). 
 
Discussion 
The method of fluorescence microscopy based on lignin autofluorescence was proved as 
suitable for lignin detection in the cell walls of wood of Norway spruce. In other words, it 
makes lignin visible. The advantage of this method is that the double staining procedure is 
not necessary and it does not require samples mounted in Canada balsam. It saves the time 
needed for specimen preparation. The use of non-permanent specimens is an indisputable 
advantage. On the other hand, the disadvantages are the necessity to process the image of 
non-permanent specimens immediately and the impossibility of their storing. However, it is 
possible to archive all specimens as digital pictures, which eliminates this disadvantage. The 
combined pictures created as a result of the logical sum of fluorescent and common light 
pictures can fully substitute pictures acquired by the double staining method.  
For lignin, the maximum fluorescence, as measured with a fluorescence spectrophotometer, 
occurs at λexc = 335 nm (Kolpak et al. 1983). This wavelength was very close to the excitation 
wavelengths of the DAPI filter (λexc = 340–380 nm). Donaldson (2001) observed lignin 
autofluorescence at λexc = 530 nm. This wavelength is in the range of excitation wavelengths 
of the G-2A filter (λexc = 510–560 nm). Kolpak et al. (1983) reported that no significant 
fluorescence was observed at λexc = 633 nm. No such optical filter was available. The lignin 
autofluorescence that occurred with DAPI and G-2A optical filter blocks is in accordance with 
the results in the studies mentioned above. 
No lignin autofluorescence was achieved using the B-2A optical filter block. It was probably 
caused by the mercury arc lamp emission spectra. The mercury arc lamp showed very small 
relative spectral radiation at the wavelength range corresponding to B-2A optical filter 
excitation wavelengths. 
The fading effect occurred at λexc = 510–560 nm. This effect was described by Rost (1992). 
On the other hand, the fluorescent light intensity was detected to increase at λexc = 340–
380 nm. This phenomenon was not described in the available studies by other authors. It 
was probably caused by high energy (short wavelength) of incident radiation, which was able 
to penetrate deeper, which means it was possible to excite electrons of more molecules. 
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The result of the observation of lignification is in accordance with the previous studies 
(Wodzicky 1971, Antonova & Stasova 1997, Horáček et al. 1996); lignification begins in the 
middle lamella and continues in the radial cell walls and finally in the tangential cell walls. 
The quality of the fluorescent picture acquired directly from the surface of non-microscopic 
piece of wood sample (i. e. without microscopic slices) depends on the quality of the 
observed sample surface, especially on its flatness. It was found suitable to smooth the 
surface by a few trims on the microtome. 
All experiments were carried out using the wood of Norway spruce but it is supposed that 
similar results should be obtained even with other European softwood species. 
 
Conclusions 
The method for lignin detection using fluorescence microscopy is a full-value replacement of 
the double staining method. The new method includes a few steps: 

1. Sectioning the wood samples on the microtome. 

2. Making non-permanent specimens out of microscopic sections. 

3. Specimen observation using light microscopy. 

4. Digitalisation of the observed specimen area (saving as a picture file).  

5. Digitalisation of the same specimen area (without moving) with fluorescence microscopy at 
λexc = 510–560 nm (red fluorescence) or at λexc  = 340–380 nm (blue fluorescence). 

6. Logical sum of both pictured using image analysis software (e.g. Lucia G). 
 
The method can be recommended for purposes of xylem growth analysis as was described 
in the Introduction. Lignin autofluorescence was observed at both 340–380 nm and 510–
560 nm excitation wavelengths. 
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Situation and Motivation 
The development of mean index chronologies is a basic topic of dendrochronolology. 
Commonly this procedure consists of prewhitening, trend estimation and index calculation of 
each individual series. Finally, all single index series have to be aggregated to the mean 
index series. Application of the arithmetic mean may be disadvantageous because all index 
values have the same weight, and outliers may distort the mean. For this reason so far 
Tukey’s biweight robust mean (Weisstein, 1999-2007) is mostly used for calculation of mean 
index values. The effect of applying Tukey’s biweight motivates the following analyses and 
alternative proposals. A chronology of common beech from Schleswig-Holstein in northern 
Germany (Fig. 1) will be used as an example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Index chronology Bornhoeved, common beech; 20 dominant sample trees 
 
Tukey’s biweight uses a weight function. The absolute weight values of the function increase 
with growing distance from the mean index, but drop down quickly when the distance from 
mean exceeds a certain threshold value (Fig. 2). Values beyond these thresholds do not 
influence the mean, because their weights are close to zero. This basic pattern may be 
traced at each time step. As additional examples, the years 1960 and 2000 were chosen 
(Fig. 3 and 4), and the tree numbers of the values are indicated which were excluded by 
Tukey’s biweight from the calculation of the mean. Comparing the figures 2, 3 and 4 (1920, 
1960, 2000) it is conspicuous that the tree numbers (individual series) which are excluded 
from the calculation of the mean calculation by the weight function of Tukey’s biweight 
change from year to year. 
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Figure 2: Values of the weight function psi(u) 
in relation to the deviation of the tree 
individual index values from the mean; 
example: year 1920; Numbers of individual 
series (=sample trees) which do not 
contribute to the mean index due to their 
weight values close to zero are indicated with 
boxes. 

 

Figure 3: Values of the weight function psi(u) 
in relation to the deviation of the tree 
individual series index values from the mean; 
example: year 1960; Numbers of individual 
series (=sample trees) which do not 
contribute to the mean index due to their 
weight values close to zero are indicated with 
boxes. 

 

Figure 4: Values of the weight function psi(u) 
in relation to the deviation of the tree 
individual series index values from the mean; 
example: year 2000; Numbers of individual 
series (=sample trees) which do not 
contribute to the mean index due to their 
weight values close to zero are indicated with 
boxes. 
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This indicates that the same series, which is selected to contribute to the mean index 
chronology at a certain year, may be rejected at another year. Such effects of a 
mathematical procedure cause problems concerning its general acceptance. It seems to be 
necessary to evaluate quality and suitability of each single series with respect to their 
contribution to the mean index series. Each selected individual series should express the 
typical behaviour of the investigated tree population. 
 
A first proposal for an alternative approach 
A first alternative approach which evaluates single series starts from already prewhitened 
and detrended individual index series. It includes the following steps: 
 

(1) Calculation of the chronologies‘ signal strength: 
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The signal strength of a single series Sk may be measured as the mean correlation to 
all other series of the chronology. Therefore Sk may be tested for significance. Series 
with negative or non-significant Sk are rejected from the chronology building. The 
procedure returns to step (1) until all remaining series are significant. 
 

(3) Calculation of the mean index chronology according to Neumann (2001): 
This calculation is based on the assumption that index series showing more stand-
typical patterns have a smaller share of error and thus a higher signal strength than 
those with stand-untypical patterns. Obviously, it may be concluded that individual 
index series may be weight by their signal strength for calculation of the mean index 
chronology: 
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For illustrating the effects of this alternative procedure, a chronology of a mature pine stand 
(Grunewald, Berlin forests; n=30) was chosen (Fig. 5 to 8).  
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Figure 5: Increase of 
chronology’s signal strength by 
stepwise exclusion of individual 
series with non-significant signal 
strength. 

 

Figure 6: Increase of signal-to-
noise ratio. 

 

Figure 7: Increase of expressed 
population signal EPS and 
decrease of required sample 
size to get EPS=0,85. 

Figure 8: Comparison of mean 
sensitivity of the mean index 
series when using different 
calculations of mean. 
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Evaluating these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:  

i. Identification of series with negative or non-significant mean cross correlation to the 
other series and their subsequent exclusion from calculation of mean index may 
improve mean signal strength of the whole chronology.  

ii. Simultaneously, SNR and EPS increase and required sample size decreases. The 
mean sensitivity as a characteristic of the climate impact is higher if the alternative 
approach together with Neumann’s mean is used other than by the application of the 
arithmetic mean, but sometimes lower than by application of Tukey‘s biweight. The 
latter is due to the enhancement of the centre of the actual distribution per year.  

iii. The “cleaning” of a noisy chronology by the alternative procedure is done by 
exclusion of entire series but never by exclusion of index values only at a certain 
year. 

A second proposal to get a stand-typical mean chronology 
Taking increment cores to develop mean index chronologies for the investigation of climate 
growth relationships may be seen as only one special branch of tree ring research. Tree ring 
series may be used for a more comprehensive growth behaviour analysis of a forest stand if 
they cover the whole life span of the stand. Growth behaviour analysis aims at the 
reconstruction of the mean growth course of a stand, represented by the dominant trees, and 
at the evaluation of their characteristics in the temporal course. Growth courses of individual 
trees can be compared and evaluated appropriately by their diameter growth course. The 
measured ring widths have to be cumulated to get the diameter growth course from 
increment cores. However, we are often faced with the difficulty that the pith of the tree was 
failed. We do not dispose of measured data of tree’s diameter below the place where the first 
tree ring border is visible. However in many cases a circular arc of the first visible ring can be 
used to estimate the diameter of the inner part of the stem (Fig. 9). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Determination of the inner portion of tree’s diameter which was failed while coring; The inner 
part of the sanded core was scanned. Calculation of the inner diameter is done with the help of a 
computer program which uses geometrical and graphical methods. 
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This inner diameter (ID) can be used as initial value for the summation of all doubled ring 
widths to get the stem’s diameter without bark. But even if the pith is hit, the summing up will 
never result in the exact diameter without bark of the tree. This is due to: 

i. The shrinkage of the increment core while drying; 
ii. The tree ring series obtained by the increment core is only one random realisation of 

the growth course of the tree. There are theoretically infinite places at breast height of 
a tree to take increment cores. The extraction of two increment cores in orthogonal 
position at breast height may not really represent the true shape of the cross section 
of the tree and therefore the estimation of the radial increment of the tree is hindered. 
It is strongly recommended to measure exact ring widths (rectangular, i.e. shortest, 
distances between adjacent ring borders). 

 
The problem may easily be solved by following the assumption that the appropriateness of 
ring widths within time series is kept independent from the exact place of boring. The 
diameter of the stem without bark (DBHwB) may be determined from measured values of 
diameter including bark and withdrawal of double bark thickness obtained from a suitable 
bark function. If the appropriateness of ring widths (RW) within time series is accepted as the 
most important criterion of growth behaviour, the absolute values may be transformed by 
correction factors (CF) very easily: 

∑
=

⋅+
= n

t
t

wB

RWID

DBH
CF

1
2

. 

In that way one can obtain the chronology of the corrected absolute diameter time series 
(Fig. 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Absolute diameter growth courses of 20 dominant beeches. Identification of outliers 
concerning growth dynamics is hard to perform. 
 
As an example for illustration of the methodical conclusions the chronology of Bornhoeved 
(common beech) is used again. By calculation of relative growth courses (all diameter values 
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of a time series are set relative to the final DBH at the end of the series) a better comparison 
between the series is enabled (Fig. 11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Relative growth courses of the 20 sample trees together with mean +/- standard deviation. 
Outliers concerning growth dynamics can easily be identified. 
 
 

Evaluation of the similarities between the series and of the suitability of a individual series 
using the relation to the stand-typical pattern is eased by the comparison with the mean 
relative curve and the range between mean +/- standard deviation, respectively. So, outliers 
concerning stand-typical growth dynamics can be reliably identified and can be excluded 
from the calculation of the mean curve (Fig. 12). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Relative growth courses of 17 sample trees together with mean +/- standard deviation. 
Sample trees 5, 7 and 19 were excluded as outliers. The stand-typical growth pattern emerges more 
clearly. 
 
The plot of the included absolute diameter series of the chronology together with the 
identified outliers (sample trees 5, 7 and 19) shows that these series do not really fit to the 
common stand-typical growth pattern, especially after 1970 (fig. 13). 
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Figure 13: Absolute diameter growth of the included trees of the chronology together with the excluded 
sample trees 5, 7 and 19 (fat lines). 
 
The remaining steps to get the mean index chronology are easily to perform. The time series 
of the mean relative diameter growth course forms the basis of the calculation. Mean 
absolute diameter of all included sample trees is obtained by the calculation of weighted 
means of the basal areas. Time series of mean diameter DBHt may be obtained by 
multiplication of mean relative diameter course with mean absolute diameter. Time series of 
mean ring width has to be calculated as differences from mean absolute diameter course 
DBHt. 

 
2

1−−
= tt

t
DBHDBH

RW . 

Prewhitening, trend estimation, trend elimination and indexation may be done in one of the 
many known ways, according to the conviction, intention or taste of the dendro-colleague. 
 
Summary 
Beginning with the established method of mean index series calculation by Tukey’ biweight 
robust mean, its disadvantages and inconsistency are discussed as well as two alternative 
procedures are presented.  
Statistical analysis of the contribution of a individual series to the mean series and the 
decision upon its inclusion or exclusion from the mean calculation on the basis of entire 
series is proved to be an adequate procedure. The weighting of single series by their signal 
strength to calculate the mean index chronology (Neumann, 2001) seems to be more 
appropriate than the distance from the centre of the index-distribution at a certain year. 
Derivation of the typical stand-wide diameter growth enables a comprehensive growth 
behaviour analysis. Central to the procedure is the calculation of relative diameter growth 
courses. By this transformation, outliers can be reliably discovered. From the mean diameter 
time series one can obtain transformed series of basal area, basal area increment and radial 
increment. These series may be verified and investigated in many directions such as 
homogeneity of growth course or structural breaks, autocorrelation of first and higher order, 
relations between sensitivity and autocorrelation, pointer year analysis and more. Back-
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transformation to mean ring width series is done by differentiating of mean absolute diameter 
series. Derivation of mean index series from mean ring width series follows well known 
procedures which are in common use. All steps are based upon a unified data pool 
procedure. 
 
References: 
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